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P R E F A C E 
The work has been divided into three parts 
Part I consist of Introduction and Part II consist of 
Bibliography, Part III Alphabatlcal Index to bibliography. 
Part I has fxirther been divided into two Sections 
Section A dealing with history of Indian Cricket and 
Section B confinee to India's performance in Tests and 
International Tournaments, and biographical sketch of 
Indian team. 
Bibliography included 252 entries it is essentially 
selective in nature, an attempt has been made to cover all 
aspects of the topics. 
ARRANGEMENT 
The articles dealing with the same sxobjects are listed 
in one alphabetical sequence by the names of the author or by 
the Titles under subject heading. 
The articles dealing with the distinct subjects heading 
are listed by subject wise in alphabetical sequence. 
STANDARD FOLLOWED 
The Indian standard recommended for bibliographical 
(IS:2381 - 1963) has been followed and classified catalogue 
code (CCC) of Dr. S.R.Ranganathan has been followed for author 
heading in the main entry. 
The entries contain the following items of information, 
(a) S e r i a l Nxamber 
(b) Name of the author 
(c) Full Stop (.) 
(d) Title of contribution including Sub-title if any 
(e) Full-stop ).) 
(f) Title of the periodical 
(g) Semi-Colon (;) 
(h) Volume number 
(i) Connma (,) 
(j) Issue number 
(k) Semi-colon {;) 
(1) Year 
(m) Comma 
(n) Month in abbreviated form and date 
(o) Semi-colon(7) 
(p) Inclusive pages of Articles 
SPECIMEN OF ENTRY 
PATAUDI (Mansur Ali Khan),Finest single day in Indian Cricket. 
Sports world; 5;38;1983,Jul 6;10-.ll. 
ABSTRACTS 
Discusses the finest day in Indian Cricket, in the 
Prudential cup. Lioyd won the toss and decided to field. 
Gavaskar India's no. 1 fell by nibbling at a ball wide off 
stump off Garner. Srikkant played confidently. Amamath took care 
but was out. Kapil Dev was caught. Patil attempted to pull a full 
in length ball and out. When Azad and Sharma departed the average 
was 3 run/over. Greenidge and Hynes departed. But Richard was 
confident he pulled Madan and caught by Kapil. Lioyd played 
painly but sensible batting was by Dujon and Marshall, Now attack 
was on the off stump. Next three wickets caught by Gavaskar and 
Kirmani , Robert tried to stay on. But the task of six run/over 
was difficult for tailenders. Thus India has won handsomely 
Prudential cup. 
SOURCE OF COMPILATION 
In the compilation of Bibliography the original as well 
as primary sources have been consulted. 
ALPHABETICAL INDEX 
I have tried to solve all the problem of a reader 
for searching an object for that I have provided an 
alphabetical Index of authors and Titles seperately. 
SCOPE 
The bibliography deals with covering all aspects of 
cricket played in India and abroad with different countries. 
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PART ONE 
Introduction 
L E 1 ^ 9. 211 9. Z 1 2. E 
India has a very glorious pafft in games and sports. It is 
the country where a large nuanber of games and aports weire originated 
of which the most important being Hockey, India's achievements in 
games and sports are well-known to the rest of the world. It is only 
in the recent past that there was a slight detoriation in our 
achievements due to politicalisation in the field. But the government 
of India is leaving no stone untouch to promote these games and 
sports and raise its standard in the country to enable players to 
complete with the rest of the world. 
Keeping in view all those the goes as for back as 1930's, 
created a large number of national sports bodies like I.H.F., B.A.I, 
B'.C.C.I. (NOV,22, 1927) etc, to promote them. 
Quite recently the government has created Department of sports 
in 1982 under the independent charge of a cabinet Minister, The 
central government has approved to set up an automhous body called 
sports Development Authority of India, under the Department of 
sports. To achieve the aim of promoting games and sports, India has 
successfully organised many International sports competition and 
tournaments like I and IX Asian games, world Hockey Cup tournament. 
It also proposes to held the 1987 world cup cricket tournament 
jointly with Pakistan. 
Among the games played in India more emphasis is laid 
especially on cricket and Hockey. India is one of the oldest 
promoter of cricket and has significantly contributed for its 
development. Following is the brief history of Indian cricket, 
"HISTORY OF INDIAN CRICKET** 
Cricket is a commonwealth game, like most western games, 
came to India in the wake of the union Jack, Long before Robert clive 
had won the battle of plassey to lay the foundation of British rule. 
This most English of English games had made its appearance on Indian 
soil. 
The history of Indian cricket as far as is known, dates back 
to 1725 when two teams of visiting British Sailors played a friendly 
match at a sea port in kutch on the West coast. In early years it 
was played only by English men. Then in 1792, The Calcutta cricket 
club was formed by the officers of the East India Company, but its 
membership was restricted to Europeans, The first recorded cricket 
match was played in Bombay five years after the Calcutta cricket 
club, came into being. In Calcutta, in 1804, the "Old Etonian's met 
the Gentlemen of Calcutta", which was highlighted by a century by 
Robert Vansi Hart, the first century to be scored in India, 
Though Indian cricket took first root in Calcutta, then game 
was introduced in some colleges by the English teachers, who 
organised club and matches forntheir students. The first Indian 
cricket club in Calcutta was the "Presidency College cricket 
Club", whichfcwas started by an Indian professor in 1878. 
In western India, on the other hand, cricket aroused keen 
interest among the local population , particularly the small but 
prosperous parsi, community. This was because the parsi had close 
trading relations with the British, Gradually the game became 
popular due largely to the efforts of the parsis. In course of 
time Bombay became the home of Indian cricket. 
The younger members of the oriental club (Parsis) started 
a new organisation in 1850, Which they called the young Zorastrians 
clvib , which is still existence is thus the oldes Indian cricket 
club. In 1866 riches Hindus started a club which they named 
"Bombay Union Hindu Cricket Club". Thenyoung Zorastrians club 
gradually gained strength and in 1877, the first match between 
the parsis and Europeans was played, when the Europeans won by 
63 runs. 
The game of cricket received a big boost when a team of 
parsi cricketers went on^n "tmofficial" tour of England in 1886, 
Team consisted by parsi players and was captained by Dr. D.H.Patel. 
A second Indian team again consisting only of parsi players, 
visited England in the summer of 1888, which was led by Pestanji 
kanga included a doctor , a lawyer and a photographer. The best 
player was Dr. M,E.Pavri, an out standing all rounder. The parsi 
won eight of the 31 matches, lost 11, and 12 draws. 
Impressed by the performance of visiting parsi players and 
at the instance of the flourishing Calcutta cricket club. A team 
of England cricketers visited India in the winter of 1888-89, 
English men played 12 matches, losing one, winning ten and one 
ending in a draw. 
The second team fran England come to India in 1893, which 
was led by Martin Bladen, 7th Lord Hawke. The parsi played two 
matches against Lord Hawke» team at Bombay, winning the first 
by 109 runs and second won by seven runs. 
About the time that Lord Hawkes team was in India, an Indian 
was making a name for himself in England as a cricketer of great 
promise. He was "Prince Ranjit Singhji", known to the game "Ranji" o 
one of the immortal^ of cricket. The performance of Ranji as a 
batsman, which surpassed all that had gone before him, created a 
new respect for Indian cricketers. 
The first two teams from India which toured England were 
composed entirely of parsi ,cricketers. Twenty three years after, 
the second parsi team had visited England, the first All India 
team toured eyed to the home of cricket in the stammer of 1911. 
However in the absence of an all India organisation to organise 
regulate and control the game, the so-called All India team was 
selected by a committee set up for the purpose. The team was 
captained by Maharaja Bhopinder Singh of Patiala. 
The first ever"Indian tour" arrived in England on May 21, 
but the first match was played only on June !• When the Indian 
team met Oxford University. The team included a number of talented 
cricketers, among whom were R.P.Mehromji, Dr. H.D. Kanga, Major K.M. 
Mistri and A. Salamuddin a fiiie fast bowler . Out of 23 matches, 
India won six and lost 15 and two matches ended in a draw , of 
their 14 first class matches India won 2 and lost 10, The Indian 
begans the tour en a depressing note losing first 11 matches, they 
won 12th match by seven wicket against Leicestershire, 
While Bombay was the home of cricket, the first step to 
bring about Indias entry into International cricket was taken by 
two Calcutta enthusiasts,-Sir William currie and Mr. Murray 
Robertson of Calcutta, cricket cltab, they attended the Imperial 
cricket conference in London in 1925 and succeeded in pursuading 
the M.C.C. to send a team to India, the M.C.C. also agreed to 
officially recognised as soon as a "Cricket control Board". 
The M.C.C. team arrived in India on Oct., 19, 1929, led by 
Krthur Gilligaji, it was a long tour lasting nearly six months, 
playing 25 matches in India and six matches in Burma and Ceylon, 
No Test match was played because India had yet to be admitted to 
the Imperial cricket conference. However two matches between the 
M.C.C, and Calcutta were in fact a direct, confrontation between 
India and England on the cricket field, Indian team did not do well 
against the strong M.C.C. side<> but there were some outstanding 
performances by individual players. 
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The first international match at Bombay ended in a draw 
but not before the Indian team had asserted its superiority. The 
M.C.C. batted first and scored 362 runs. In reply the Indian 
opening pair-Wazir Ali (48) and j.G.Navle (74) gave the side a 
good start. But the total stiomped to 278 for seven. Then the 
eight wicket partnership between D.B. Deodhar (148) and Colonal 
K.M. Mistri (51) saved the day and gave a lead to the Indians, 
In the second match against an All India XI at Calcutta, the 
home team batted first and were all out for 146 runs. The visitors 
replied with 233. In their second inning home team seored 269, 
leaving the M.C.C. to score 183 to win. The visitors made 186 for 
the loss of six wickets, thus winning the match by four wickets. 
On November, 22, 1927, the Board of control for cricket in 
India (BCCI) was formed to clear the way for Indias, membership 
of the imperial cricket conference. The creation of the Board of 
control gave f\arther input us to the game. A nvimber of All-India 
tournament were started. Finally in 1932, India was granted a 
test status, and the first official tour of England took place 
in the svmuner of the same year. 
FIRST OFFICIAL VISIT OF IMDIA 
The Indian cricket team's first "Official" visit to England 
marked the country's entry into the world cricketing arena. The 
team was led by the Maharaja of Porbunder, with the Maharaj Kxomar 
of Limbdi as his deputy. In all the Indian team played 26 matches. 
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including a solitary test, winning 9, losing 8 and the remaining 
9 ended in a draw. In addition to this, the tourist played 12 others 
matches, of which they won four, lost one, five ended in a draw, 
and two matches were abandoned with out a ball being bowled. The 
tour created a good impression in England and wisden single out 
a few player for high praise, C.K.Nayudu, who headed the batting 
averages,and other earned the unique distinction as, Wazir Ali, 
Nazir Alt, Amar Singh and Jehangir Khan. 
India made her debut in Test cricket on Saturday, June 
25, 1932 at Lord's. Both the Indian captain the Maharaja Porbunder 
and Maharaj Kumar stood down from the team, which was led by 
C.K.Nayudu. This was the first time that a Test captain was not 
in his cricket dress while presenting his team to a dignitary. 
India's Test debut did not bring wictory and quite frankly, 
no body had expected India to win the result may suggest an easy 
victory for England but it was not so. England with all their 
experience and talent had a fight, really hard, and there were 
moments when the English lion was badly mouled. The Indian 
cricketers created a very good, impression. Nayudu, Wazir Ali, 
Nazir Ali and Naoomal were singled out as batsman of real class, 
Nissar received high praise for his bowling and critics described 
him as one of the fastest in the game. Amar Singh as "the most 
dangerous all rounder of the tour". 
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FIRST OFFICIAL TOUR TO INDIA 
India's appearance in the Test arena had created a good 
impression, and though defeated Indian wicket was not disgraced. 
Eleven month's after the Indian team's tour of England, the 
two countries met again, this time an Indian soil. This first 
official visit of the M.C.C. team evoked great enthusiasm through 
out the country and where ever the visitors played thousands of 
people flacked to see the English cricketers in action. Thus the 
M.C.C. made the first official tour of India in winter of 1932-33, 
December 15-18 at Bombay under the captaincy of D.R.Jardine, 
against the C.K.Nayudu, India won the toss and England won the 
match by 9 wickets. 
INDIA WIN FIRST TEST RUBBER 
Indian cricket was badly mauled by England in the S\aramer 
of 1959/ when D.K.Gaekwad and his men lost all the five test 
matches of the series. 
After two home series , against Australia and Pakistan -
India again met England, This time the tables were turned, and 
India won the series for the first time since the two countries 
met in the maiden test at Lords, three decades ago. When the 
historic series was played in India in the winter of 1961-62, 
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When the third official England team visited India. First Test 
played at Bombay, second at Kanpur, third at New Delhi. These 
all three tests were drawn. Then fourth Test at Calcutta which 
India won by 187 runs, and Fifth at Madras also won by India 
by 128 runs and the Rubber with the two wins and three draw . 
This marked the India's first victory in Test series against 
England and a historic land mark in the game by winning Test 
rubber first time. India's Manjrekar topped the batting averages 
in the series with a total of 586 runs and Salim Durrani was the 
outstanding bowler of the series with a bag of 23 wickets. 
FIRST OFFICIAL TOUR OF INDIAN YOUNG CRICKETERS 
TO EMDLAND. 
The Indian young cricketers made their first official tour 
to England between July 25- Sept. 5, 1981. ^ he tour was organised 
by the National cricket Association and guaranted by the financial 
support of the test and county cricket Board and the Lords 
Taveners. Ravi Shastri appointed the captain. Indian outstanding 
all rounder. He and Maninder Singh, both slow left anb spinners, 
bowled many long spells, together, they were fortunate to strike 
the best weather of the season. Though the two days play they 
lost and deprived than of the first of the two rone-day international; 
and the other opening day of first test. In the second of the one 
day internationals, the Indian showed themselves to be tactifully 
unfamiliar with this type of cricket. 
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Result : Played 13 - won 5 - Lost 2 - Drawn 6 -
Abondoned 1 . 
After this young team have toUBSed to Sri Lanka, Pakistan, 
and West Indies . 
NATIONAL TROPHIES 
DULEEP TROPHY — All India Zonal tournament for Duleep 
Sinh Ji Trophy. 
In An Annual meeting, which was held at Madras on 
September 30, 1961. The Board of control for cricket in India 
decided to run a tournament in the memory of the Late M.S.Duleep 
Sinh Ji who was a great cricketer of international repute. 
Accordingly a tournament called the Zonal tournament for 
Duleep Sinh Ji Trophy for which the Board of control for cricket 
in India instituted a Trophy worth Rs. 5,000/- commenced in 
1961-62. The first match of this tournament was played at Madras 
from Sept. 30th 1961, between the South Zone and the North Zone. 
Since the commencement of the tournament all the Zonal teams are 
regularly participating in it. 
RANJI TROPHY 
The first official M.C.C. visit to India in 1933-34 gave 
a great impatus to the game and cricket was planted firmly on the 
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Indian Soil. During this tour the idea to institute a National 
cricket championship of India similar to the county championship 
in England and Sheffield in Australia was concieved, A meeting 
of ^ e Boafd of control for cricket in India was held in Simla 
in 1934 under the Chairmanship of Sir Sikander Hyat Khan, 
President of Board and acting Governer of Punjab. Meeting was 
attended by some distinguished personalit|:es who came to represent 
the various Associations. 
Sri, A.S.de Mello sulxnitted his proposal for the Ranji 
Trophy and also placed ^  artist's drawing of the proposed trophy, 
a Grecian urn two feet high, with a lid. The handle of which 
represented father time. Before firi^e Mello had finished the 
Maharaja of Patiala, full of enthusiasm, straight away offered 
to plesent a gold cup of the value of £ 500 to be called the 
Ranji Trophy and also agreed to present a miniature trophy which 
would become the permanent possesion of the winning team , Patialas 
announcement was gratefully accepted and it was decieved that 
the Ranji Trophy was to be competed for annually by the state 
cricket Associations. 
The first match of the National cricket championship of 
India for the Ranji Trophy commenced on November 4, 1934 at Madras, 
the participating teams were Mysore and Madras, The tournament 
was played on knock out basis from 1934-35 to 1956-57. Since 1957-58 
the tournament is being played on league basis at Zonal level and on 
knocke out basis at inter zonal level. 
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National Cricket Championship of India for Ran11 Trophy 
(YEAR - WINNERS) 
1934-Boinbay, 1935-36-Borabay, 1936-37-Nawanagar, 1937-38-Hyclerabad, 
1938-39-Bengal^ 1939-40-Maharashtra, 1940-41-Maharashtra , 
1941-42-Boinbay, 1942-43-Baroda, 1943-44-Western I n d i a , 1944-45-
Bombay, 1945-46-Holkar, 1946-47-Baroda, 1947-48-Holker, 1948-49-
Bombay, 1949-50-Baroda, 1950-51-Holkar, 19Sl-52-Bcttnbay, 1952-53-
Holkar , 1953-54-BCMnbay, 1954-55-Madras, 1955-56-Borabay, 1956-57-
Bombay, 1957-58-Baroda, 1958-59-Bonibay, 1959-60-Borabay, 1960-61-
Bombay, 1961-6 2-Bombay, 1962-63-Bombay, 1963-64-Bonibay, 1964-65-
Bombay, 1965-66-Borabay, 1966-67-Boinbay, 1967-68-Bornbay, 1968-69-
Bombay, 1969-70-Bonjbay, 1970-71-Bombay and Maharasht ra , 1971-72-
Bombay, 1972-7 3-Kamataka , 1973-74-Bombay, 1974-75-Boinbay, 1975-76-
Bombay, 1976-77-Bombay, 1977-78-Kamataka, 1978-79-Delhi , 1979-80-
D e l h i , 1980-81-Borobay, 1981-82-Bombay, 1982-83-Kamataka, 1983-84-
Bombay, 
Z.R.IRANI TROPHY 
Messers, Spencers Limited presented a Trophy value at 
Rs. 2000/- to the B.C.C.I. in 1950 to encourage cricket and named 
it Sri. Z.R.Irani who had been the Hony. Treasurer of the B.C.C.I, 
the trophy is a contest between the National championshiwinners 
of Ranji Trophy) and the Rest of India, The first match of the 
tournament was played at New Delhi on March 18, 19, 20, 1961. 
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The match ended in a draw but Bombay; the National champions 
won the trophy by virtue of their first inning lead. 
(YEAR-WINNER) 
1961-Borabay,vs Rest of India, 1963, Bombay, 1964-Bombay, 
1965-Bombay and Rest of India shared, 1966-Borabay, 1967-Bombay, 
1968-Bombay, 1969-Bombay, 1970-Bombay, 1971-Rest of India, 
1972-Rest of India, 1973-Bombay, 1974-Karnataka, 1975-Bombay, 
1976-Bombay, 1977-Rest of India, 1978-Delhi, 1979-Karnataka, 
1980-Delhi, 1981»Rest of India, 1982-Bombay, 1983-Karnataka, 
1984-Rest of India . 
INTER-UNIVERTISY CRICKET CHAMPIONSHIP FOR THE 
ROHINTON BARI TROPHY. 
Ms, Baria Bros, Presented a trophy of an approximate value 
of Rs. 3500/- for this tournament. The Interuniversity Board of 
India and Ceylon took over this tournament in 1945-46 from the 
Board of control for cricket in India, The tournament which 
commenced in 1935 is played on knok out baris first on the 
Zonal level and then asnthe Inter-Zonal level. 
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THE ALL INDIA SCHOOLS CRICKET TOURNAMENT 
The Board of control for cricket in India conducts the 
All-India schools cricket Tournament for the Cooch Behar Trophy. 
His Highness the Maharaja of Cooch-Behar presented this trophy 
in 1950 of approximate cost of Rs« 500/-, The tournament is 
played on knock out basis first at the Zonal level and then on 
the Inter Zonal level. 
There are many other Trophies but these are important ones. 
INDIA'S PERFORMANCE IN TEST SERIES 
India vs Australia (1947 - 80) 
Four months after the attainment of freedom, the first 
Indian cricket team toured Australia under the leadership of 
Amartiath, Great changes had taken place in India between the 
time of selection of the team and the actual tour. Pour originally 
selected players Vijay Merchant, Mushtaq Ali, Rusi Modi, 
Pazal Mahmood dropped from the side which considerably under-
signed the strength of the team, their places were takennby 
Sarwate, Ramvir Singh, Rai Singh and Ranga Chari but they were 
no match to the cricketers whom they replaced. 
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On, 28,29 Nov.- Dec, 1/2,3, 1947 First test match was 
played at Brisbane, Australia won the toss and match by an 
innings 226 runs. Second Test at Sydney became draw. Third match 
at Melbotirne also won by Australia by 223 runs. Fourth Test 
played at Adelaides won by Australia by an innings and 16 runs 
and Fifth Test at Melbourne again Australia won by an inning and 
117 runs. Australia won series by 4-0, 
In 1956 Australians played three test matches in India, 
First test at Madras from October, 1956, India won the Toss and 
match by an inning and 5 runs. Second Test at Bombay but match 
was draw. Third Test at Calcutta, Toss won by India and Australia 
woiei the match by 94 runs, series wea draw 1-1, 
In 1959-60 - Australian played five Test, winning two and 
losing one. First Test at New Delhi from Dec, 12, 1959, India 
won the toss and Australia won the match by an innings and 
127 runs. Second Test at Kanpur India won the toss and match by 
119 runs. Third Test at Bombay India won the toss and match was 
draw. Fourth Test at Madras, Australia won the toss and match 
by an innings and 55 runs. Fifth Test at Calcutta, India won 
the toss but match was draw, Australia won series by 2-1.In 1964, 
Australian played three Test in India from Oct. 2, under the 
captainship of Nawab of Pataudi, First Test played at Madras 
Australia won by 139 runs. Second Test at Bombay won by India by 
two wickets. Third and Pinal Test at Calcutta, which was draw. 
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In 1969 series played but there was no source of it. 
In 1977 Indian toured to Australia. First test played at 
Brisbane Australia won by 16 runs. Second Test played at 
Perth which won by Australia again. Third Test at Melbourne 
which India won. But in Fourth Test at Sydney Australia v/on this 
match as well as series. Final Test played at Adelaide and India 
lost the match by 47 runs. 
In 1979-80 - In India Australia played six Test series. 
First test was played at Madras from Sept. 11, 1979. Which was 
draw. Second Test at Bangalore was also draw due to Rain. Third 
test at Kanpur, which India won. Fourth Test at Delhi was draw. 
Fifth Test at Calcutta won by India again. Sixth Test at Bombay 
was draw and thus India won this series (2-0), 
In 1980-81 — India in Australia played three Tests, India 
won 1 and lost 1 and drawn. First test match was played at 
Sydney which Australia won by an innings and 4 runs. Second 
test played at Adelaide which was draw. Third test at Melbourne 
which India won by 59 runs, series was draw. 
INDIA VS ENGLAND (1932-82) 
By 1932 when India enbarked on their first Test match, 
cricket had been played on the sub-continent for a century and 
a half, the winter climate these being superb for cricket, the 
first captair^ to England the Maharaja Porbxindar, Shrewdly 
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restricted himself to eight matches in which he scored 
8 runs. 
How ever, the 1936 captain the Maharaj Ktimar Sir Vijaya of 
Vizanagram, the well remembered broad caster of later year vizzy, 
played in all three matches, . The great Indian players so far 
Ranji his nephew Duleep and ithe Nawab of Pataudi, had of course, 
all played for England . The 1936 team to England was probably 
stronger, then its predecision, but upset by domestic differences, 
it won only £our of 28 first class matches. 
Cricket in India continued in relative prosperity during 
the second world war augmanted by English players. Thus India 
were ready to take on the first post-war series in Eggland 
in 1946. In the wet English summer of 1946, India, despete the 
runs, which Merchant, Hazare, Pataudi, Modi, Mankad, Amamath 
and Mushtaq Ali, made on good pitches Merchant scored 2,385 runs 
in 1st class matches of the three Tests, they lost the first by 
ten wickets, earned a draw in the second and had the third 
ruined by rain, one of the pleasant memories led by the Nawab 
of Pataudi Junior, will have taken home ts of the last wicket 
stand 249. 
In 1952, Harare's touring team was no Luckier with the 
weather and tends to be remembered for a less glorious, 
statistical feat. In 1951-52 England won the fourth Test in 
Kanpur with the spin of Hilton. When India won the last at 
Madras through their spinners Mankad and Ghulam Ahmad, it was 
their first test victory in their 25th Test matches. 
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Although, India were swamped five 5-0 in England in 1959, 
a series in India, remained on entirely different operation. But 
when in 1961-62, England lost the last two Tests, and the series 
ts»o-nill, 2-0, Thus India won her first test Rubber. 
In 1963-64 for a short tour into which five marvellously 
dull draw test matches were crammed. In two visits to England, 
for "half tours" in 1967 and 1971. India had mixed fortune, 
they are always likely to be embrassed when they come in the 
first part of an English season and the spring which the young 
Nawab of Pataudi and his side, encountered in 1967, was wettor 
than most. However, when Ajit Wadekar brought the 1971 side, it was 
in a second half of the summer and India won a Test match indded 
a series, in England for the first time. 
After this famous Indian victory, the next visit of an England 
team to the sub-continent in 1972-73, in evitably brought a 
new peak of enthusiasm for the game there, the grounds, were 
bigger now acconmodating even large crowds and England sent the 
strongest side under Tony Lewis, To English cricketers a tour of 
India. In Delhi England won first test, they lost by 28 runs 
in Calcutta and again by four wickets in Madras and two drawn. 
During the rest of 1970's India's tour of England met 
little success, the first half of 1974 was wet and they lost all 
three tests. 
In 1976-77, a tour which took place in conditions grately, 
changed since previous visits, pitches had more bounces. Thus 
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England fast bowlers were given a chance and so, first three 
Tests were won by the touring side. Wfhen.ithey staged on far a 
four match series. 
In 1980, England on their way home from Australia in 
February 1980, stopped in Bombay for a Test match celebrating 
the Indians Board's Golden Jubilee which they won handsomely. 
India vs NewZealand (1955-81) 
India played against NewZealand first time at Hyderabad 
on November 19, 1955, under the captainship of iGhulam Ahmad. 
However he could not play in the remaining Tests because of an 
injury and the captaincy was passed on to R.R, umrigar. For 
the first time a trst match played at Hyderabad. 
In 1955, 19, Nov. First test match played at Hyderabad, 
Toss won by India and match was draw. Second Test match was 
played at Bombay . India won Toss and match by an innings and 
27 runs. Third Test played at Delhi which was draw. Fourth 
Test match played at Calcutta which was also draw. Fifth Test 
match played at Madras. India won the toss and Match by an 
inning and 109 runs. Thus India won the series by two nil. 
In 1965 New Zealand visit to India and Four test matches 
were played under the captainship of Nawab of Pataudi. First 
Test match played at Madras and Match was draw. Second test at 
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Calcutta which also was draw and third Test also. Poxirth 
Test played at New Delhi. Toss won by New Zealand and India won 
the match by seven wickets. 
In 1969^ New Zealand, played 4 Test match series. In 
which New Zealand won the one Test and India won two matches 
and one test remain draw. Thus India hold third series 
successively. 
In 1976 - Three Test matches played in India and 
three in New Zealand, 
First Test played at Bombay which India won by 162 runs. 
Second Test at Kanpur which was draw and Third Test at Madras 
also won by India by 216 runs and India hold series again. 
In New Zealand, First Test was played at Auckland which 
India won by 8 wickets. Second Test at christchurch was draw. 
Third Test at Kiwi-Land won by New Zealand by an inning and 
33 runs. 
In 1978-79, Three Test matches played between them in this 
series and New Zealand won the one Test among three and remaining 
two were draw. So New Zealand won the series. 
In 1980-81 In New Zealand India played 3 test matches, 
lost 1 and 2 drawn. 
First test at Wellington which New Zealand won by 62 
runs. Second test at Christchurch was draw. Third test at 
Auckland was also draw. 
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Result: — Thus India had played 25 Teat matches against 
New Zealand out of which India has won 10 and New Zealand won 
4, remaining 11 Test have been drawn. 
INDIA VS PAKISTAN (1952-84) 
Five years after the formation of Pakistan a team from 
that country toured India, The players of the two sides were 
very pach familiar to each other for till August 15, 1947, 
Scxne of the visiting players had played for India, For the 
first time India won the Rubber and in their first international 
encounter the visitors also recorded a victory. 
On October 16, 1952 first test match was played with 
Pakistan at New Delhi under the captainships of Lala Amarnath 
and A.H.Kardar, India won the match by an innings and 70 runs. 
Second Test played at Lucknow, Pakistan won this by an 
innings and 43 runs. Third Test played at Bombay > India won 
this by ten wickets,. Fourth Test played at Madras, which was 
draw. Fifth Test played at Calcutta was also draw. 
In 1954-55 - - First Indian team toured to Pakistan and 
played five test matches from Jan 1, 1955. But there was neither 
gain nor less in the first Indian tour to Pakistan, for all the 
five test matches ended without a decision. 
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In 1960-61 Second Pakistani' tour to India was very 
similar to that of the previous encounter , again all the five 
Test matches ended in a draw, N.J.contractor was India's 
captain, 
1978-79 - - After the 18 years first time under the 
captaincy of Bishen Singh Bedi Indian team toured to Pakistan 
they played three Test matches. Two Test matches won by 
Pakistan and third one became draw, 
1979-80 Pakistan team toured to India, Six Test matches 
were played in this totur. In this series, India won two Test 
matches out of Six and remaining fotrr became draw under the 
captainship of S.M.Gavaskar, 
1982-83 - - Indian team toured to Pakistan under the 
captaincy of Gavaskar, six Tesrt matches were played, India lost 
three Test matches and remaining three were drawn, 
1983-84 - - Pakistan team under the captaincy of Zaheer Abbas 
toured to India against Kapil Dev's team* : (captain - world cup 
champion). Three Test matches were played and all three Test 
matches were drawn, • 
1984, October 25, Indian team toured again under the 
captainship of Gavaskar, First Test at Lahore has beccrae draw; 
and second Test is going to start. 
Result — Thus Total 39 Test matches has been played, 
15 Test matfhes played in Pakistan and 19 Test matches played 
in India, India won 4 Test matches and Pakistan won 6 Test matches 
remaining 24 Test matches has been draw. 
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INDIA VS WEST INDIES (1948-83) 
Test debut between India and West Indies began when the 
first Indian team from West Indies came to India in 1948-49, 
J.D.Goddard was the captain of West Indies who won all the 
five tosses of series, Indian led by Lala Amarnath, 
First Test played at New Delhi on, Nov, 10, 1948, which 
was draw. Second Test match played at Calcutta, third Test 
played at Calcutta were also draw. Fourth Test played at Madras, 
West Indies won the match by an innings and 193 runs. Fifth 
Test played at Bc»nbay, here India reached near winning position 
but became draw, 
1953 - - First Indian team toured to: West Indies led, by 
V.S.Hazare, First Test played at Poirt of Spain was draw. Second 
test at Bridge down West Indies won by 142 runs. Third test at 
port of Spein was draw. Fourth Test at George town was also draw. 
Fifth Test was also draw at kingston, 
1958-59 - - First Test at Bombay, which become draw. 
Second Test at Kanpur, West Indies won by 203 runs. Third Test 
at Calcutta, and again West Indies won by an innings and 336 
runs. Fourth '-^est at Madras West Indies won by 295 runs. Fifth 
Test at New Delhi was draw. 
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1962 Indian team toured to West Indies, five Test 
were played. First Test at Port of Spain, West Indies won by 
10 wickets. Second Test at Kingston, West Indies won by an 
innings and 18 runs. Third Test at Bridge town also won by 
West Indies by an innings and 30 runs. Fourth Test West Indies 
won by seven wickets. Fifth Test also won by West Indies by 
123 runs. Thus India lost all the five matches and West Indies won 
series by 5-0. 
1966-67 In India West Indies played three Test matches 
series. First Test won by West Indies and remaining two were 
draw. West Indies won series . 
1971-^:In West Indies India played five Test matches. 
India won one test and remaining 4 test became drawn; India won 
the series, 
1974-75— In India West Indies played five Test matches, 
India won two Test matches , while West Indies won three matches, 
so West Indies won the series. 
1976-77— First test played at Bridgetown which was won by 
West Indies, Second Test was draw. Third Test won by India, 
Fourth Test at Kingston West Indies won by 10 wickets and clinched 
series. 
1978-79— Six Test match series won by India,First test at 
Bombay was draw and second Test at Bangalore was also draw. Third 
Test at Calcutta and won by West Indies. Fourth Test played at 
Madras which India won by 3 wickets. Fifth Test at Delhi was draw 
and sixth test at Madras won by India, So India clinched the 
series. 
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1983 May— Five Test match series played in West Indies, 
First Test West Indies won superbly. Second Test played 
at Port of Spain and Third Test at Kingston were draw. Fourth 
Test played at Bridge towni, which West Indies won by 10 wickets. 
Fifth Test at Antigua was draw. So West Indies won the series 
by 2-0, 
1983, 25 June— India defeated West Indies in ^ rudential 
Cup. 
1983, Nov— Six Test matches series played in India . 
First Test at Kanpur, won by West Indies by an inning and 83 runs. 
Second Test at Delhi was draw. Third Test at Ahmadabad won by 
West Indies, Fourth Test at Bombay was *raw . Fifth Test at 
Calcutta also won by West Indies. Sixth Test played at Madras 
was draw. West Indies won series by 3-0, 
Result: 53 Test matcheswere played between them. West 
Indies won 22 and India won 6 and remaining draws. 
INDIA'S PERFORMANCE IN ONE-DAY INTERNATIONALS 
Only those limited overs one day, members with Test status 
plays those in three prudential world cup tournaments in England 
in 1975, 1979 and 1983 and the three matches in the Asia cup 
in Sharjah in 1984 are to be regarded as official one-day 
Internationals. 
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In this context, it may be further noted that certain 
one-day matches between two Test playing countries are excluded 
from this record, as they are clasiified as festival or 
benefit matches, and not as full fledged official one-Day 
internationals. For this reason two limited overs matches one 
is played versus West Indies at Bombay for Ajit Wadekar Benefit 
and other day-night versus Pakistan played at Delhi for the 
Prime-Minister relief fund are excluded. 
At Home 
Abroad 
Total 
Indie'J 
each c< 
vs England 
VS Australia 
VS W.Indies 
•'NewZealand 
" Pakistan 
" Sri Lanka 
•• Eastern 
Africa 
" Zimbabwe 
Total 
Played 
13 
44 
57 
Won 
7 
15 
22 
s performance in 
Duntry. 
Played 
9 
7 
12 
11 
10 
5 
1 
2 
57 
Won 
3 
2 
3 
2 
5 
4 
1 
2 
22 
Lost 
6 
29 
35 
Percentage 
53,84 
34.89 
38.59 
one-Day international against 
Lost 
6 
5 
9 
9 
5 
1 
0 
0 
35 
Success 
Percentage 
33,33 
28.57 
25,00 
18.18 
50.00 
80,00 
100.00 
100,00 
38.59 
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World Record: Kapil Dev scored the highest individual score 
175 not out, only century from India and five wickets in same 
inning in one day international against any country is a world 
record. 
INDIA'S GREAT ACHIEVEMENT IH PRUDENTIAL 
WORLD CUP 83 
India's past record in the previous two 1975 and 1979 
Prudential cup had been abysmal. So nobody has never believed 
that she could excel in a limited over match. India out played 
Clive Lloyd's powerful West Indian side in Prudential world 
cup, which had won the two previous world cups. And in winning 
the finals by 43 runs Kapil Dev's Indian's became the new 
chtoapions of the world. So we are the kings of one-day 
cricket. 
Clive Lioyd won the toss and put India in to bat. The 
day began with Sunil Gavaskar looking most uncafefortable against 
Roberts and Holdings and it was no sxirprise when he was caught 
behind playing back to Roberts in the fifth over. Srikanth 
then began to play some marvellous strokes in what was amazingly 
the biggest innings of the day 38. He hooked Roberts for four 
and six drove holding back over his head to the boundary and 
played many other exciting strokes besides. But at 59 he played 
accross Marshall and was Lbw, The run rate showed considerably. 
2% 
And in the 30th over Amarnath was bowled playing forward to 
Holdings. In the next over Yashpal Sharma made room and drove 
Gomes to be caught at deep cover. India were 90 with four 
wickets, gone. 
In the first over after lunch when the West Indies only 
had 10 men on the field for Marshall did not come out until 
after the first over, Kapil Dev swept Gomes away for two fours. 
Then he tried to drive the last ball of the over for six and 
was caught by Holding at long on. Kirti Azad pulled Roberts 
and holed out at square leg a run later. Binny played Roberts 
off his legs to Garner at square leg and after that it was 
only a few spilited blows from Sandip Patil and Madan Lai and 
a useful last wicket stand of 22 between Sandhu and Kirmani 
which took India to 183 in 55 overs. 
This was most certainly not a target which would alarm 
the strong West Indies batting line-up. West Indies soon lost 
Gordon Greenidge bowled off his pads when he played h© strokes 
at an in swinger from Sandhu, But then Richard began to bat with 
glorious ease by hitting seven fours in his thirty runs. But 
then Hynes drove Madan Lai to cover, Richards top-edged a hook 
and was beautifully caught by Kapil Dev running back at 
raid wicket. 
At 66 Gomes flicked at Madan Lai and was caught at slip 
and Lioyd who had pulled a muscle running his first run, drove 
Binny to Kapil Dev at extra cover, Bacchus was sixth out at 
76 when he drove fct wide half volley from Sandhu and Kirmani 
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made a brilliant catch diving in front of slip. Marshall and 
Dujon then batted sensibly and India must have been growing 
worried when Dujon tried to leave one from Amarnath alone, 
but did not take his bat out of the way in time and played on. 
Five runs later at 124, Marsl^ all dr6ve at Amarnath and was caught 
at slip. At 126 Roberts was Lbw driving Kapil Dev without moving 
his feet and finally Holding was Lbw trying to swing Amarnath 
to leg. Mohinder Amarnath took three of the Last fotir wickets 
as the West Indies innings folded up at 140 off 52 overs, 
Amarnath with three wickets and 26 runs won the man of the 
match award just as he had done in the semi final against 
England. An India became the new world champion by winning 
f inal^43' runs . 
A S I A C U P 84 
Asia cup final match held on 13th April in Sharjah 
cricked stadixam detween India and Pakistan. Indian were put 
into bat on a slightly dampish wicket both Gulam Parker and 
Khanna batted superbly, Pakistani bowlers to restrict India 
to a total of 188 in 46 overs. A tot^l well with in Pakistan's 
reach. When Pakistans began their inning both chetan Sharma and 
Manoj Prabhakar moved the ball and some really sharp deliveries 
Zaheer played a true captain inning Pakistan from a possible 
winning position lost four wickets in succession to buckle 
certainly brought back memories of our prudential cup victory. 
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A BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH OF PRESENT INDIAN TEAM 
(October^ 1984) 
1. SUNIL MANOHAR GAVASKAR (Sunny) (Captain) 
Age- 35 years — Test played 100, flom on 10th July 1949 in 
Bombay, He is one of the best opening batsman of the world-
and played first life match in first class cricket in 1966-67. 
He start his career in Test match against West Indies in 1971 
and till then he had play 100 Test matches, which is a record 
of Asia, Gavaskar has represented as a captain of Indian team 
in 41 Tests matches and As a captain this is second tour of 
Pakistan, Gavaskar has recorded •::. Many world records in Test 
history he has scored 8,456 runs in Test career which is 
highest in the world up to now. He has made 30 centuries, which 
is also a unique world reford. Three times in a calender year 
he has completed more than 1000 runs. In 1980, he was selected 
for best players by wisden. He is author of "Sunny" and "Idols", 
which are famous in India and is a also the chief editor of 
"Indian cricketer (Mag)", he is an employee in Nirlon Synthetic 
Fibres and chemicals Ltd., Bombay. He have got ARJUN AWARD in 1977 
and PADAM BHOOSHAN in 1979, 
2, KAPIL DEV RAM LAL NIKHANJ (Vice-Captain) 
Age-25 years— Test played 63. Born on 6th Jan, 1959 in Chandigarh, 
he is a right hand batsman and Mediiom fast bowler and is a one 
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of the best all-rounder of the world, he is only youngest 
player who have captured 200 wickets and 2000 runs. The start 
his Test career against Pakistan in 1978-79. Till now he have 
played 50 Tests he had played in county cricket and has been 
awarded with AROTUN AWARD in 1980 and PADAM SHRI in 1981. The 
great previlage is given to him that India won the Prudential 
world cup 83 under his captainship as well as he scored 
highest score 175 not out in this tournament . Which is a 
world record. He selected for best player by wisdcan in 1983. 
He is an employee in Indian Air Line Chandigarh. 
3. SAYED MUJTABA HUSAIN KIRMANI (Wicket Keeper) 
Age 32 years - Tests 79, bom on Dec. 29th^ 1949 in Madras he is 
one of the famous ;iricket keeper among the best of the world. 
He start his Test career against New Zealand in 1975-76, in the 
same tour he established a world record in Ghristchurch/ Test 
by taking five catches and ' stumped one, player iaehind the 
wicket. He has taken 100 catches and is best in stumping . Gord 
is only one who has stumped more than kirroani. He has been 
Awarded with PADAM SHRI in 1982. Kirmani had established a 
world record in tour of 1982-83 to Pakistan, where he did not 
give even a singlfe buy in the score of 542. In 1979-80 
scored a century as a night watchman batsman, against Australia 
which is his highest score dn Test cricket. 
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4. DILEEP BALWANT VENGSARKAR -
Age 28 years- Tests-70. He was born on 6th April, 1956 in 
Rajpur. He is an opening batsman but now plays as a middle 
order batsman• He can do wicket keeping. He started his 
Test debut in 1975-76 and lin the 2nd wicket partnership 
scored344 runs, against West Indies and hit 157 not out in 
same. In 1979 he scored 1174 m n in a calender year. 
5. SANDEEP MADHU SODAN PATIL-
Age-28 years- Tests -26. Patil was bom on 18 Aug., 1956 in 
Bombay. He is a fast middle order batsman and a rnddiiom fast 
bowler also,he played first test in 1979-80, 174 run in his 
highest score against Australia he hitted 6 sixes in an over 
of Bob Wilis ( 6 bol 2 No.b.). He is a hero in picture 
"Kabhi Ajnabi The". 
6. MOHINDER AMARNATH -
Age 35 years, Tests-43. Mohinder was born on 24 September 1950 
in Patiala. He is a right hand batsman and medixjm fast bowler 
also, he started his Test debat in 1969-70. He came back again 
in team in 1982-83, against Pakistan and scored 73 run/inning. 
Total 584 runs in a Test series, which is highest one for 
an Indian. He has scored 598 against West Indies series .. In 
1984 wisden select as best player. 
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7. RAVI SHANKAR JAYA DATH SHASTRI 
Age-22 years, Tests-28, Shastri was bom on 27 May, 1962 in 
Bombay, He is a right hand batsman and off-spin Bowler. In 
1980-81 he started his Test career in New Zealand, where he 
capture 3 wickets in 4 balls. Which was surprise for all. In 
1980 he has represented Indian young team as a Captain against 
Sri Lanka and played as a captain against Trimadad, from India. 
8 . ROGER MICJIAL BINNY 
Age-29 years. Test -18. Binny was born on 19 July, 1955 in 
Bangalore . He is an opening batsman but plays in middle order 
for India and he is a medium fast bowler also. He is also a 
good fielder for close in 1979-80 he started his Test debut. 
9. BALWANT SINGH HARBANS SINGH SANDHU. 
Age-28 years. Test -9. Sandhu was born on 3 August 1956 in 
Bombay. He is a right hand Medium fast bowler and batsman, he 
start his Test debut against Pakistan in 1982-83. 
10. ANSHU14AN DUTTA JI RAO GAEKWAD 
Age -32 years, Test-26. He was bom on 23 Sept. 1952 in Bombay. 
He is an opening batsman and off-Break Bowler also. He played 
his first Test against England in 1975. 
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11. SHIVLAL NANDLAL YADAV 
Age-29 years, Test-2nd, Yadav was bom on 26, Jan, 1957 in 
Hyderabad. He is a right hand off Break Bowler and batsman 
also. He is a close-in-fielder. In 1979, against Australia, 
he start his Test debut. 
12. MANINDER SINGH HARBANS SINGH BILLA 
Age-19 years, Test-12. Maninder Singh was born on 13th June,1965. 
He is a left arm spin Bowler and right hand batsman. In the age 
of 17 years and 193 days old, played his career's first test 
against Pakistan which is a record in Indian cricket history. 
He is a college student. 
13. AVADHURAM MADAN LAL SHARMA 
Age-33 years, Test-38. Madan Lai was born on 2pth March, 1951 
in Amritsar. He is an alrounder, (Medium fast bowler and 
batsman) and a a good fielder also. In 1974 he played first 
Test of his career. 
14. GHULAM AHMAD HASAN MOHAMMAD PARKAR 
Age-29 years, Tests-2, Parkar was born on 25 October 1955 in 
Ratnagiri Distt. He is a an opening batsman and a good 
fielder of cover point and cover . He start his Test debut 
against England in 1982. 
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15. CHETAN SHARMA 
Age-18 years, Test-1. Chetan is a new member in team, and 
present toiir of Pakistan is his first to\ir. He start his 
Test debut at Lahore on 17 Oct. , 1984, against Pakistan,• 
He is a right hand Mediiim fast bowler and a good batsman also, 
16. CHAMAN LAL SURENDER KHANNA 
Age-28 years. No Test • He was born in 3 June, 1956 in Delhi. 
He is an opening batsman and wicket keeper. This Pakistani 
tour is his first tour of life. 
PART T W O 
Bfblfographw 
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1. CHARMINAR CHALLANGE, INTERNATIONAL, DAYS, ONE, PERFORMANCE 
VS PAKISTAN, 
DIXIT (Arun). First battle won: Hyderabad international. 
Sports week 778; 1983, Sep. 21-27; 10. 
Discusses First Charminar Challenge one-day Inteimational 
Match at the Lai Bahadur Stadium played between India and 
Pakistan. In which India asserted its superiority with a 
convincing four-wicket victory over Pakistan after winning 
the prudential world cup. Once again it was Mohinder Amarnath 
who steened India to win with three overs to spare. Kapil 
proved himself as an astute captain. On winning the toss put 
the visitors to bat and Pakistan innings finished at lunch with 
151 for eight off 46 overs, India with the batting of Gavaskar, 
Srikant, yeshpal, Amarnath, Patil and Kapil, won the match by 
four wicket with three overs to spare. 
2. CHARMINAR CHALLENGE, INTERNATIONAL, DAYS, ONE VS PAKISTAN 
IQBAL (Asif) A Good Start for India. Sportstar; 6, 38; 1983, 
Sept. 17;7 
Discusses that India lived upto its reputation as the 
world champion in cricketing in cricket Ripping Pakistan in the 
first charminar challenge limited over one-day International 
at Hyderabad. India got the required 152 runs for victory for 
the loss of six wickets in 43 overs. Earlier Pakistan made 151 
for eight in 46 overs. Nearly 35,000 people watched this match. 
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Javed Miandad (66 not out) and Mohinder Amamath (60 not out) 
were the batting heroes. 
3. CUPS, ASIA, PINAL, PERFORMANCE, VS PAKISTAN 
ENGINEER(Parokh) India Strike gold in the desert: Asia Cup 
Sports Week 810; 1984, Apr.-25 May 1;6 
Discusses the third and final match of the Asia Cup held 
on 13th April the Sharjah cricket stadixim between India and 
Pakistan. India were put in to bat on a slightly dampish wicketgn 
both Gulam Parkar and Surender Khanna battled superbly, giving 
a solid start. After than we had Patil-Gavaskar Partnership 
of 78 aruns, the best of the Indian Innings, Pakistan bowlers 
bowled a lot better to restrict India to a total of 188 in 
46 overs. A total well with in Pakistan's reach. When Pakistan 
began their innings both Chetan Sharma and Manoj Prabhakar 
moved the balland some ireally sharp delieveries. Zaheer played 
a true captains innings untill he ran out. Ravi Shastry bowled 
most intelligently. Pakistan from a possible winning position 
lost from wicket in succession to buckle under. Khanna did 
bring off a couple of stximping off Shastri and team was indeed 
exemplary and certainly brought back memories . 
4. CUPS, ASIA, INAUGRAL VS SRILANKA AND PAKISTAN 
RAJAN (Siinder). After the globe, the continent. Times of India 
(Mag); 1984, Apr. 22; 7. 
Discusses performance of Indian team in Asia Cup. India's 
cricketers did them selves pround in the inaugural Asia cup. 
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They not only maintained their reputation as world cup 
champions, but also earned the admiration of all by exemplary 
conduct on and off the field. They beat both Sri-Lanka and 
Pakistan comprehensively. Their triumph was absolute. India 
is now in a unassailable position. Such was their run average 
that they had virtually assured themselves of trophy and the 
top prize of the 50,000 U.S. dollars (about 5.5 lakhs). Most 
remarkable part about Indias triumph was that it was achieved 
without Kapil Dev. Surinder Khanna played a major role, 
throughout Gavaskar displayed exemplary leadership qualities. 
Whether he will continue be skipper it will be decide in 
September. 
5. CUPS, ASIA, PLAYERS, SUNIL GAVASKAR 
BALA (Rajan). Portrait of a Cricketer: Sunil Gavaskar. 
Indian Express (Mag); 1984, Apr. 29;7. 
Sunil Gavaskar is back from Sharjah with the Asia cup, 
so the world for him will be much happier place to live in. 
First time I saw the Gavaskar in action as a School boy. He 
walked in with Ramesh Nagdev to open the innings for the 
Indian School against London schools at the Eden Garden. 
Pew year later Gavaskar opened for Bombay against Rest of 
India. Gavaskar Test career took off in 1971 against the 
west Indies, climaxing in 1983 when he equalled and then 
beat Sir Donald Bradman's record of Test centuries. He is 
Probably the single most important personality to emerge in 
Indian cricket since Cal. C.K.Nayudu. 
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6. CUPS, ASIA, SELECTION, TEAM 
BHARATAN (Taju). cup full Of Oil I : Asia cup. Sports Week 
807; 1984, April-10? 7-8. 
Discuses about Selection of team for the Asia Cup going 
to be held in Sl^ arjah. So Asia in a cup from which we drink 
cricket, instant cricket I A cup full of oil. Gulf oil. Sunil 
Gavasker believes that no batsman is so quick of eye as 
Srikanth. But our selectorsnconsider Srikanth worth watching. 
Gavaskar return as skipper. Madan Lai as vice captain. Both 
Ravi Shastri and Roger Binny sure to play. And two wicket 
keepers are there. There is so much ignorance of Kapil Dev. 
because Kapil is India's only one sttike bawler. Madan and Binny 
Lack the pace to penetrate the Gulg, while our nequicks have 
still to develop the control for one day cricket. Only in 
fielding can the team be expected to be really sharp. 
7. CUPS, BENSON AND HEDGES WORLD SERIES, OPENING VS AUSTRALIA. 
Major Victory : Benson and Hedges W.S. Cup. Sports Week 
635; 1980, Dec, 14; 6. 
Reveals that India gained here first major win in 
limited overs cricket by the impressive margin of 66 runs, 
against Australia, They scored a deserved, though surprising 
win over Australia in their opening match of the triangular. 
Benson and Hedges world series cup. For this win India have to 
be thankful to sandeep Patil, S. Kirmani and Doshi, under the 
shrevd leadership of Sunil Gavasker, India scored 208 for 
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9 wickets in 50 overs. While Australia made 142 all out in 
42.1 overs. Thus Match wen by India. 
8. CUPS^ BENSON AND HEDGES WORLD SERIES, PERFORMANCE 
BENAUD (John) Tourists in good touch: India in Australia 
Sports world 3,9; 1980, Dec, 24 ; 16-13. 
Discussed the performance of Indian Team who can save 
this Summer of cricket. Indians were once again in brilliant 
touch this time down in Tasmania* But it was their performance 
earlier in the week in Perth. That had a few Judges unrunning 
pleasure at the way they went about their game. This was the 
one-day Benson and Hedges world series tilt with the Kiwis. 
In the end they won by about the width of Kapils moustache. 
9. RUTNAGUR (Dicky), Indian batsman- Still for behind : Benson 
and Hedges w.s, cup. Sports week 636; 1980, Dec, 21; 11. 
Analysise that winning their first two matches is more 
that either of India's rivals, in the Benson and Hedges world 
cup competition. Indian won tv/o enC of two matches. But India 
do not have a batsman to make response equal to kim Hughes 
and Chappel. Batsman so far have made little contribution. 
10. CUPS, BENSON AND HEDGES, WORLD, SERIES VS NEWZEALAND 
MOHAN (R) Tit for Tat; One day internationals. Sport-Star 
4,1; 1981, Jan 3; 5-6 : 8. 
Benson and Hedges world series cup international series. 
Two encounters between India and New Zealand advertised that 
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even better and even the genius could have thrown forth two 
such incredible finishes at Brisbane and Adelaide in the third 
weekly December. Match played at Brisbane on Dec. 21, New 
Zealand won the matbh by three wickets, India 204 in 48.5 
over and New Zealand 205 for seven in 48.8 overs. And Adelaide 
match played on Dec. 23 and India won by six runs. India 230 
for seven, 50 overs and New Zealand 224 in 49.3 overs, Kapil 
named Man of the Match at Brisbane. 
11. GUPS, PRTJDENTIAL, DAYS, ONE, VS ENGLAND, OVAL 
BLOPELD (Henry) "No excuses" defeat. One day International 
Oval. Sports Week 713; 1982, Jul 13; 11. 
Reveals that No excuses must be allowed to cover up the 
disastrous India batting which allowed England to win the 
second of the two prudential cup matches at the oval by 114 
runs. After winning the toss India strangely put England in 
on good pitch and after a brilliant third wicket stand of 
159 in 8 in 28 overs between newcomes, had assured England of 
a formidable total of 276 for nine. Indias main batsman 
capituated with scarely a fight losing their first seven 
wickets for 66 before recovering to 162 for eight. Admittedly 
the England team bowling was extremely hostile, but even so 
I felt that was a sadly dispirited performance by batsman of 
the class of Gavaskar and Vengsarkar. Kapil was deservedly 
named as India's man of this two-match series. 
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12. CUPS, PRUDENTIAL WORLD, 79. SELECTION CAPTAIN 
ANSARI (Khalid). 
VENKAT leads again : Cricket. Sports week 550; 1979. Apr.l5;6 
Srinivasan Venkatraghavan will lead India in the Second 
Prudential cup (1979) and the tour of England this Summer. 
Selection committee which met at Hyderabad was unanimous in 
their choice. Venkatraghavan will be leading India for the 
second time in the Prudential cup the first time in 1975. 
He had also India ance before in a test. Perhaps no other 
player in the hiftory of Game has captained his side in one 
test and then found himself among the reserves in the next 
test. Venkat Says' we will do much better for the team is 
well balanced and we have gained much experience during the 
last four years after the first world cup. CQnr performance 
will be much better. 
13. CUPS, PRUDENTIAL, -WORLD, 79 VS NEW ZEALAND 
BENAUD (Richie) England showed the way to play: V7orld Cup, 
Sports world 1,28; 1979, June 27; 14-16, 
In world cup India could hardly have had a more nerve-
shattering or surprising prelude to their four Test series 
against England than to finish dead last in their world cup 
group. To do so needed a defeat at the hands of Sri-Lanka, it 
will hardly be confidence boost for Venkat and his men but 
I am afraid they can only have themselves to blame. The crunch 
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c came for India in their match against New Zealand. Where 
apart from Gavaskar, their batting was of second rate cfuality. 
India's performance and both countries will look back for the 
1979 world cup with minimxim pleasure. 
1 4 . CUPS, PRUDENTIAL, WORLD, 8 3 
MAMA(B.B.) Low Scores and high drama..2, Sports Week 769; 
1983, Jul 20-26.; 23, 
India had once lost their first four wickets without 
a run on the board in a Test match at Headingley, leeds, on 
June 7, 1952, in which a fastic named Freddie Trueman made 
what the cliche-mongers would call a dream debut. More recently 
in Prudential 83* India Plumbed the depths and ten sky rocketted 
to the heights when they lost their first five wickets for only 
17 rur)S against, Zimbabwe at Tunbridge wells exactly a week 
before being crowned world champions at Lords on ^une 25. 
Strange things do happen in cricket, A First class test match 
played over 111 years ago, in which first seven wickets fell 
with a irun being scored and it was all over in a single day 
with a total of 35 wickets falling for 175 runs. 
15. CUPS, PRUDENTIAL, WORLD,83,FINAL, PERFORMANCE VS WEST INDIES. 
BEAN (ffohn), India tame windies :world cup 83, Sports week 765; 
1983, Jun 22-28; 6-7. 
Discusses that match played between India and West Indies 
in world cup 83. Kapil Dev's men built up their best ever 
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score in the competition of 262 for eight in 60 over, on an 
old Trafford pitch softened by morning rain. Sharma batted e 
well and scored 89, highest in match. West Indies winners in 
1975 and 1979 world cup were sent crashing to their first ever 
defeat in the corwpetition. They were shot out for 228-34 runs 
behind in 54.1 overs. Thus India won handsomely and Sharma 
awarded the Man of the Match. 
16. BLOPELD (Henry), Lords of cricket bow to India :World cup 83. 
Sports week 767; 1983; Jul 6-12; 6-8, 
Discusses how clive liyod's powerful west Indian side 
which had won the two previous world cups. And in winning the 
final by 43 iruns Kapil Dev's. Indians deservedly became the new 
champions of the world. Clive Liyod won the toss and put India 
in to bat and saw his fast bowler yet again disrupt the batting, 
India were all out for 183 in 55 overs. This was most certainly 
not a target which would alarm the strong west Indies batting 
line up. Greenidge was quickly bowled by sandhyp playing no 
stroke. Madan Lai proceed to dismiss Hynes, Richard and Lary 
Gomes, Clive Lioyd fell with the score at 66 and west Indies 
were well and truely beaten. Mohinder three of last four 
wickets as the west Indies inning folded up at 140 off 52 overs, 
Amernath awarded the Man of the Match and India became the 
new world champions. 
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17. PATAUDI(Mansur Ali Khan). Finest single day in Indian Cricket 
Sports world 5;38; 1983, Jul. 6; 10-11, 
Discusses the finest day in Indian cricket in the Prudenti-
al cup. Lioyd won the toss and decided to field, Gavaskar 
India's no.l fell by nibbling at a ball wide off stump off 
Gamer, Srikkant played confidently. Amarnath took care but 
was out. Kapil Dev was caught, Patil attempted to pull a full 
in length ball and out. When Azad and Sharma departed the 
average was Brun/over, Greenidge and Hynes departed. But Richard 
was confident he pulled Madan and caught by Kapil. Lioyd played 
painly but sensible batting was by Dujon and Marshall,' Now 
attack was on the off stump. Next three wickets caught by 
Gavaskarnand Kirmani Robert tried to stay on. But the task of 
six run/over was difficult for tailenders. Thus India has won 
hand somely Prudential cup. 
18. RAY(Ashis) Devil 's' who made the Angels cryL India on 
the top of the world. Sunday; 10,51; 1983, Jul. 10-16; 34-39. 
Discusses that on 25 June 1932, India lost her first 
ever Test match to England by 152 runs at Lord's. Exactly 
51 years later, to the date and the same ground, India lifted 
the world cup after defeating the West Indies, the tetans of 
modern cricket. Many individual cricketers have done India 
proud in the past, but never before has, Indian cricket reached 
such heights as it did this summer. The sun shone pleasantly. 
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Mohinder Amarnath bowling the last bowl ofrhis seventh over 
from the Nursery end to Michael Holding. The tailenders stuck 
out a tentative bat but missed the line and was struck on the 
pad. Up went the bowlers arm in a fervent appeal for an Lbw, Um 
umpire responseded positively, India, the forty to-one outsiders 
and once the Joke of limited overs cricket, had won the world 
cup. 
19. CUPS, PRUDENTIAL WORLD, 83, PINAL, QUARTER, VS, ZIMBABWE, 
PLAYERS, KAPIL DEV 
UMRIGAR (Poly). Kapil's 175: The turning point: Prudential cup 
Sports week 769; 1983, Jul 20-26; 11. 
Discuss that in view of our performances in the previous 
two world cups in 1975 and 1979 when we won only one match, no 
one gave team a chance to reach in semifinal. But in Third(1983) 
world cup, the turning point of the tournament was our victory 
against Zimbabwe in the return match when Kapil Dev rallied the 
Side from 175 with an aggressive innings the likes of which 
have not been seen in any class of cricket in recent years, 
Kapil is a big hitter But that may be, got down to bussiness 
and unleashed a series of well drives and hooks. After beating 
west Indies and Australia. We beat England on their soil in 
the semi final and won the match by 43 runs with West Indies in 
final. 
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20. CUPS, PRUDENTIAL, WORLD 83, FINAL, QUARTER, VS ZIMBABWE, 
PLAYER'S, SYED KIRI-IANI 
SMITH (Simon) Superb Syed: world cup 83. Sports world; 765; 1983, 
June 22-28; 8 
It was India's second match played against Zimbabwe in 
world cup. Zimbabwe batted first and scored 155 run all out 
in the 51.4 overs, Madan Lai earned the three wicket for the 
37 and awarded the Man of the Match award. India chasing a 
156 run for victory and India cov^r the score as 157 run for 
5 wickets in 37.1 overs, India won the match India's talented 
wicket keeper and batsman Kirmani set a world cup record by 
taking five catches behind sttamps. 
21. CUPS, PRUDENTIAL WORLD, 83, FINAL, SEMI, PERFORMANCE, VS 
ENGLAND. 
GIBSON(Pat). Kapils heroes sink England, Sports week; 767; 
1983, Jul 6-12; 12-13. 
Discusses that First it was Gandhi sweeping all the 
honours in Holly wood-now it is India's cricketers stepping 
pDowdly into the world cup final stage. But there was no Rassive 
resistance about Kapil Dev's men as they trashed England by 
six wickets in the stunning semi final at old Trafford, India's 
vastly underrated bowlers exploited a slow, low pitch so 
expertly that Englands indisciplined batsmen could scramble 
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only 213 from their 60 overs. Af^er that it was easy, Amarnath, 
who made 46 and Yeshpal put on 92 in 29 overs, then Yashpal 
(61) and Patil (51 not out) Fittingly, skipper Kapil came in to 
complete the formalities. 
22. CUPS, PRUDENTIAL WORLD, 83, PINAL, SEMI VS ENGLAND 
KAPIL DEV, India versus England:Very few gave us a chance. 
Sports world; 5;38;1983, Jul, 6; 16-17. 
Discusses semifinal between India and England, Roger 
removed and Gatting was clean bowled. At laat Botham was bowled 
by Kirti Azad. Due to slow wicket and slower bowler English were 
unable to use their feet freely. When we batted chasing 214 runs 
for victory, Sunil once again caught behind. Yashpal joined 
Amarnath and India reached on 93 for 3. Mohinder was run out by 
Allat and Yashpal caught by Allot on 61, Patil hit three four in 
an over of Willis and reached to 51 not out. Thus through this 
vistory India had reached in final, 
23. VISHWANATH(G), India put England to shame. Sports week 767; 
1983, Jul 6-12; 12 
All England viewed their semi-final tic against India 
expecting a certAin victory for the home team in the Prudential 
cup. But the Kapil and Co put their pride to shame when India 
onsted them from the world cup competition. Bob Willis won the 
toss and batted first. The impudence with which the English 
batsman faced the unlikely Indian bowlers in Mohinder and Kirti 
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paved the way for India by captured the wickets of Gower, 
Gatting and Botham and conceded only 55 runs, Kapil Qev came 
back to see the back of England last three batsman, England 
were restricted to 213 runs. After that it was easy. After 
losing the Gavaskarm Srikant, Amarnath, Yashpal only 63 runs 
were needed in 9 overs, Patil and Kapil Dev put the India crossing 
the 214. Mohinder was named the Man of the Match and India 
reached in final. 
24. CUPS, PRUDENTIAL, WORLD, 83, PERFORMANCE. 
ANSARl(Khalid) we are the kings of one-day cricket. Sports Week 
767; 1983, July 6-12; 7. 
By winning the prudential cup cricket tournament in England 
against all odds you have proved to the world that Indian cricket 
has come of age. You have proved to the cricketing universe 
that you can conquer the very best i'n the world. And this you 
have proved beyond a shadow of doiibt right from the first day 
of the tournament when you upset all calculations by hxambling 
the mighty West Indians twice winners of the Prestigious tourn-
ament. So bring out the crackegs. Strike up the band and let the 
dancing in the streets continue unabated. We are the KINGS of 
one-day cricket, 
25. CUPS, PRUDENTIAL, WORLD 83, PERFORMANCE 
EZEKIEL(Gul-fraeig M.) victory against all odds. Indian Express 
(Mag); 1983, July 10;7. 
Even after 8© many plays have elapsed since India's 
Prudential world cup triumphs, one still finds it hand to believe 
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that are actualljfi the kings of the limited ovdrs game. Our 
capturing of the prudential cup must indeed be one of the 
greatest upsets in all sporting history. Could any of the 
experts honestly claim now that they ^ave India ariy chance at 
all? Statring at odds of 50-1, it seemed doubtful if we could 
even reach the semi-final. After all, we had in our group the 
title holders west Indies as well as Australia, the recent 
world series cup winners it seems Ratently clear now that the 
vital factor in Indias tells win was the inspiring leadership 
of Kapil Dev, 
26. MAMA(B.B.). Duffers' Come good: World cup 83, Sports week 
767; 1983, Jul 6-12; 14-15. 
Discusses India are the new world champions of limited 
overs cricket, on June 25 at Lords in the prudential final, India 
caused one of the most stunning upset in sporting annals by 
ending the hitherto unchallenged supremacy of West Indies with 
an incredible win on the pattern of their many fantastic triumphs 
at every succeeding stage of this enthralling and marvellous 
world cup tournament. India meet first on June 11 with Zimbabwe, 
second west Indies, Australia and in Semifinal with tlngland. To 
conquer all reached in final and meet with West Indies and became' 
champions. Kapil Dev knocked 175 against Zimbabwe highest in 
Prudential cup history and Kirmani held five catches against 
same are a new record in prudential cup. 
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27. CUPS, PRUDENTIAL, WORLD, 83, PERF0RI4ANCE, DOSSIERS, 27 
SOBERS(Garfield) Instant cricket can kill the game in India. 
Sunday; 10,51; 1983,Jul, 10-16; 44-45. 
Points out that I said before the tournament that there 
would be plenty of surprises in this years prudential cup. The 
reason for uttering this was because of the fact that the 
hitherto unfancied sides had been playing a lot more International 
cricket in the past four years and this experience was bound to 
stand them in good stead oh this occassion. But the established 
teams VIZ, West Indies, Australia and England, did not take 
need of this, And so we have a new champion India and no one 
could have been more deserving than them. India's not a world 
class attack but a very intelligent one. Which backed by a whole 
hearted effort in the field was made to look even better. Now 
fansnin India are likely to Lap up the instant stuff, but they 
should try and restrict limited overs cricket to a secondary 
level. A stiirfeit of it will destroy the recent gain. And what 
an accompolishment it has been to win the world cup. 
28. CUPS, PRUDENTIAL WORLD,83, PERFORMANCE, INDIA AND PAKISTAN 
MAMA(B.B) India, Pak in the world cup. Sports week 763;1983 
June 8-14;8 
India regrettably has a poor record in both the 1975 and 
1979 prudential world cup tournaments. Pakistan has performed 
quite eveditably in both competitions and even reached the 
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semi-final stage in 1979. India gain the honour of being picked 
to play against the host nation in the inaugral match at Lords 
on June 7, 1975. In 1979 India faced even worse losing all their 
three group matches first to West Indies, second Kiwis, third 
SriLanka. In 1979 Pakistan qualified semi-final and meet with 
West Indies and defeated due to Colin Craft bowling. India 
feeble challenge in the 1979 prudential cup ended without 
giving a point. 
29. CUBS, PRUDENTIAL, WORLD, 83, PERFORMANCE, PLAYERS, KAPIL DEV 
PATHERYA (Mudar). Kapil's Devils, Sunday 10,51; 1983, Jul. 
10-16; 40-43. 
India won the prudential cup because it played as a team 
with every player contributing his best. But if one player is to 
be singled out to take th^ credit for India's sensational 
performance, it should be skipper Kapil Dev, Till Indians came 
to hear of the dashing young Haryana lad who was wreaking 
havoc on his opponents in the Ranji Trophy matches, India could 
have dreout of winning matches with an opening bowler. Kapil's 
bowling action has been widely complimented by many experts of 
the game. His records and achievements in Test are many. He is 
the youngest bowler to take 200 wickets, score of fastest Test 
hundred by an Indian and have also made 2000 runs for the 
country. 
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30, VISWANATH(G.) Dashing Dev Sees India through: world cup 83; 
sports Week 766; 1983, Jun 29-Jul 5; 8. 
Evaluate the batting is, which makes the game of cricket 
the most delightful and enjoyable, that's exactly was in the 
match between India and Zimbabwe-in world cup. Kapil Dev, the 
versatile all rounder turned in a record-breaking performance 
that not only saved India b^t also enhanced their claims for a 
berth in semi final, Kapil's violent attack took him the highest 
score ever in any one day limited over cricket,. He slammed 175, 
In adding 126 Kapil and Kirmani established a prudential cup 
record for the eight wicket, Kapil's 175 individual surpassed 
Glenn Turner's unbeaten 171 in the prudential world cup. Kapil 
for his heroic innings was adjudged "Man of the Match", 
31. GUPS, PRUDENTIAL, WORLD, 83, PERFORMANCE VS, AUSTRALIA 
VISWANATH(G,) India rout Australia: World cup 83, Sports Week 
766; 1983, Jun 29,-Jul 5; 6-7, 
Highlights on when India defeated Australia in the crucial 
tie of the third pnjidential world cap here taking them into the 
finals of the competition. India can thank Roger Binny and 
Madan l^ al for their succeers these two shared eight wickets 
concerning only S4 runs, India made a sedate beginning to their 
innings after Kapil Dev won the toss. Quick fire hitting by 
Kapil and brilliant running between the wicket between skipper 
and Sharma runs began to accurate at a rapid rate. After them 
the rest of the batsman rode their luck but could not add more 
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than 73 runs in all between them, India were all out for 247 
in 56th over. Australia start to bat and from 46 for one 
Australia txambled to 69 for six then Tom Hagan was caught. 
Border and Lawson play well. But Australians were all out for 
129 in 38.2 overs. Thus match won by India handsomely. 
32. CUPS, PRUDENTIAL WORLD,83, SELECTION, SUNIL WALSON 
WADHWANEY (K.R.) Valson in Squad for world cup, Indian Express; 
1983, May 14712. 
Delhi's 25 year old Sunil Valson's inclusion in the 14 
member team chosen by the four-member selection committee, came 
as surprise. Srikanth, Sandip Patil, Roger Binny and Kirti Azad 
were expectedly recalled to the Indian team for the Prudential 
world cup cricket championship. Starting in England on June 9, 
Kapil Dev appointed as captain and Mohinder Amarnath Vice-Captain, 
Kirmani, Madan Lai, Ravi Shastri, Gavaskar, Yashpal Sharma, 
Maninder Singh and Mohinder Sandhu. Team chosen by four member 
and the fifth selector, Pankat Roy, did not attend the meeting 
as according to him in Calcutta. 
33. CUPS, PRUDENTIAL, WORLD, 1987, GROUNDS, 
SALVE (N.K.P.) World Matches at several centres. Times of India; 
CXL.VII; 203; 1984, Jul 22; 14, 
Deals about the world cup matches which are hosted by 
India in October-November 1987, 16 matches will be played in 
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Bombay, Delhi, Madras, Bangalore, and Ahmedabad, Mr, Salve said 
that qualifying matches and one serai-final that Pakistan had to 
host would be played at Karachi, Lahore and Faisalabad, 
Qualifying matches would be organised by respective state 
associations in India and semi final and the final by Board of 
controle for cricket. The venue of final would depend upon t|ie 
availability of a suitable stadium. Delhi lacked a suitable 
stadixim. 
34. CUPS, PRUDENTIAL, WORLD, 1987, INDO-PAK 
SALVECN.K.P.) Indian and Pakistan succeed in getting World cup. 
Times of India; CxL VII, 202; 1984, Jul 21; 12. 
Reveals that India and Pakistan will jointly stage the 
1987 world cricket cup. The International conference decided 
after England failed in its bid to ensure that tournament contin-
ued to be held in this country. The voting was 17 to 13 in favour 
of Indo-Pakistan in their joint bid. In All 27 matches for the 
cup will be held in India and Pakistan with eight of the 
qualifying matches being held in Pakistan and 16 in India, Both 
countries will stage one-semifinal and the final will take place 
in India. Unlike the previous world cup matches in this country. 
Which were of one day duration limited 60 overs. The winners of 
the 1987 cup will receive £30,000 as against 20,000 paid in 1983 
and again offered by England, the losing finalists will get £12000 
and losing semi finalists £ 6,000, Man of the Match have also 
been incfeased by 50 percent and Man of the Match in the final 
getting £ 900, India and Pakistan have offered a fifty percent 
increase in the prize money. 
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35. DAY, NIGHT, DSYS, ONE/ MATCHES. 
MOHAN (K.P.) Light was the only thing right. Sportster. 
6,38; 1983, Sept 17; 9-10. 
Night ericket made its debut in Delhi and the country 
on September 6 in the form of a dress rehersal for the limited 
over International against Pakistan, the main actors in the 
rehersal being the world cup stars including skipper Kapil Dev# 
it was not exactly night cricket: day night cricket one would 
call it. The initial dimness of the powerful reflectors on the 
mammoth towers blending beautifully with the dusk. Flood lights 
lending a special charm to the atmosphere. But the contest 
proved between the will Trophy champion Bombay and the Rest of 
India proved quite anti-climatic, Rs, 20,000 being offered as 
prize money to the winning team. 
36. DAY, NIGHT, DATS, ONE, REST OF INDIA VS DELHI 
BHANDARI (Arvind) Night cricket arrives, Hindustan Times (Mag); 
1983, Sept, 25;7. 
Floodlit cricket has arrived in India, making it the first 
country in Asia to welcome the game in its nocturnal incarnation, 
under the flood lights of the Jawaharlal Nehru Stadium, Bombay 
clashed with Rest of India on Sept. 6 which was actually a trial 
run for the flood lit, India-Pakistan one day international ofn 
September 21. Considering that the 60 over cricket ends well past 
mid night, it should be called one might international". In the 
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India-Pakistan match the Indians were light blue and the 
Pakistan light green, the shirt sleeves had yellow strips, ^ he 
leg guards must also be the same colours as the dress of the 
players. Umpires wears black coats colour of ball was white and 
sight screen in therefore black, 
37. DAY, NIGHT, DAYS, ONE VS AUSTRALIA, SELECTION, TEAM 
DATTA(K) Season at the crease. Times of India (Mag) 1984; 
Sept. 30; 7. 
Reveals that a new cricket season marking the golden 
Jubilee of the Ranji Trophy national Championship have started 
with a day-night one day international against Kim Hughe's 
Australians at New Delhi's jawahar Lai Nehru Stadium. In trial, 
selectors were unable to find new youngesters of international 
standard. Only Ashok Patel was able to won the approval of 
selectors. Gavaskar is appointed the Captain for the test and 
Pakistan series, Ravi Shastri is included in the squad. But , 
some youngesters and two under training of D. Tandon were not 
considered for trials. Would cup tritomph have shattered after 
the tour of West Indies, But a new sense of well being has been 
created by the Asia cup victory, it should be outlast the season. 
38. DAY, NIGHT, DAYS ONE, VS PAKISTAN 
MEMON (Ayaz) Thrilling win for India: Night cricket comes to India, 
Sports week 780; 1983, Octob. 5-11;6-7, 
M Manufacturers of "thrill" could hardly have choosen a more 
apt venue than the magnificent Jawaharlal Nehru Stadium where 
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60,000 and more s p e c t a t o r s swarmed t o wi tness the second one 
match between Ind i a and P a k i s t a n , t h i s fo r t he prime m i n i s t e r ' s 
r e l i e f fund, P a k i s t a n won t h e t o s s and Zaheer Abbas opted for 
f i r s t s t r i l e wanting h is batsman fo r f i r s t s t t i k e wanting his 
batsmen t o c a p i t a l i s e on t h e p reva len t n a t u r a l l i g h t before 
t h e flood l i g h t s were s w i t c h e d , o n . With t ime running out fo r 
t h e P a k i s t a n s , h i t t h e b a l l hard and ran f o r every run t o 
boost P a k i s t a n i score t o 197 when innings c l o s e d , Ind ia were 
101 fo r 7 i n t h e 35th ove r . Then I n d i a had t o s c o r e 97 runs 
i n l4 overs which in t h e c o n t e x t of p roceed ings , t h e next 
10 overs produced 77 runs and l a s t four 20 r u n s , Azad who 
had played so b r i l l i a n t l y . Chopped the b a l l f o r winning four 
and i t was a l l over . 
3 9 . GROUNDS 
MAMA ( B . B . ) . Test C r i c k e t ' s newest venue: S t a t i s t i c s , 
Spor t s week 782; 1983, Oct , 19-25; 19-20. 
Highl igh ted the s t a t i s t i c s when tbn newly cons t ruc ted 
Motera s tadium in Ahmadabad i s inaugera ted on Nov, l i , 1983, 
f o r t h e t h i r d t e s t between West I nd i e s and I n d i a , i t w i l l 
become t h e 48th Test c e n t r e and 56th ground in which a t e s t 
has been s t a g e d , i t i s Ind i a s 11th Test c e n t r e and l 4 th Test 
ground and t h e f u l l l i s t of a l l t e s t c e n t r e s and grounds has 
been updated herewi th the Number of Tes ts played on. 
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4 0 . RUTNAGUR (Dicky) . Put on t h e c o v e r s , Spor t s week 5^0; 1979; 
Feb 4; 10. 
R e a l i s i n g t h a t Ind ian grounds and p i t c h e s are d i f f e r e n t 
from those abroad, because they a re not provided wi th adequate 
d ra inage and t h e r e f o r e t h e wea the r , when i t i n t e r v e n e s , c u r t a i l s 
p lay for an e n t i r e day and the match i s rendered meaningless . 
The Board should immediately d i r e c t a l l t h e s i x c e n t r e s to 
acqu i r e proper covers and equipments needed fo r quick dying 
of the surrounds and o u t f i e l d . To do any l e s s would be t ak ing 
the p u b l i c ' s money under f a l s e p r e t e n c e s , 
, 4 l . INTERI^ ATIONAL, DAYS, ONE, PERFORMAICE VS WEST INDIES 
West I nd i e s dent I n d i a ' s r e p u t a t i o n : One day I n t e r n a t i o n a l 
I n d o r e . Spor t s week 7 9 1 ; 1983, Dec. 14-20; 8 , 
Discusses t h a t west I n d i e s beat Ind ia empha t ica l ly in the 
t h i r d one day I n t e r n a t i o n a l a t Indore t o c la im the Charminar 
cha l l enge cup and dent t h e r e p u t a t i o n of t h e world cup 
champions, f u r t h e r , t h i s was a match Ind i a should have won 
theeve was good grassy wicket fo r Kaoi l to e x p l o i t , but he 
choose t o t ake f i r s t s t r i k e a f t e r winning the t o s s , the 
West I nd i e s bowlers e s p e c i a l l y Marshal l made the b a l l f l y in 
t h e morning and in the i n i t i a l u n c e r t a i n t y Ind ia l o s t t h r e e 
quick w i c k e t s . At the end Mad an helped S h a s t r i add 60 runs 
in a rous ing e igh t wicket stand and Ind ia f i n i shed at 240 off 
t h e 47 o v e r s . I t would be f u t i l e t o pass a l l t h e blame on the 
Kapil fo r Ind ias poor showing in t h i s s e r i e s , But s e l e c t o r s 
t o o much share a l a r g e pos t i on of i t . 
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4 2 . INTERNATIONAL, DAYS, ONE, PITCH, VS a^ GLAT® 
KOTNIS (Shared) P i t c h , t h e V i l l a i n ; one day i n t e r n a t i o n a l . 
Spor t s week; 684; 1981 Nov 22; 6-7 
D i scusses one day i n t e r n a t i o n a l between England and 
CCI P r e s i d e n t s XI t e s t . The Braborne s tadium on Nov, i i t he 
wicket played t h e v i l l a i n , i t had even bounce and some time 
t h e b a l l came up awkwardly, t h e home team was boundied out 
f o r 107, b a t t i n g second in r e p l y 10 England 154 England won 
the match by 47 r u n s , 
4 3 . INTERNATIONAL, DAYS, ONE, SERIES, VS E^ ]GLAND 
Compaign of aggress ion wins one-day s e r i e s fo r I n d i a : One 
day I n t e r n a t i o n a l s . Spor t s wor ld ; 4 , l 6 ; 1982, Feb I 0 ; l 8 - 2 1 , 
Highl igh ted on the one day match between India and 
England. Gavasker i n v i t e England i n t o bat s co re board moved 
86 when cook C Nayak P a t i l 3 0 . Botham bowled on 50 and 
l a s t F l e c h e r stumped. After lunch Ind ia s e t t o chase 231 
runs fo r v i c t o r y . Gaisraskar stumped on 73 and Arun Lai caught 
by Gooch off Botham. When P a t i l was bowled off under wood. 
Score was 184. Two b a l l l a t e r Kapil Dev s e p a r t e d . When 10 
over remaining and 46 run s t i l l to come, Yashpal and Ashok 
Malhotra made a magnif icent job of i t . Malhotra put the l a s t 
b a l l t o deep f i n e l eg and Ind ia have won t h e game and one day 
s e r i e s , 
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44 . INTERNATIONAL, DAYS, ONE, SERIES, VS SRI LANKA 
RAT-IACHAND ( P r a t a b ) . Dlas holds p r ide of p lace bu t : India 
SriLanka one-day I n t e r n a t i o n a l . Spor t s wor ld , 4 , 5 1 ; 
1982, Oct 13; 24. 
Discusses one day I n t e r n a t i o n a l between Ind i a ana 
S r i Lanka. Ind ia completed a grand sweep of t h e i r t h r e e one-
day i n t e r n a t i o n a l s a g a i n s t S r i Lanka. When they defeated 
them by s i x wicke t s in f i n a l a t Bangalore on 26 Sep t . Ind ia 
had won a t Amritsar and D e l h i , Kapi l Dev who lead them 
Dias was indeed a brave e f f o r t , he had made 121 out of 220, 
f aced , 144 b a l l s . 
4 5 . INTERNATIONAL, DAYS, ONE, SERIES, VS WEST INDIES 
VAIDYANADPLAI^  (R) Test of s t r e n g t h . Indian Express 
(Mag); 1983, Oct . l 6 . , 7 
The p r t -den t ia l world cup f i n a l i s t s t r iumphant India arid 
t h e dethroned west Ind i e s have begun another s e r i e s to confirm 
who s t ands supreme in t h e realm of one-day Test c r i c k e t , 
under C l ive l ioyd c a p t a i n c y , t h e West I nd i e s i s have in the 
coun t ry in a bid to r e t a i n t h e rubber which i t won e a r l i e r 
t h i s year on i t s own s o i l . Desp i t e t h e i r emphatic s e r i e s win, 
t h e V/est Indians unceremonious d e f e a t i n l im i t ed overs (one 
day) c r i c k e t a t t h e hands of under dogs Ind ia has wounded 
t h e i r p r i d e . The f i r s t Test of the s e r i e s between India and 
West Ind ie s a t Kanpur from October 21 t o October 26 w i l l 
make t h e s t a r t of 11th s e r i e s between them. 
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kS, INTERNATIONiiL, DAYS, ONE, VS PAKISTAN, JAIPUR 
MEl'ION (Ayaz) . Ind ia wrap up S e r i e s : One-day I n t e r n a t i o n a l , . . . 
J a i p u r , Spor t s week 7 8 1 ; 1983, Oct 12-18; 7 
Di scusses second one-day match played a t J a i p u r , 
between Ind ia and P a k i s t a n . Kapi l Dev won t h e t o s s and 
expec ted ly i nv i t ed P a k i s t a n t o t a k e f i r s t s t r i k e and Pak is tan 
f i n i shed a t l66 for 9 . A t a r g e t of l66 in 46 overs did not 
appeal very t a x i n g . After t he d e p a r t u r e of Gavaskar t o Kapi l , 
Yashpal Sharnaa and Binny knock off t h e runs requi red for 
v i c t o r y and t a r g e t was achieved in 40.1 o v e r s . The world cup 
champion have shown for b e t t e r a b i l i t y and wrapped up t h e 
s e r i e s 2 - 0 . 
4 7 . INTERNATIONAL, DAYS ONE, VS PAKIST/J.^ LAHORE 
MEI40N (Ayaz) India come back :One-day I n t e r n a t i o n a l Lahore 
Spor t s week 742; 1983,Jan 12; 8 - 9 . 
H i g h l i g h t , on one day i n t e r n a t i o n a l played a t Lahore, 
s t a r t of t h e match was delayed due t o bad l i g h t and wet out 
f i e l d by t h r e e q u a r t e r s of an hour according to Benson and 
Hedges r u l e s t h e game was l imi t ed t o 33 overs a s i d e . Imran 
won the t o s s and go to b a t , Mohsin played a half hearted 
d r i v e t o give a simple r e t u r n c a t c h t o Kapi l a t z e r o . The 
next men was the run g l u t t o n Zaheer . Zaheer proceeded to play 
a b r i l l i a n t innings qf 105 g iv ing to Pak. But the innings of 
t h e day was played by Javed Miandad. Javed remained unbeaten 
f o r a magni f i cen t 119 which included seven fours and Many 
s i x e r s . Thus P a k i s t a n Managed a formidable t o t a l of 252 runs 
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i n t h e i r 33 o v e r s . S e t t i n g I n d i a t h e ext remely d i f f i c u l t 
t a r g e t of s c o r i n g 7.63 runs per over . Then India had t o t a l l e d 
193 runs f o r t h e l o s s of four wicke t s in 27 o v e r s , whi le 
P a k i s t a n had managed 175 riJns a t t h e 27 over mark. This off 
course gave Ind ia v i c t o r y on a b e t t e r s co r ing r a t e . 
4 8 . niTERNATIONAL, DAYS, ONE, VS, PAKISTM, SIALKOT 
AH KABIR, India routed:The s i a l k o t I n t e r n a t i o n a l . Spor t s Week 
525; 1978, Oct 22; 12. 
D i scusses t h a t P a k i s t a n scored a morale boost ing e ight 
wicket win over I nd i a in the ©cond one day i n t e r n a t i o n a l 
played a t S i a l k o t a g a i n s t Ind ia in 1978 s e r i e s . P a k i s t a n ' s 
c a p t a i n Mushtaq Mohammad packed four pacemen in the team, t h i s 
s e t back i n f a c t , demoral ised the Indian batsman, who could 
never recover from t h e shock and were a l l out fo r 79 runs , 
Hasan Jami l captured a wicke t each in h is 5 t h , 6th and 7th 
overs to emerge t h e h ighes t wicket t a k e r and awarded t h e Man 
of t h e Match award. Pak i s t an s t a r t e d to ba t w i t h Sadiq who 
was caught in very f i r s t ove r , then Zaheer Abbas who fined 
Azmat Rana went on to sco re and when t h e t eam ' s t o t a l stood 
a t 79 Kapi l caught off Gavaskar, Miandad came and immediately 
h i t a four to r e g i s t e r a comfortable e i g h t wicket win . 
4 9 . INTERNATIONAL, DAYS, ONE, VS SRI LANKA, BAT^ GALORE 
MADHAV(Veni) I n d i a ' s c l ean sweep: One day I n t e r n a t i o n a l 
Banga lore . Spor t s week. 729; 1982, Dec. 6 ; 6 - 7 . 
Discusses t h e one day I n t e r n a t i o n a l played between 
I n d i a and S r i Lanka a t Bangalore on S e p t . 26,1982. S r i l a n k a ' s 
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c a p t a i n B.warnapura won the t o s s and ba t t ed f i r s t along 
S. wettimuny t o open Lankas i n n i n g s . Warnapura Lbw tfaen 
Bias come who play a he ro ic inning ( l 2 l ) and Lanka 's score 
reached on 233 by l o s t of e i g h t wicke t s in l imi ted 50 ove r s , 
Kapi l used only f i v e bowlers i nc lud ing h imsel f . Than I n d i a ' s 
Binny and S r i k a n t h began wi th a f l o u r i s h . Binny was run out 
a t 15, S r i k a n t h bowled ( 9 2 ) , vengsarkar caught Dias b de Mel 
42 and Kapi l Dev in his t y p i c a l f a sh ion hammered 15 runs and 
went back, Malhotra was not out on 27 and Yashpal Sharma not 
out on 30 . Then the scored had reached on 234 for the l o s t of 
four v\ficket, Thus the Ind i a won t h i s match by s i x w i c k e t s . 
Before t h a t they had l o s t two one day matches out of t h r e e . 
5 0 . INTERNATIONAL, DAYS, ONE VS SRI LANKA, PLAYERS, SRIKMT,DELKI 
F a c i l e win fo r I n d i a : One day I n t e r n a t i o n a l D e l h i , Spor ts 
week 728; 1982, Sep t . 29; 8 . 
I n d i c a t e s t h a t was S r i k a n t h dropped in need less has te 
from t h e Indian team l a s t season? t h e s e ques t ion come to 
mind a f t e r S r i k a n t h ' s e x h i l a r a t i n g innings which saw Ind ia 
win t h e second one day I n t e r n a t i o n a l a g a i n s t S r i Lanka a t 
Ferozshah Kotal l a s t week with r i d i c u l e s e a s e , because any 
team which sco re s as much as 278 b a t t i n g f i r s t should have 
r easonab ly good expec t a t i ons of winning the match. And if 
t h e o t h e r s i d e had t o win, i t whould have been in one of 
t hose r a r o r t h i n f i n i shed which makes t h e one day game so 
p a s c i n a t i n g . I n s t e a d , here was t h e s p e c t a c l e of Ind ia 
romping home by s i x wicke t s wi th n ine overs and one 
d e l i v e r y to s p a r e . 
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51. INTERNATIONAL , DAYS, OWE, VS WEST IMDIES, BARODA 
GAEIC*IAD (D.K.), close encounter indeed: One day International: 
Baroda, Sports week 787; 1983, Nov. 23-29;7 
Discusses the defeat of India by West Indies in one day 
International at Baroda. India have not lined up to their 
reputation as world cup winners in both the one-day international, 
played against west Indies so far, Baroda wicket was very much 
as the slower side and there was no reason why the Indian 
batsman did not get more runs, I think 250 v/as not a very 
difficult total to achieve and it would have put them in a 
winning position. The west Indies bowling was not ver^ ?- penetrate-
ive as the wicket was unhelpful and got progressively slower, 
T don't knov; hov/ long un happy memories winning the world 
cup will remain. 
52. INTERNATIONAL, DAYS, ONE, VS WEST INDIES, DOSSIER, CROWD 
ANSARI (Khalid). Anti-national behaviour unforgivable 
Sports week 783; 1983 Oct 26-Nov 1;7 
Discusses the misbehaviour of the crowd v/hich witnessed the 
one deiy cricket International between India and West Indies at 
Srinagar, No visiting team could have ever received encouragement 
in the annals of the game in this country. Whether a not the 
incidents were politically motivated in for the political fund 
its to determine. Viewed in the game's interest the crowds 
behaviour was unquestionably un sportsman like, antinational and 
therefore, reprehensible in the extreme and India lost this match 
because of place was stoped due to bad lightand decision made 
on 22.4 overs. 
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5 3 . lOTSRNATIONAL, DAYS, ONE, VS VJEST II>K)IE3, GUYANA 
Thumping win for Indian One-day International, Guyana 
Sports week, 755; 1983, Apr. 13; 6-7. 
Discusses India pulled off one of the biggest up sets in 
contemporary limited over c±icket when they beated west Indies 
undisputed champions in this type of cricket by 27 runs in the 
second of these three one-day matches at Barbie Guyana India 
made a highest score against the world champions by any country 
202 for 5 Gaweskar well scored 90, West Indies scored 255 runs 
through which India won this match by 27 runs. 
54. IKTTERNATIONAL, DAYS, ONE, VS WEST INDIES, GU¥AHATI 
Windies make a clean sweep; One day international: GAVN/AHATI; 
Soorts week. 793; 1984, Dec 28-June 3;8 
I ^ 1 1 i m II • II III I 
It WPS the fifth and final one day international between 
India and west Indies at Guwathi. Discusses the hardship of 
Assam agitation and Indies poor batting, they were all out 
handsomely, the match was by west Indies and also, but man of 
the match awarded to Indian GhuJ-am Parkar. 
55. MATCHES, COUNTRY, DAYS, THREE, WEATHER VS ENGLAND GLOUCESTERSHIRE 
BLOFELD (Henry) Weather starts in India's way: Indian in England, 
Sports week 715; 1982, June 27; 6-7. 
The weather prevented the Indians from turning their 
advantage to victory on the third day of their game against 
Gloucestershire at Bristol. Gloucestershire who needed 246 to 
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win in 170 minutes v/ere 39 for 4 when badlight ended play one 
over after tea. India first of all took their overnight score of 
102 for 3 to 200 for 4 declared and the declaration coincided 
with the third interuption for rain. On the first day the Indians 
won carried by continued failure of their middle-order batsmen 
in spite of their outward optimism. On a life less pitch 
against one of the friendteest attack in the country. Only 
Ravi shastri played with any confidence. 
56. MATCHES, DAYS, FOUR, PERFORMANCE, VS WEST INDIES, BARBARDOS 
Indians battle it out: India in West Indies, Sports week 757; 
1983, Apr 27-May 3; 6-7. 
Match was played between India and BARBADOS, it was fourth 
day play. India have a very poor record against Barbados. They 
had lost all their previous matches to the state. India scared 
246 run and Barbados under the captaincy of Gordon Greenidge 
reaches on a monumental total of 524 runs spread over two days, 
•^ ndian second inning was at the close of the third days play at 
108 for 2 and on third day they reached on 403. Now there v/as 
no time. Thus the match becama drawn. 
57. MATCHES, DAYS, THREE, and ONE, VS WEST IllDISS, TASMANIA 
MOHi\N(R) Indian's Cop some curry, Sportstar 3,5; 1980, Dec. 
27; 9-11. 
India against Tasmania, when India toured. Talent is not 
truly local but the desire to perform well against the touring 
Indian cricketers was overriding. Tasmania ambition to v/in in one 
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of the season's first international match as was realised in one 
day game at Laiinceston. Three day first class fixture at Hobart 
was left drawn. Indian team was in no mood to pick up the 
gauntlet and it came to Hbbart with the specific purpose of 
sorting out some of its batting problems. Its first inning did 
not quite serve the purpose as the top batsmen could not play 
ai^ substantial knock. India vs Tasmania three day match, India 
3 
275 and 220 for^drew witn Tasmania 233 for 5 and 62 for one. 
India vs Tasmania one day match. India 141 lost to Tasmania 
143 for seven. 
58. MATCHES, DAYS, THREE, PERFORMANCE, VS ENGLAND 
VITRE (fredun De) v&ien reputations were made; India under 22 vs 
England. Sports week, 684; 1981, Nov 22; 6-7 
Discusses that three day match of the four must necessarily 
be judged against the back d2X>p of the placidity of the wicket 
at Pune's Nehru Stadium. Bowlers were just not given a hope in 
hell and only 14 batsmen were out. India under 22 scored 339 for 
7 and 180 for 2, Bothemnand Gower picked up the Target 301 off 
150 minutes plus 50 overs in the last hours. So Srikant lost the 
match by si^ wickets and with four overs to spare. 
59. MATCHES, PERFORMAJM^ E^, VS ENGLAND HAMPSHIRE 
BrofeId(Henry) Boosting win for tourists; India in England, 
Sports week 712; 1982 June 6; 6-7. 
Discusses some magnificient batting by Kapil and other Indiai 
who transformed the Indian second inning against. Hampshire and 
they want on an important moral boosting win of India by 3 wickets 
scoring 298 for 7 with 4 overs 10 space. 
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60, MATCHES, ZONAL, DAYS, CENTRAL VS PAKISTAN 
WADBiWANEY (K.R.) Pakistanis use Jaipur match for more batting 
Practice, Indian Express 48,12; 1979, Nov. 14; 12. 
Match played between Pakistan and central aone which was 
draw. Central zone had little difficulty in playing out the 
remaining 30 minutes and 20 mandatory overs for a comfortable 
draw. But Touring Pakistani cricketers in gay carallen style 
helped themselves to another round of batting practice on a slow 
wicket, described as "sleeping beauty** • Pakistan score 303 for 
four decl. and 289 for 5 decl. in second innings central zone 
did score 270 for 8 declared and 65 for 3 wkts on last day, 
61, MATCHES, ZONAL, DAYS, THREE, CENTRAL, VS WEST INDIES 
UPADHYAYA (R.N.), Tour begins with a tame draw; West Indies vs 
Central Zone. Sports week 782; 1983, Oct 19-25; 11-12. 
Discusses that west Indies used their first match against 
Central zone. The weakest zone in the cotintry for batting 
practice and . Although the three-day encounter eiKled in a 
tame draw. Being put in to bat first by central zone skipper 
parthasarthy Sharma, the tourists took full advantage and piled 
up 373 runs JLn their first Inning 205 and prevent Lloyd from 
enforcing to fallow ^ n. West Indies in their second innings were 
left with 45 minutes and 20 mendatory overs and they scored 104 
for the loss of Richardson wicket. He scored 32 Hynes remained 
not out with a dashing 67 in 100 minutes off 74 toalls. 
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62. MATCHES, ZONAL, DAYS, THREE, SOUTH VS ENGLAND 
DIXIT (Arun) No result despite 3 declarations: England vs 
South zone, Sportw %reek; 687; 1981, Dec. 13; 6-7. 
Three sporting declarations in a three days cricket matdi 
and yet no result sounds peculiar. The match between England and 
the former zonal champions south zone ended in a dull draw. 
South zone batting after winning the toss on an easy paced wicket 
that gave no help to bowlers, started confident knock with 
Srikanth and Sivramakrishna. Brijesh Patel declared the south 
zone inning at 247 for nine. Next day was dominated by Englana 
openers and Fletcher declared the innings at 186 without any 
damage. South zone in the second knock, 30 minute before lunch 
declare at 241 for seven setting a target of 303 runs for the 
English men to win in 170 minutes plus 20 mandatory overs. 
Fletcher scored his first centixry of tour • But the Englishman 
played for a draw. 
6a. SALIVATI (Ramy) South zone Bat with Determination Statesman 
(Mag.); 1977, Jan 23; 8 
Discusses the three day match played a Btyderabad Lai 
BahadvLr Staditun between south zone and England. South zone batted 
with great determination and pulled up 288 for 7 wickets on first 
day declared his first inning^ then MCC started batting and 
reached on a big score 401 for 9 wicket declared the close of 
second day on third day south zone started his second inning and 
reached on 107 for two wicket at the end, thus the three day 
match was complete without giving any result it becoiaes drawn. 
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64. MATCHES, ZONAL, DAYS, THREE, WEST VS WEST INDIES 
WALNGANKAR (M) . ScHnething sweet, scanething bitter. Sport star; 
6,49; 1983, Dec 3; 11. 
Discusses match played between west zone and west Xndies 
at kolhapur stadium, which provided enough entertainn«nt to 
the 22,000 enthusiastic crowd, which certainly will have sweet 
meaiories, Balwinder Singh Sandhu lead to west zone. West zone 
was so weak Sandhu had no other option but to field after 
winning the toss on a good batting wicket. West Indians stands 
on the score of 417 for nine declare and 205 for seven in second 
innings. While west zone scored 235 in his first inning, thus 
the match was draw draw. But all in all it was a game which 
the fans will remember. 
65. MURPffiT, DOUBLE WICKET, vs ENGLAND, PLAYERS 
Dissappointment: Mxixrphy double wicket tournament in which 
internationals from two countries - India and England participa-
ted was a disappointment for a 50,000 plus crowd at the wankhede 
stadium. Murphy sponsored tournament was won by Englands lan 
Botham and Graham Gooch. 
66. NATIONAL, TROPHIES RANJI, PINAL, BOMBAY VS DELHI 
MEMON (Ayaz). Bombay make capitals Mohinder blunders and 
Ranji Trophy. Sports week; 808; 1984, Apr. 11-17; 8-9. 
Discusses the Ranji Trophy final played at Wankhade stadixim 
Bombay between Delhi and Bcxnbay and Delhis Arrival in Bc«ribay 
signalled the start of the summer. Amamath won the toss and put 
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Baaib&y Into bat. Gavaskar himself played an exemplary innings 
and post the unbeaten do\Jble hundred earlier batsman Rajput, 
Patll and VengsarKar played well. Vengsarkar was at the peak df 
stage of his career and Patll played an uncharacteristically 
STibdued knock. Thus the Bombay total reached on 625 (24 penalty-
runs). Mohlnder Amamath was the man to perform this task and 
Delhi looked for an epic knock from their skipper. Amamath 
starred with Klrtl and go out to reach his half century. Azad 
and Madan held out for some time. Azad dlssmlssals spelt finish 
to Delhi. Thus Bombay, desexirlngly won the trophy for phenanenal 
29th time In this the golden Jublee year. 
67. SUNDARE SAW (PN) Boeabay win again; Ranjl trophy Tourney - 49 
Sports week. 751; 1983, Mar 16; 21-22 
Discusses the Ranjl trophy final played between the Bombay 
and Delhi, Gavaskar led Bombay 10 victory defeating Delhi let 
by Bedl. Ashok Mandad»s was on out standing performance of 827 
runs comparlsed successive senturles and two successive double 
Gentries (124, 125, 203 and 208) but the main Honours of the 
victory were saved by Ghavrl and Shlvalbar. Boabay seored 352 
with 120 of Gavasker and again four for no less to win confortably 
like other teams Delhi also could nOt watch Bcxribay in the final. 
68. VIJAyAKAR(Pradeep). Bowlers take a battering: Ranjl Trophy final. 
Times of India (Mag); 1984, Apr. 15;7. 
Ranjl Trophy went to the side with thesstrongest batting 
line-ups in the country, Bcsnbay, Bcanbay had nearly five of the 
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first six in the India line up and with sc«ae young batsman 
to supplement these they had few alarms while regaining the 
trophy after a two year gap, Bombay's ccxnpaign in the knockout 
rounds willbbe remembered for the magnificent authoritative 
batting of Dilip vengsarkar. He scored centxuries in each of the 
thiree matches, Bombays batting was so strong that even if 
Gavaskar, Vengaarkar, Patil had failed they would have foxmd 
their man of the moment. Delhi have hurried Bcapabay so much in 
recent years that there were some who expected they might make 
a gallant effort. But Bcaabay deserved for 1983-84 National 
cricket championship for the Ranji Trophy. 
69. NATIONAL, TROPHIES, RANJI, PINAL, KARNATAKA VS DELHI 
AMARNATH (Lala). Delhi, at long last: Cricket... The Ranji 
Trophy final. Sports week 549; 1979, Apr, 8; 6-8. 
Discusses the Ranji Trophy final played between Delhi and 
Kamataka. Delhi have atnlong last won the national championship, 
achieving a distinction no other northern state has before or 
after partition. As a matter of fact Delhi won the match 
because of the massive 516 they scored in their first innings 
and 416 for 8 declared. Khanna became the first Delhi batsman to 
score century in each innings of championship. Mohinder played 
perhaps the greatest knock of his career. Kamataka scored 411 
in first inning and 122 in second inning. 
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70. NATIONAL, TROPHIES, RANJI, PINAL, KARNATAKA VS HARYANA 
ARVINDAM (R) Haryana win hand somely; cricket Ranji Trophy. 
Sportsweek, 598; 1980 March 30; 20-21 
Ranji trophy final played between Haryana and Kamataka. 
Kamataka won the toss and batted, Kamatka scored in his first 
inning 256 and 167 in second inning then Haryana each on 320 in 
first inning and finish at 103 for two, thus Haryana won the Ranji 
trophy final handsomely. 
71. NATIONAL, TROPHIES RANJI, PINAL, QUARTER, BARODA VS U.P. 
More makes up for the four: Baroda v U.P. S|fc>rtstar; 7, 11; 
1984, Mar 17; 12. 
On the eve of Ranji trophy quarter-final between Baroda 
and Uttar Pradesh, Baroda faced a grave situation as it was 
with four of its regular players, U.P. which seoned to hold the 
advantage of batting first was quickly pushed back into the 
grotmds by Vasudar Patel not more than 238. Baroda takes a 245 
run lead by knocking 483 runs in first inning, thus U.P. find 
the fallow on and started to bat and U.P. was all out for 201 
leaving Baroda winners by an impressive margin of an innings 
and 44 runs, 
72. NATIONAL, TROPHIES, RANJI, PINAL, QUARTER, BOMBAY VS RAJASTHAN 
Scare for the favourite: Bombay vs Rajasthan . Sportstar; 7,11/ 
1984, Mar 17;11. 
Once the traditional rival in the final Bombay and Rajasthan 
came to grips this year in the Ranji Trophy quarter finals o£ 
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Jaipur. Over the year both the team have declined in quality, 
though in first inning Rajasthan batted well and knocked out 
370 runs in absence of shaetri and Raju Bcwaabay's strike bowlers. 
Bombay scored 401 in his first innings, Rajasthan in his second 
inning score 276 for seven deel, leaving Bombay to get 246 in 
95 minutes plus 20 Mandatory overs. And the former champion,, with 
a glittering record to boast in this championship took a safe 
route to draw by not attempting the target. 
73. NATIONAL, TROPHIES, RANJI, PINAL QUARTER, DELHI vs TAMIL NADU 
MOHAN(R). An old, old tale retold at chepatik: Delhi vs T.N. 
Sports star? 7,11; 1984, Mar 17; 6-8. 
The Ranji Trophy quarter final of 84 session played 
between Delhi and Tamil Nadu. Although Match became drawn. But 
then again it can be said that Delhi was the superior team. The 
batsman applied themselves totally and in the face of adversity 
made the kind of contribution that made all the difference 
between victory and defeat. Venkat raghavan's ambition of 
leading Tamil Nadu to a Ranji Trophy triumph will perhaps remain 
unfulfilled for his side. Tamil Nadu scored 353 in first innings 
and 255 f*r 5 in second innings. Abdul Jabbar did well in both 
innings. Then Delhi in his first and last inning scored a grand 
total of 477 in which Madan lal hit 114. Thus the Match became 
drawn. 
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*• NATIONAL, TROPHIES, RANJI, PINAL, SEMI, BOMBAY VS HARYANA, 
PLAYER'S, CHADDA. 
VISHWANATH (G). Chadda's gallamt effort goes in vain: Bombay vs 
Haryana, Sport star; 7,13; 1984, Mar 31; 6-8. 
Highlighted on the Ranji semi-final between Bombay and 
Haryana at the wankhede stadiiim, Bombay's strength was more magnified, 
On the other hand Haryana exception of Ashok Malhotra and Ravindra 
Chadda, Baring with Aman Kumar and Chadda resulted that Haryana in 
its third meeting with Bombay and this become the meaningless draw. 
And Bombay entered the final for the 32nd time in the 50th year of 
the championship, it is said, well begun is half done. And Bcarjbay 
skipper Sunil Gavaskar did just that when he won the toss and opted 
first to take strike. Bombay scored 552 and 264. while Haryana 377 
and 113 for one. In first innings Chadda scored a career best 168. 
5. NATIONAL, TROPHIES, RANJI, PINAL SEMI, DELHI VS BARODA 
Cups excilting break throughJ Ranji semi final; Delhi/Baroda 
sports week; 808; 1984. Aps 11-17; 35-36 
Discusses Delhi's victory over Baroda in the Ranji trophy 
semi final at ferozshah kotla by the Land somo margin of 440 runs. 
Delhi finish his first inning on score of 349 and 385 on 7 wickets 
declared in second inning. Baroda hardly reached on 199. Delhi left 
Baroda the impossible task of scoring 536 for a win-Careless Baroda 
were dismissed for 75 thus Delhi wins handsomely and reached in 
final. 
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76, MOHAN (K.P.) Repeat act by Madans Delhi v Baroda Sports star; 
7,13; 1984, Mar. 31; 13-14, 
Highlighted over the Ranji trophy semi-final match between 
Delhi and Baroda, Delhi had a fight on its hands on the opening 
day. Rather it would only be right to state that Madan Lai foxmd 
himself in a challenging situation for the umpteenth fine. Madan 
is a fighter to the core- Madan walked in with Delhi 66 for four 
and 157 not out. Delhi scored 349 in first and 385 for 7 deel 
in second innings. India 199 including 12 penalty runs. Thus 
Delhi won a top-sided Ranji trophy semi-final against Baroda. 
77, NATIONAL, TROPHIES, RANJI, FINAL, AEMI, KARNATAKA VS WILLSXI 
VAIDYANATHAN(P.V,) Crumb of cc«nfort for Kamataka Sports star; 
7,8; 1984, Feb 25;9. 
A team with cohesive strength floored a pack of individual 
brilliance in the wills Trophy serai-final at Hyderabad, Ranji 
Trophy champion Kamataka, severely hit by the vagaries of the 
new points system in Ranji Trophy, was out to prove in a determinec 
manner its strength against wills XI which had in its ranks six 
Test players, Kamataka won with plenty to spare, Srinivasa prasad 
and skipper Roger Binny went the major share of success, Kamataka 
nocked out 254 ofrSO overs for five wickets, it was left to Binny 
to effectively clip the wings of the wills XI batting. Thus 
wills XI was over at 222 in 46,5 overs and Karnataka won the 
semi-final. 
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78,NATIONAL, TROPHIES, RANJI, PLAYERS, VENKATRAGHAVAN 
RAMANATHAN (P.N.). Venkat Joins Goel in the 500 clijb. Sports tar; 
7,11; 1984, Mar. 17;9. 
Srinivasa raghavan Venkataraghavan had the honour of completing 
500 Ranji trophy wickets in his 90th match • When he dismissed 
Delhi's skipper Mohinder Amamath on the third morning of the four 
day quarter final in Madras, By achieving this he become the second 
bowler in the history of Ranji Trophy to capture 500 w4ckets, the 
other being Haryanas evergreen veteran left-arm spinner Rajinder Goel, 
who isnstill going great guns and just need a wicket to complete 
600 wickets, Venkat made his Ranji debut against Mysore and first 
wicket that of Mysore skipper V, Siibramanyam. 
79.NATIONAL, TROPHIES, WILLS FIFTH, SELECTION, TEAM 
SABANAYAKANCS.) Disappointed talent scouts. Indian Express (Mag.). 
1983, Jan 16;7, 
Fifth wills Trophy limited overs cricket tournament, which 
has just been concluded, once again stressed the fact that there was 
really a dearth of talent in Indian cricket, there was hardly any 
scoring to shout about either by the new comers or by the Test 
discards. Most of the matches were low scoring ones with norpartAcular 
type of bowling extending its dominance. The Indian selectors who 
were these to unreath the talen must have gone back disappointed. 
Manoj Prabhakar of Delhi was very impressive in all thetthree matches 
played in this tournament. Bc^ay and Delhi the two arch rivals in 
Indian cricket met in the final former Test player Ashok Mankad 
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stole the thunder with the bat scoring a face saving 45, with 
his astute captaincy, he not only humbled Delhi, but made sure 
the trophy went back to Bombay for the second time in its 
five year history. 
80. NATIONAL, TROPHIES, WILLS, PINAL, BOARD PRESIDENT XI VS KARNATAKA 
VTSWANATHAN (P.R.). Heart break for Binny's brigade' Wills 
Trophy. Sports star; 7,8; 1984, Feb 25; 6-7. 
The Kanaataka state cricket Association's show case was 
glittering with the Ranji Trophy, Irani Trophy and the Subbiah 
pillai trophy till the first 30 days of this year, wills Trophy 
thenmost popular limited o^r tournament in the Board's calendar 
with Kamataka hoping to finish the season on a trixaroph, note. 
Semi final against wells XI was a picnic for Kamataka. Wills 
final against the Board president XI in Bangalore on Feb 12 
were quite realistis the front line batsman were top in forffl 
and the idea of playing all four available medium pacers had 
proved projetable. President XI scored 269 for six off 42 overs 
and Kamataka scored terribly 242 for nine off 42 overs, thus 
Kamataka lost and out classed with the wills trophy. 
81. NATIONAL, TROPHIES, WILLS, PINAL, BOMBAY, VS DELHI, PLAYERS, 
ASHOK MANKAD 
CHOWDHARY (Debabrate) Bombay owe it to Mankad: Wills Trophy 
Sports week; 742; 1983, Jan 12; 6-7. 
Reveal that after Lala Araamath and M.A.K. Pataudis 
AshUi Mankad la the best captain India has ever produced. All 
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naay not agree but there is indeed little room for argument, 
that Mankad's reading of garoe^  his field placing, and above all 
his ability are quite excpptional. When Bcwnbay took on Delhi in 
the final of the wills Trophy at Eden Garden's on the New years 
day and cepping every thing came a sound knock of 45 from the 
veteran Test player and the Ranji Trophy champions found them-
selves truly and soundly beaten by 59 runs, with all credits to 
Mankad and his boys aof rhtieir deserving win- even though the 
Test stars were not available this year the tournament evoked 
good response and there is every indication that its popularity 
will be on the increase what with good organisation and ample 
benefits for the players from the sponsors. 
82. NATIONAL, TROPHIES, WILLS, PINAL, KARNATAKA VS PRESIDENT XI 
MADHAV (Veni) Kamataka find president's XI focmidable wills 
Trophy, Sports week 801;1984, Feb 22-28? 6-7. 
Kamataka find president XI formidable in the wills trophy 
final. When president XI beat him. President XI batted first and 
Bombay's Ghulam Parkar and Tamil Nadu iSrikanth continued their 
good wave and tore to streds the weak Kamataka bowling. Srikanth 
post a centpry 101, Mohinder (28) Azharuddin (24) president XI 
reach a resounding 269 for six wickets in 42 overs. Kamataka 
started to bat and with the S. Vishwanath 43, Roger Binny 52 
and Brijesh Patel not o^t 83. And Kamataka finished at 242 for 
nine off 42 overs. Srikanth awarded the main of the match award 
of te. 1,250, Mohinder received 6000 as team winners, and Roger 
3000 on behalf of the team. 
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83, NATIONAL, TROPHIES, WILLS, PINAL, PLAYERS 
PATAUDI (Mansur Ali Khan), Lack of Limited-overs technique obvious 
Report on the final of the wills trophy. Spotts world 3,1; 1980, 
Oct, 29; 16-17. 
Discusses that two factors became abundantly clear after 
the final of wills trophy. One was that this type of cricket 
here to stay and the other that Indian cricketers barring a 
very few have a little idea about playing limited over cricket. 
Watching the s«ni-final and final. One appreciated why Indian 
teams have never been serious contender's for the prudential 
trophy, this is the only way to raise the standard of limited 
over cricket in India. 
84. NATIONAL, TROPHIES, WILLS, PINAL, QUARTER HARYANA vs BARODA 
Narrow squeak for Haryana: Wills Trophy Sports for 7, 8; 
1984, Peb 25; lOv 
Haryana defeated Baroda by 19 runs in the quarter finals 
of the wills trophy tournament in Trivandirum. By winning the 
toss, Haryana elected to bat and mustered 214 runs in 45.5 
overs. An enter prising 84 off 99 balls by Saad Bin Jung, who 
came at the fall of the first wicket at 12 and was the eight to 
go with the score at 200 was the back bone of Haryana innings. 
Jung enterta ned the crowd driving seven hits to the boundary. 
Baroda started batting but the Haryana*s bowler became trouble 
for than and were going out. An unfortunate incident tooknthe 
wind out of Batoda sails and the remaining three wicket fell 
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like autmon leaves. One each, to Talwar, Deepak and Goel 
leaving Haryana victory by 19 runs, 
8i. NATIONAL, TROPHIES WILLS, PINAL-SEMI, BOARD PRESIDENT XI vs 
HARYANA XI 
MOHAN (R). Minnows for break fast. Sport star; 7,8; 1984, 
Feb. 25/8. 
Board president'sriJCI was such a representative selection 
of one»day talent available that Haryana XI had no earthly 
chance of stretching it in the wills trophy semi-final. Despite 
having relaxed it grip after getting the opposition down to 
141 for seven, the Board ran out a comfortable winner at 
Chepauk. A rollicking opening stand between Srikanth and 
Ghulam Parkar exposed the weakness of Haryana bowling. Board 
President XI. Scored 195 for one In 34.4 overs if Srikanth 
would not have out the match would have been in \inder 25 overs, 
then Haryana XI started to bat and Board XI Gregary De Monte 
proved the most clever seamier. Thaa Haryana finished 50 over 
at the score of 192, Thus the Board President XI won this 
match handSCTnely. 
86. NATIONAL, iKOPHIES WILLS, PINAL, SEMI-QUARTER 
What a finish: Wills Trophy, Sports week; 550; 1979. Apr. 15; 
15-17. 
Discusses the Quarter final, semifinal and final of the 
wills Trophy limited overs cricket* tournament at the Wankhede 
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stadixaro. Delhi and Banabay Meet in final. Delhi tying the scores 
off the very last ball of the innings with quick runs two by 
Rakesh Shukla and Raman. Delhi won on few wickets host. Man of 
Match awarded to Mohinder Amamath, Semi final; Delhi beat 
president XI and Bombay beat to wills XI, Quarter-Finals. Tamil 
Nadu lost to president XI, U.P. lest to Delhi and Bengal lost 
to Bc»nbay. 
87. OBERAI, INTERNATIONAL, DAYS, ONE, VS PAKISTAN 
FARIDI (Jawed) ^ capital glory. Hindustan Times (Mag.); 1983, 
Sept. 2577. 
Jawaharlal Nehru Stadium packed with an estimated 75,000 
crowd. When India clinched the 50 over flood-lit cricket match 
against Pakistan could be heard as far away as the oberal 
Inter-continental, it seemed almost Pre-arranged that Kirti Azad, 
the boy from the capital should have covered to India's rescue, 
capital glory indeed. From the drink of defeat at 101 for 7 
Kirti and Madan had put India within easy reach of victory with 
their tremendous display of hard l&tting batsmanship. This match 
have likened the dramatic Indian victory to that in the world 
cup final. This was ascribed to the new captain's luck and now 
to Kirti Azad, India have mastered the art of limited over 
cricket. 
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88. PLAYERS, BOWLER, RAJU KULKARNI 
WAINGANKA (Makarand) "Mew ball partner for Kapil. Sports star; 
7,1; 1984, Jan 7;16. 
RajurfCalkami the 21 year-old medium pacer showed 
traoaendous improvement when he put into practice those invaluable 
tips given by Hall during the west zone game at Kolhapur, Raju 
today is a bowler who knows that control ow«r movement and 
direction is aa important as speed, it certainly was not the 
case earlier though he had capttired 30 wickets in the last 
Ranji season. To go wicket loss for three games including a one 
day international against the touring West Indians and yet find 
a place in the Indian squad is something which would not have 
been appreciated but a word of praise frcsn Was ley Hall probably 
made the Indian selectors think of RaJu rKulmarni as a prospective 
new ball partner for Kapil. 
8 9 . PLAYERS, DILIP, VENGSARKAR 
MOHAK[(R), . Stroke-filled come back : Dilip vengsarkar 
Spprt star; 6, 50; 1983, •'-^ec, 10; 10. 
Dilip Vengsarkar has qualified to get his name among the 
Indian batting greats by posting the century in Bcmibay test 
against west Indies, the stirring sequence of attacking innings 
in this renewed phase of his career goes towards placing in real 
perspective Vengsarkar's talent. In playing his natural game, 
Vengsarkar does more Justice to himself, his ability and his 
team. In Kanpur test Vengsarkar went o|| to top score in India's 
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second innings and a new chapter had begtan. An innings he played 
in Delhi after the departure of Oavaskar it was Vengsarkar all 
the way, untill he had roade his highest test score. At the 
wankhede stadium his first test hundred in his home town that 
has taken vdngsarkar to above the ordinary and run of the mill 
Test batsman. 
90. PLAYERS, PAROKH ENGINEER 
ARLOTT (John) He played spontaneous cricket: Parokh Engineer 
Sports week 800; 1984, Feb 15-21? 11 
Examines that there is no doubt that Parokh Engineer is thee 
gayest cricketer in the first class game. Indeed why limit that 
supdrlatine to first class play. He was an instinctive cricketor, 
usually among top level performaars, he has never been coached 
in either batting or wicket keeping* Inteimational cricket is 
rich in wicket keeper-batsman but Parokh was picked twice for 
the Rest of the world XI in England in 1970 and foyr time on 
Australian tour of 1971-72, when Lancashire registered him 
Clive Lioyd said, "he is engaging to provide entertaining 
cricket in a country. His cricket is spontaneous and he plays 
it as he does because it is his natxare to enjoy the game, it is 
difficult to decide that whether his wicket keeping or batting 
is important. 
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91. PLAYERS, GUKDAPPA VISHWANATH 
CHENGAPPA (Raj) Cricket little master: Gundappa Vishwanath. 
India Today; 7,3; 1982, Feb 15; 145-147. 
Points out about the little master of Indian cricket 
Gundappa Vishwanath made a remarkable come bad last month after 
slipping from the pinnacle of fame into a has been. After a bad 
patch lasting nearly two years, the five foot four and half inch 
vice captain of the Indian team bounced rich harvest of runs in 
the Test matches held at New Delhi and Madras, Silencing his 
critics who were making strident calls for his removal from 
the Indian Test squad. Vishwanaths cricketing career stretching 
through 80 Tests, tht highest ever by an Indian, he started his 
test debut on Noveaaber 15, 1969 at Kanpur Test against Australia . 
In first inning he was out for zero but his second he made 100. 
When he was 20 years old. Vishwanath is considered to be one of 
the greatest stroke players in the world and even Gavaskar 
admits that he is superior than me in this department. 
92. PLAYER'S, KAPIL DEV 
Kapil Devs Records, Sports week, 755; 1983, Apl 13; 24 
Highlighted Kapil Dev's Records, Kapil started his test debut 
at Paislabad on Oct 16,1975 at age of 19 years. Kapil took his 
first wicket on Oct 21, 1978 at same place. On march 15, 1978 
Kapil claimed his 200th wickets when he dismissed Andy Roberts, 
Earlier on Feb 23, he had completed 2000 runs at Kingston in 49th 
test. Kapil in the youngest all rounder in test history to achie-ve 
this feat as also the youngest batsman from any cotintry to 
complete 1000 runs in a test career. 
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93. RUTNAGUR (Dicky) Salute Kapil; Lord's test Sports week^ 
714? 1982. Jun 20; 9-10. 
Match played between India and England at Lord's on 
10-15 June 82, which was wonrtoy England by seven wickets, but 
both Bowler and batsman Kapil Dev gave full expression to his 
class in this match. After his dazling (09+41) highest run and 
eight wicket of match which brought him Man of the Match. 
94. PLAYERS, RANJI SINGH 
MELLOW (MelTille de) "The last ball has been bowled". Times of loSI» 
(Mag); 1983, Oct 23;7. 
Today's cricketers in spite of their many records, somehow 
fail to measure up to the man who was nicknamed "Run-get-Sinhji. 
And this was no idle fun. His anniversary slipped by unnoticed. 
Sept. marked the birth anniversary of Ranji, who was bom 111 years 
ago at Saroda village near Jaraona nagar. In his very first match 
for his country. Suocess against the MCC at ^ords, he scored 77 
not out and 150 in second innings. His highest individual score 
in first class cricket was 285 not out in 1901. He won his 
"blue" at Cambridge for cricket and was first Indian to get 
that honour. 
95. PLAYER'S, RAVI SHASTRI 
MADHAV(Veni) Shastri to lead. Sports week; 801; 1984 Feb 22-28;18. 
Discusses as Indian batting master Sunil Gavaskar had 
ranarked that the next best captaincy material is availabja in 
India, Ravi Shastri, his Bombay teammate National selectors seems 
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to have tahen not of it quite seriously for they have choosen 
the Indian test alrounder, Shastri to leadnlndia goes on a term 
of Zimbabwe on Feb 26 Ravi will have Srikanthas his deputy. 
96. PLAYER'S, SPINNERS 
GAUNDALKAR (Anant). Spinning out of orbit. Indian Express(Mag); 
1983, May 15;7. 
Never before in the history of iTest cricket had three 
players dominated the game as much as our incredible spintrio-
Bishen Singh Bedi, Bhagwat Chandrashekhar and Erapalli Prasanna, 
the fourth member Venkatraghavan has shown by his recent form 
that he does not quite the same wicket taking powers of the top 
three there is a definite slump in the spin department as far 
as world cricket is concerned. For India too. There are two 
basic types of spinners. Wrist spinners and finger spinners. 
Wrist spinner relies on railing and snapping the wrist to give 
the ball a spin like Chandrashekhar, while finger spinner uses 
finger to impart a spin to the ball, like Prasanna. Today most 
bowlers concentrate on finger spinning or wrifct spinning. 
9 7 . PLAYER'S, SXJNIL GAVASKAR 
BOSE(Mihir) Sun's shining on Sunny Again; Sports week 796; 1984 
Jan. 18-24; 12-13. 
In Madras a few houjrs before Sunil Gavaskar broke Don 
Bradman's record of 29 Test centuries he attended a party given 
by Tamil Nadu sports Journalist Association, it was one that 
hacks all over the world love, the great always make their o*m 
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Itick but at Madras Gavaskar so seemed to arrange matters that 
his own Interest coincidld perfectly with that of his team and 
Analyse the ccanparison with Boycott's Gavaskar tells something 
about Kapll Dev's work. Discusses about the school age achieveme-
nts If Gavaskar and father's behaviour with hlra, Sunil has 
staying power and confidence, his prediction In Madras that he 
will break a irecord, that Is not over confidence just certainty. 
98. GOPALAKRISHNA (H.R.). Dismissed first ball twice. Sport Star; 
6,52;1983, Dec. 24; 17. 
Discusses that Sunil Gavaskar became the only batsman in 
the world to be dismlalsed by the first ball of the match on two 
occasslons. He was dismissed by Marshall caught by Etojon in tl» 
Calcutta Test in the present series. The first occassion was in 
the Birmingham Test in 1979 against England. Calcutta became the 
third venue to witness a first biill dismissal on two ocassions. 
the other two Test centres being part of spain and christchurch. 
Mohinder and Chandra Shekhar are those whonhave been dismissed 
without scoring on two or more occassion. But not on the first 
ball of match, 
99. IS IT the end of Gavaskar, Sunday $0,51; 1983, July 10-16;jg^ 
India's stunning victory in the Prudential cup a grim 
question facing Indian cricket is; what is sunil Gavaskar's 
future. In six matches in the Just concluded competition, his 
highest score was 25 and this being a sequel to failure in the 
West Indies, his place in the side must be in some doubt. Kapll 
say's about Gavaskar in showing the world cup "Sunil let us down 
badly" His remedy is he should wear a helmet. Since he appears 
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against the pace bowlers. Gavasker's problem probably stem from 
too much of cricket, what Gavaskar really nedds is a total rest 
for a few months during which period he shoiild concentrate on 
improving his physical fitness, they suggest that he should be to 
go lower down in the batting order. He is best natsman that 
India ever produced and he should still be good for another 
couple of years, if he applies hira, self seriously to the game, 
100, KOTNIS (Sharad), Sunil Gavaskar - 'an ornament to the Game 
Sports week, 785; 1983, Nov, 9-15;6« 
Discusses Sunil Gavaskar's feat of equalling Don Bradman's 
record of 29 Cnnturies has been hailed all over the world where 
cricket is played, British Press featured him prOHhinently hailing 
him as a master batsman and the 'guru of Indian batsmanship* 
Scyled Beriy of the observer described his innings in Delhi as 
"BradraanSque", Bradman himself paid handsome tributes to the 
Indian hero from Adelaide. *He is a great player and an ornament 
to the Game, Sunil Gavaskar's 29th Test century come in his 
95th Test and 166th Innings. 
10$, PREIWARAYEN (Atw) Shocked Sunny accepts it as a Sportsman. 
Sports week 766; 1983, June 29-Jul 5; 10, 
Reveal that outside the oral cricket ground hundreds of 
Indians and West Indians supporters lined to watch the world 
cup rettim match between India and the West Indies the first shock 
for Indian supporters rwas the announcement over the loud speaker 
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that Sunil Gavaskar had been dropped again. Gavaskar told this 
reporter that Being fil I did not say anything. Hence I am a 
bit sad at being dropped as Inwas positively fit and looking for-
ward to this match. Docens of ray friends* fans and ray family 
have turned up at the oval to see me play - but that's the 
sorry, I accept the decision as a sportsman. 
102. SARDESAI (Dilip) finest batsman of my time Sports week, 796; 
1984, Jan 18-24; 9 
Stinil Gavaskar is today the toast of the country. He has 
not only broken the record for the highest numbers of runs by 
any cricketers but at Madras also celitrsed SirDonBredman 
record of 29 centuriesnin tests, it is but natural that every 
Indian should be proud'of his e3q)loits on the cricket field. 
He has raised it to a level of dignity and self respect. 
103. VENKATRAGHAVAN (S) Answer came at Bangalore: Overtthe wicket. 
Sports star 4,52; 1981, Dec. 26; 11:13. 
Reveals that Gavaskar is way ahead of Geoff Boy Catt. 
There is no mistaking who is the master of the two in the sum 
up of the second Test at Bangalore. Among the Indians bataman 
Gavaskar alone is capable of playing such an innings. His sense 
of purpose concentration, determination,endurance and stamina were 
simply superb. His Bangalore Exhibition was an object lesson to 
youngsters. Gavaskar picked the right ball to play his shots so 
well that they were bounderies all the way. The half-cutAalf 
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drive off the front foot that he played off lam Botham shows 
his pent up emotions. I thatched the two tests and I am convimsed 
that Gavaskar is way aheeld of Geoff Boycott, there is no 
mistaking who is the master of two. 
104. PLAYERS, SUNIL GAVASKAR'S, CENTURIES 
GAVASKAR (Siuiil) Manchester ton was ray best: First person 
Sports week 796; 1984, Jan 18-24; 6-7. 
Discusses that tonpick up Just one century out of thirty 
centuries should not be such a difficult task. Centiuries which 
have been scored in the recent past stand out more in the mind's 
eye than the earlier centuries and with the passing of time the 
earlier centuries do not se^n as significant as recent ones. 
However in my mind I can carefully see the hundred I scored at 
old Trafford in 1974. That is the best test centtiry I have 
scored and 57 also at old Trafford in 1971 is the best test 
innings. I arrived on the International scene with a bang in 
1971 when I had scored four centuries in four test matches. 
105. PLAYERS, SUNIL GAVASKAR VS DON BRADMAN 
MAMA (B.B.) Sunil Gavaskar and Sir Don Bradman Sports week 
787; 1983, Nov. 23-29; 28.29. 
Comparative study on the two great batsmen of the world, 
Sunil Gavaskar and Sir Don Bradman, who have established the 
world record, by completing 29 Test centuries in his career. 
Biasing of writing made for Gavaskar it may come as a revelation 
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to many that Sunil Gavaskar began his Test career in a more 
spectacular fashion than Bradman did and was even more success 
full than the Don in his initial series, straight away setting 
up a muaber of outstanding records. 
106, PLAYER'S, SYED KIRMANI 
GOPALA KRISHNA (H.R.) Guy who grabs' em all. Sport star 5,3; 
1982; Jan 16; 20. 
Point out that Syed Kirmani become the first Indian 
wicket keeper to account for a century of catches when he 
snapped up Mike Gatting off Kapil Dev for zero in England's 
first innings at Calcutta. Kirmani's 100th viction also was 
an Englishmen, Geoff Boy cott, caught off Roger Binny for 22 in 
the Jubilee Test at Bombay in 1980, Kirmani made his debut against 
New Zealand at Auckland on Jan 24, 1976. In the second Test of 
series he equalled the then world record of six dissmisals in 
an innings. He caught five batsman and stumped one. He has 
accounted for six dismissals in a match on four occassions-the 
most by an Indian against New Zealand 1975-76, Australia,1979-
1979-80, Pakistan 1979-80 and Newzaaland in 1980-81, 
107. PLAYER'S, VINOD MANKAD 
MAMA(B,B.) Mankad destroys England: Down Memory Lane 28, 
Sports week's world of cricket 8,3; 64-65, 
Reveals that Vinod Mankad was India's Ian Botham in the 
"Fabulous Fiftiesy Never before or since in the history of 
cricket was so much achieved by one man so miraculously in such 
a short span of time. In February 1952, he was mainly responsible 
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for India's first ever Test win. Pour months later, he demoli-
shed the new cricketing nation of Pakistcin to register what 
till "that Man Botham" came along in 1979 was the fastest double 
in Test annals. When India met England at the historic chepauk 
in Madras on February 6, 1952, for the memorable fifth and final 
Test of the 1951-52 rubber, this Test won India by an innings 
and 8 runs, 
108. TEST, DAYS, FIVE, GROUNDS, UMPIRING VS PAKISTAN 
IQBAL (Asif). Dull Draw: Umpires, ground officials disappoint 
Sports world. 11,12; 1980, Jan, 9; 8-13. 
Discusses that I lost the toss and Sunail decide to bat. 
First day Sikandar and Ehtesham took eight Indian wickets 
successively at 69 on second day we finished India at 162, then 
we started batting with Mudassar and Sadiq and scored 124 for 
five at the close of play. On third day with the struggle of 
Raja and Qasim score reached on 249 all out. In second inning 
India did 79 for no loss and At the end of fourth day's play 
India were only 100 odd runs. On the 5th day ground was weted. 
So there were no chance of play. Thus match was badly drawn, 
109. TEST, DAYS FIVE, PERFORMANCE VS AUSTRALIA 
GAVASKAR (Sunil) India's historic win. Sports world 11,4; 
1979, Nov, 14; 8-9, 
Highlights India's dcxnlnance over Australia has never been 
so canplete, A first ever win in a series and the biggest margin 
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of victory ever recorded against Australia only served to 
emphasis the inherent weakness in the visiting side. The toss 
won by me and choosing to bat. Chetan and I were tinsdperated 
till tea, I had a century by then, Ghavrl and Kirmani, batted 
brilliantly and from 321 for 7 they took the score to 450 before 
Ghavri fell for 86, Then Kirmani completed his first century in 
Test cricket. We declared on 458 for 8 wickets. Then Australians 
started first inning badly and were all out for 160, Thus 
Australia come into the context ©f follow-on, Australian started 
their innings once again and were all out for 198 on fourth day. 
Thus India won this Test by an innings and 100 runs, setting 
up as Indias historic win, 
110. TEST, DATS, FIVE, PERFORMANCE VS AUSTRALIA, ADELAIDE 
ANSARI (Khalid), Gallant India: The Adelaide Test, Sports week 
488; 1978, Feb. 5; 6-9: 36-39: 42 
Discusses the match played between India and Australia at 
Adelaide, India cane to with in 48 runs of creating history and 
attaining immorality at the Adelaide Oval, When they fought 
back heroically tram a seemingly hopeless position to win the 
hearts and capture the imaginations of people all over Australia 
Indians were for from disgraced they were gallant in defeat. They 
will return home with their leads held high, India lost the 
series becatase of a lack of intensity of purpose and determinat-
ion. In aay analysis of the Adelaide Test the Indian batsman 
will have to bear the cross for gifting away the wickets, when 
patience and discipline were called for Adelaide is one of the 
greatest in the games Hall of fame. 
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111, TEST, DAYS FIVE, PERFORMANCE VS AUSTRALIA, CALCUTTA 
WADHWANEY (K.R,) India fail to accept the challenge, Indian 
Express; 48,1; 1979, Nov,l., 12, 
Highlights on match played at Eden Garden Calcutta between 
India and Australia, -^ ndia skipper Gavaskar and his team mates 
did not accept Huge's highly sporting challenge of scoring 247 
runs in remaining 185 minutes and 20 mandatory overs. The task 
was not difficult, Yashpal Sharma and Chetan Chauhan stood 
between Australia cind victory. When Sharma was on 85. He appealed 
against the light and umpires upheld with 3,2 over remaining. 
Which seems that India initially deciding to play for draw. 
Australia did 442 in first innings and 151 for 6 decl. in 
second inning and India scored 347 in first inning and 200 for 
four wickets in second inning. 
112, TEST, DAYS FIVE, PERFORMANCE VS ENGLAND, MADRAS 
FLETCHER (Keith). India could have won: Madras Test Sports world 
4,15; 1982, Feb 3; 12-15. 
Discusses the match played at Madras between India and 
England, Fletcher syys that after getting Gavaskar we had to 
wait long for another wicket and Gavaskar declared at 481 for 
four on third day, that left us 281 to avoid the followon, 
England started batting with Graham Gooch and Tarase and scored 
144 for no loss with the close of play. We lost 6 wicket and 
cross the danger of 281, For this we had to thank David and 
Ian Botham, On the final day play India could not have forced 
a win. By the third day it was obvious. Although India could 
have won. 
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113, TEST, DAYS, FIVE PERFORMANCE VS PAKISTAN, BOMBAY 
SARATHY (A.T.P.) India win Bombay Test by 131 runs Indian Express. 
48, 44; 1979, Dec 21; 12, 
India are one up in the six Test series against Pakistan 
on Thursday 20 Dec, When 17 wickets tumbled in about 5-h hours 
of play, India defeated Pakistan by 131 rtins with a day to spare 
in the five day Third Test match at the wankhede stadium. Forty 
three days before at the same venue India defeated Australia by 
an innings. Set to get 322 runs for victory Pakistan batted as 
though they were no danger of defeat. This was so much in 
contrast with the policy of undue caution adopted by India, When 
they went into bat second time. India 334 in first and 160 in 
his second innings. While Pakistan 173 in first and 190 all out 
before to cover winning score 322. So they were defeated by 
131 runs. 
114. TEST, DAYS, FIVE, PERFORMANCE VS PAKISTAN, FAISALABAD 
MEMON (Ayaz) why India failed? : Paisalabad Test. Sports week 
743; 1983, Jan 19; 7-8. 
Faisalabad Test has proved one thing, the Indians are prove 
to wilting under pressure as never before. The match seemed a 
conclusive draw when India managed to score 372 runs in their 
first innings. Though it was not a match winning total on a shirt 
front wicket, it was a reasonably score to ensure a draw and 
keep the series alive. But astonishingly, they lost by 10 wickets 
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with half a day to spare. What were the causes that brought 
India's down fall well according to many critics they were. 
A) Inept batting in the second innings. 
B) Ineffective bowling. 
C) Incompetent tampiring in that order. 
But India have been out played at all stages in all the 
depairtroents. That is the major cause not timpiring. 
115. TEST, DAYS FIVE, PERFORMANCE vs WEST INDIES 
MOHAN (R) Brucial at Eden Gardens: Calcutta Test. Sportstar? 
6, 52; 1983, Dec. 24; 10-13:15. 
Discusses the Calcutta Test match played between India 
and West Indies on 10-14 Dec. 83, and West Indies won this match 
by innings and 46 runs, thus Indian cricket hit a new low as a 
hotae series was surroundered to the all conquering West Indies. 
This test brought into focus the uneffeciency and the inccwapetence 
of nthe Indian tean to measure up to test match requirements, it 
was in every way a pathetic showing by Indians in every depart-
vaent of the game and primarily in bowling inabilities of 
spinners especially. 
116. TEST, DAYS FIVE, PERFORMANCE VS WEST INDIES, MADRAS 
GAVASKAR (Sunil). How we won at Madras. Sports worlds 1,10; 
1979, Feb,7; 10-11. 
Describe the Test match played between India and West 
Indies at Madras, West Indians batted first after winning the 
toss and the team was finally out for 228 we were left with 19 
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minutds batting, ^ a the last of the day I was out. On second day 
at last bowl Kirti was out and scor« reached on 250 for 8 and 
on third India was all out at 255. West Indians innings began 
badly again and they all fell successively. We started our 
inning we first three fell soonly and Vishy and Gaekwad Kapil 
pla3^d confidently. Clark bowled short and Kapil avoided it 
Murray missed and India won the test through a bye. 
117. TEST, DAYS FIVE, PLAYERS, GAVASKAR and KIRMANI VS AUSTRALIA 
VAIDYA (Sudhir) Statistical view. Sports world 11,4; 1979, 
Nov 14; 14. 
Indicates that Sxinil Gavaskar playing 101st inning for 
India and scored 22 hundred in Tests matches. Gavaskar's opening 
wicket partnership with Chauhan was his 28th 100 run partnership. 
Gavaskar Chauhan's 192 run partnership is the best first wicket 
partnership in India at Bombay. Gavask§r made his fourth success-
ive century at Bornbay. Syed Kirraani sent in as a night watchman 
went on to regieter an tinbeaten hundred. Kirmani scored a century 
after playing 34 Test for India. The eight wicket stand of 127 
runs between Kirmani and Ghavri is the first 100 run partnership 
for eighth wicket. India's total of 458 for 8 wickets declared 
is the highest against Australia at Bornbay. Kapil Dev and Doshi 
each took over 25 wickets in a series. India's victory by an 
innings and 100 runs is the heaviest score over Australia. The 
2-0 victory with series against Australia is the first occassion. 
India enforced the second follow on on Aussies. 
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118. TEST, DAYS, FIVE, PLAYERS, KAPIL DEV vs ENGLAND, KANPOR 
VENGSARKAR (Dilip) Kapil thriller: Kanpur Test. Sports week 
696? 1982, Feb 14;9. 
Reveals that Sunil was tmlikely when Fletcher won the 
toss for the fifth Test in succession and had no hesitation 
in electing to bat on this strip which looked very placid 
indeed, Gooch and Tavare started confidently and Doshi was 
introduced into the attack. Rain did come and the first hours 
play before lunch. So with that no further play was possible on 
the second day, Botham raced to his first hundred of series. 
His 142 was a great effort. Rain, bad light and fog, all three 
played their part at Green park on Foiirth day, Sunil and I made 
a confident start on the fdurth day. Soon after lunch I got out, 
Vishy, Yash and Sunil saw India through on fourth day. Heavy 
fog ruled out play before Ixinch on the final day, Kapil kept 
up his hectic rate of scoring. The crowd rose to its feet when 
he reached his hundred. In the end oxir winning the series prove 
oiir superiority, 
119, TEST, DAYS, FIVE, PLAYERS, KAPIL DEV VS PAKISTAN, MADRAS 
GAVASKAR(Sunil) Kapil Dev's Test, Sports world 11,15; 1980, 
Jan 30; 6-9, 
Madras is a place I like to play in although I had never 
had success with the bat, untill this test, Asif After winning 
the toss was not able to decide immediately what to do. But he 
decide to bat and started with Sadiq and Mudassar, Sadiq, 
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Madasaar and Zaheer were caught behind by Kirmani off Kapil in 
succession. Pakistan scored 272 in first innings. We had got 
last three wicKets for the addition of only 18 runs. We had about 
75 minutes of batting left before lunch and we lost Chauhan in 
that time, vishy went out to Qasim, this brought Sandeep Patil 
to make his debut, at one stage we were 375 for 7, On fourth 
morning Kapil was Lbw for 84, And after our inning finished on 
430, We had a lead of 158. We could afford to use attacking 
fields for the Pakistan batsman, Kapil got first Sadiq and then 
Zaheer, After Majid it was left to Asif and Miandad to pull 
Pakistan out of trouble, Pakistan passed our lead of 158, but 
they have lost to Asif. Raja was looking danger, Miandad caught 
by Kirmani, Doshi got Raja, Bari and Imran j^ laying an till end 
of day's play. But at the total of 233 were all out, leaving 
the 77 runs to win the match. And with Chauhan I hit the winning 
run off Sadiq for us to win match and the series. Thus we won 
by 10 wickets, 
120. TEST, DAYS FIVE, PLAYERS KAPIL DEV VS WEST INDIES, DELHI 
ANSARlCKhalid). Kapil Dev's invaluable: Delhi Test Sports Week; 
540; 1979, Feb 4;17. 
Discusses the talks of Hantunant Singh on Delhi Test, play 
between India and West Indies series of 1979. We were easily 
the superior side in every department of the game, including 
fielding. On the other hand the West Indians dropped a large 
ntamber of catches. I would like to mention the single outstanding 
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performance of Kapil Dev whose contribution to our 1-0 lead 
has been absolutely invaluable with both bat and ball, Kapil Dev 
is invaluable player of our team. 
121. TEST, DATS, FIVE VS AUSTRALIA 
KRIPAL SINGH (A.G.) Daily battle. Sports world 1,40; 1979. 
Sept. 19; 12-18. 
Kim Hughes won the toss and elected to bat. Hilditch and 
wood opened for Australia, %lditch caught by Venkat off Kapil, 
then %rder came who batted sensibly with Hughes. On second day 
Australia were all out for 390 runs haff hours before the tea. 
Debutant Doshi captured 6 wickets for 103 runs. The Gavaskar 
started with Chauhan. And with the help of Gavaskar 50, Kirmani 
57, Vengasrkar 65, Sharma 52 and others score reached on 425 
runs till fourlrh days lunch. Then Australians started his second 
inning. Kustralia had scored 212 runs for the loss of seven 
wickets. When the over cast skies reduced visibility, resulting 
in an appeal. Thus Match ended in a draw. 
122. TEST, DAYS, FIVE, VS AUSTRALIA, BOMBAY 
PATAUDi (M.A.K,) Aussies clearly out played. Sports world 
11,4; 1979, Nov 14; 10-12. 
Match played between India and Australia at Wankhede 
stadium Bombay from 3 to 8. 11,79. Match won by India setting a 
history by an innings and 100 runs against Aussies. Gavaskar 
won the toss on a wicket which looked dry and brittle. Chauhan 
and Gavaskar began comfortably, Gavaskar his 22nd hundred and 
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Kinnani hits his first Test century. Thus India reached at 458 
for 8 wickets declared. Then Aussie* started his first Inning 
but Indian spinners made the disastrous and were bowled out 
for 160, Thus they were asked to follow on, behind by almost 
300 runs. Then Atistralian batted again but were out classed. 
Australia 154 for five at lunch and last four wickets added 
44 runs. Thus India had beaten Australia by an inningsnand 
100 runs. 
123. TEST, DAYS, FIVE, VS AUSTRALIA, CALCUTTA 
PATAUDI (M.A.K.) It could only be a draw. Sports world 11,3; 
1979, Nov.7; 11-16. 
Match played between India and Australia at Eden Garden 
Calcutta from 26»10.79. Gavaskar would have liked to have won 
this toss, but Hughes called correctly and decided to bat on a 
grassleas wicket. Gavaskar tried 4 bowlers relying mainly on 
Doshi and Yallop to break. Yallop had played through out his 
long stay at the same speed. Fortunately Kapil bowled well and 
also managed to contain the batsman. Australia had kept India in 
the field for well high two days and Gavaskar was removed. On 
third day India lost one wicket but managed only 200 runs, but 
the wicket was partially to blame on foitrthday/ Vishwanath was 
playing at his elegant best. India finished at 347 runs. Then 
Australia batted and declaration came as expected Australia had 
a lead of 246 iruns and approximately 70 over to bowld India out. 
India could reach the target. But at the fall of Chauhan's wicket 
India decided to shut shop, thus the match ended in a draw. 
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124. TEST, DAYS, FIVE, VS ENGLAND 
RUTNAGUR (Dicky) India hopelessly poor: Edghaston test 
Sports week 564; 1979, Jul 22; 11-12. 
Discusses the Test defeat in England of India Venkatara-
ghavan won the toss, he was captain. The brutal fact is that 
India are a hopelessly poor side which without Gavaskar and 
Vishwanath would not hold its own even in the minor counties 
competition. While it is true that in the current circumstances 
the selectors could not have picked a side of capable of beating 
England, they have not done their job properly , in that they 
have sent in ill-balanced tour party with too many batsman and 
too few bowlers, 
125. TEST, DAYS FIVE, vS ENGLAND, MADRAS 
KEATING(Prank) England make a hash of it: Madras Test Sports 
week; 693; 1982, Jan 24; 6-7. 
Highlights the Madras Test played between England and India. 
England won the toss and asked India toiibat* They had prayed for 
all this, they picked their four pace bowlers for the fiery 
pitch, the whole game hinged on those first three hours or so. 
England know it would. And so did Gavaskar. His defensive play 
against the bounding venom of Wellis first selno was thrilling, 
even scary to behold. Wellis rested. Allott came on His first 
ball was a real poarler. Dilley removed Roy. In Allot scand 
over Vengsarkar at third slip "Gooch" flopping forward. 
Vengaarkar innings was good, England now had to suffer nothing 
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less than huinilition from Vishwanath and Yashpal, like many of 
the great partnerships. Thus it was all too late for England, 
the damage has been done two days before, and ironically by 
two men, two dropped catches that made siire India can not lose 
the series. 
126. TEST, DAYS, FIVE, VS PAKISTAN, BANGALORE 
IQBAL (Asif) India muffs a win: let down by Palsied hands: 
Bombay Test Sportstar; 6,50; 1983«i Dec. 10? 6-9. 
Discusses that India has come to a near winning performance 
in this series was in the Bombay Test. The reason for this was 
that it put on the field a combination that was more suited to 
test cricket. India lost too much time because of poor catching 
one cannot escape without paying ttep penalty. With stand of 
Gaekwad, vengsarkar, Shastri and Kirmani India's score reached 
on 463 all out, then West Indians started batting and scored 
393 all out India in second inning scored 173 for 5 wickets 
declare and thus West Indies needed 244 runs. But West Indies 
scored 104 for 4 wickets at the close of the final day. So the 
foxirth Test played at Bombay became drawn. 
127. TEST, DAYS FIVE, vs PAKISTAN, FAISALABAD 
BEDI(Bishan Sing) * All Rotind Thrashing:Faisalabad Test India 
Today; 8,2; 1983, Jan 31; 139-137. 
Evaluates the performance , Indians did well to total 
372 in first innings. Not a match winning score but brought for 
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settle to draw, it was good to see a glimpse of Vishwanath 
and belligerent Patil-Kapil Dev pairtnership and a more reassuring 
contribution by Kirroani and Madan Lai, Kapil made early break 
through getting rid of Mohsin and Alchtar cheeply and diving 
catch by Kirmani ended Mudassar's front footed existence. Javed 
and Zaheer got together till completing individual centuries. 
Thus Pakistan's score reached 652 with the Imran and Malik 
centuries Too. Now India Pacing an uphill task of eliminating 
a deficitnof 280 runs but the Indian were bowled out a second 
time for 286 with Gavaskar 26th century. Indian captain said 
that he had to finish upon the losing side. Thus India once 
again were out classed in every department of the game. 
128. TEST, DAYS FIVE, VS PAKISTAN, MADRAS 
KRIPAL SINGH (A.G.) Prom Pakistan with love. Sports world 11,15; 
1980, Jan 30; 11. 
Reveals that with India one-up in the series, chepauk was 
tingling with excited anticipation. Asif Iqbal won the loss and 
in a full days batting Pakistan scored 254 runs for 7 wickets, 
Pakistan innings being closed for 272 runs. While the over rate 
by Indians was slow, but they stand a huge score as 430. Chasing 
a lead of 158 runs Pakistan ran into troxibld and useful contribu-
tion from Imran and others took the score to 233 runs and India 
had no difficulty in scoring 76 runs required to win the Test 
and the series Indeed Pakistan iostthis match by their own 
efforts, and India won by 10 wickets. 
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129. TEST, DAYS, FIVE, WEATHER VS AUSTRALIA, CALCUTTA 
GAVASKAR (Sunil) Oh Calcutta Sports world 11,3? 1979, 
Nov.7? 8-10. 
Reveals that Eden Garden was different this time the out 
field was patchy and the wickfet, though firm out-wordly, was 
not one to inspirit good cricket. The match played between India 
and Australia. Kin Hughes won the toss and put his team to bat. 
Australia reached at score of 442. Our bowlers had done well to 
restrict Australia to this score. Then I and Chauhansstarted to 
bat, soonly I was Lbw. but Chauhan and Dilip played safely. 
After Kapil we were all out for 347, conceding a lead of 95 
runs. Australians, obviously, were going to look for runs, but 
they were going out successively. When Kim declared at 151, 
leaving in 3 hotors 10 minutes and 20 mefldatory overs to score 
245 and I added 50 run before I fell. Once again Chetan scored 
50. However, the introduction of the pacers slowed the rate 
down and it was out of hand. Shivial appealed against bad light 
130. TEST, DAYS, FIVE, WEATHER, VS ENGLAND, KANPUR 
KOTNIS(Sharad) Time-robbed Test: Kanpur Test side lights. 
Sports week 6967 1982, Feb. 14;10. 
Examines, perhaps this is the only Test in India during 
which more than eight ours were lost due to weather (India, 
England Kanpur Test). Out of the last four Tests staged at 
Kanpur three have been ruined by rain-West Indies (1979). 
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Pakistan (1980) and England(1982). All the three Tests played in 
January-February. On previous occassions the covers were not 
adequate. During this Test covering arrangonent was satisfactory 
and the wicket was not at all affected by rain. This Test could 
have been played in the last week of December or early January, 
imtnediately after Delhi Test. And the ball trick, a sheer waste, 
lack of planning and Luckiest spectators. Tight secvirity etc. 
sort of headings are evaluated. 
131. TEST, DAYS FIVE, WEATHER vs ENGLAND, LORDS 
PATAUDI(Mansur Ali Khan). Disaster and fight back at Lord's, 
Sports week. 1,35, 1979, Aug 15; 8-11 
Discusses match between Indian and England played at lords. 
1st day India batted first but weather was not suitable for the 
game. India finished at 96 on Ilnd day England batted and scored 
72 for 3 dud to rain match does not going on throughout the day. 
England and India batted well but there was no result after a 
fight. 
132. TEST, FIFTH, DAYS FIVE, PERFORMANCE vs WEST INDIES 
COZIER (Tony). Drowned in a sea of runs: Antigua Test. Sports 
week 760; 1983, May 18-24; 6-3. 
Discusses the fifth and final match of the series, played 
between India and West Indies at Antigna, which was drowned in 
a sea of runs. A total of 1,254 runs were scored for 25 wickets. 
There were six individual centuries, it was totally a batsman's 
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game and a draw was the predictable result from as early as the 
second day. West Indies won the series by virtue of their victor-
ies in the first and fourth tests. Mohinder Amarnath scored 116 
irun in this match and awarded as Man of the series and Gordeon 
Greenidge awarded Man of the match, 
133. TEST, FIFTH, DAYS, FIVE, PLAYERS, GHAVRI VS ENGLAND 
MOHLAJEE (K.N.). Ghavri gave the only Genuine twist Statesman; 
1977, Feb. 18;8. 
Reveals that the fifth test jerked to throabbing life on 
a couple of occassions before it was wrapped and put in ccold 
storage draw the first after fotir decisions. At the final draw 
of stumps, England were 152 for se*en. The last two wickets fell 
off the second and last bails of the last over of the series, 
this over was bowled by Ghavri with the wicket of Tolchard and 
lever, Ghavri ended with the rich bag of five wickets for 33 
runs, it was Ghavri who gave the game the only genuine twist, 
India scored 338 in first innings and 192 in his second inning. 
England scored 317 in first inning and 152 for 7 wickets in 
second innings. Englands target of win was 214 runs in 185 
minutes and 20 Mandatory overs. So many runs in this time was 
not possible task. So match became drawn. 
134. TEST, FIFTH, DAYS, FIVE VS AUSTRALIA, CALCUTTA 
CLARK(Chris) Sensational start, dull end: Fifth Test Calcutta 
Sports week's world of cricket; 6,4;1979, Oct-Dec;37-38. 
Fifth Test between India and Australia played at Eden 
Garden Calcutta frcs:nn26 Oct. 79. Toss won by Australia and 
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decided to bat first. This test against Australia began in a 
sensational fashion for India. A wicket off the third ball of 
the Kapil I>ev's very first over *ras a perfect stairt. Six days 
letter tonfinish to the game could have been equally sensational 
for the home side if on the day, they had possessed another 
batsman to match the panache of Sharma. Kim Hughes declaration 
set the game alight. Capturing of quick Indian wickets settled 
the course of the match. Victory was out of the question. Score 
were as Australia 442 in first and 151 in his second innings. 
Than India scored 397 in first inning and 250 in second 
innings. Thus the Match become drawn. 
135. RAO (C.S.). Fifth Test ends in exciting draw. Hindustan Times; 
1979, Nov.l.; 1:12. 
Seldom has a cricket Test been so exciting and thrilling 
as the drawn fifth Test betweeh India and Australia which came 
to one of the most pulsating finishes at the Eden Garden here 
today. Although Australia's skipper kim hughes made one of the 
boldest declarations, because he wants decision in his favour 
at 151 for six, this lyt India with a none-too-dificult task of 
scoring 247 rwas for victory in 185 minutes plus the 20 mandatory 
overs. This mean that India were to score just the rate ofnrun 
a minute, job was not difficult for India but cheap dismissal 
of Gavaskar, Vfengsarkar and Vishwanath sent to draw. 
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136. TEST,FIFTH, DAYS, FIVE, VS PAKISTAN, MADRAS. 
SUNDARSAN(P.N.). Easy vistory: Fifth Test Madras Sports week's 
world of Cricket; 6,4; 1979, Oct-Dec, 67-68. 
Cricket is a game thriving on mistakes, it was Fifth Test 
between India and Pakistan played at Chidambaram stadiiim, 
Chepauk Madras, Jan 15, 79. Although Toss won by Pakistan But 
the match won India by 10 wickets. Pakistanis batted first and 
were all out on 272 runs. On a placid pitch rather slow, for the 
reputed stroke players. Kapil Got four wickets and Ghavri 
three. India replied with 430 rxms completed on 4th morning with 
the effort of Gavaskar 166 and Kapil 84. Then Pakistan were all 
out for 233 runs. Kapil go seven wickets for 56mans* How India 
have a need of 76 runs to score for winning the match. On the 
final day Gavaskar and Chauhan started and completed the winning 
runs they scored 78 for no loss. Thus India won this match by 
10 wickets. 
137. TEST, FIFTH, DAYS, FIVE, VS WEST INDIES, DELHI 
BEDI (Bishan Singh). India very unlucky. Sports world 1,10; 1979, 
Feb, 7; 26-29. 
Fifth test match played at Delhi between west Indies and 
India. Gavaskar and Kalicharan were the Captains. Gavaskar win 
the toss and batted. India did their highest total in Test 
cricket, 566 with three centuries in one inning is also a record. 
West Indians started his inning on Third day after lunch, 26th 
Jan brings rain and they scored 172 all out. So they meet with 
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follow on and West Indies scored 179 for three. Thus this test 
match finished with an honotirable draw, due to rain and bad 
light. 
138^ TEST, FIFTH, DAYS FIVE, WEATHER VS WEST INDIES, DELHI 
ANSARl(Khalid). No canplaints: Delhi....the fifth Test Sports 
week 540; 1979, Feb 4; 6-7. 
Discusses on the fifth Test between India and West Indies 
series of 79, played at Delhi. Gavaskar says personally I do not 
have any complaints. We have been saved by rain in the past, it 
just so happened that the other side was saved this time. There 
could be no doubt that India were on top from the very beginning 
that we dominated the proceedings till the end. Unforttonately 
the rains came in way of our going up 2-0 in the series which 
would have been great fram our point of view, it was particularly 
great match for Kapil Dev and other bowlers and batsman. 
139. TEST FIRST, DAYS FIVE, LESSONS, VS PAKISTAN 
BHANDARl(Arvind) Lessons plenty from the first Test. Hindustan 
Times (Mag.)t 1983, Sept 25;7. 
Bangalore Test between India and Pakistan would possibly 
be remembered more by the controversy that attended the circram-
stances in which the Sunil Gavaskar attained his twenty eight 
Test hundred than for any thing else, it is indeed a piety that 
a good enough game, though drawn, almost ended with Gavaskar 
and Anshuman Gaekwadh, staying put on the field after skipper 
Zaheer Abbas has taken off it is now the second highest scorer 
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of individual Test hundreds, Miandad played with superb 
confidence and strokes right from start and it was really 
unfortunate that he missed lis eleventh Test century by just 
one run. 
140. TEST FIRST, DAYS FIVE, PERFORMANCE VS ENGLAND 
LAKER(Jim) How, why India? Sports week, 564; 1979, Jul 22;7. 
Discusses the first test at Edgbaston between India and 
England. In this match England win. The conclusion that they 
were simply a poor side, and not entirely satisfactory for 
Gavaskar and Vishwanath continue to book world class batsman. 
India should now be asking some searching questions like how, on 
a perfect batting pitch, did they manage to lose their last six 
wicket in 40 minutes? And why did so many of their important 
players got out just when they seemed to have settled in. 
141. TEST FIRST, DAYS FIVE, PERFORMANCE, VS PAKISTAN 
RAMCHAND{G,S.). India and Pakistan in the same beat: Bangalore. 
Sports week 779? 1983, Sep 28, Oct 4; 10-11. 
Discusses their tfaservation overnthe first test played 
between India and Pakistan at Bangalore. They discussed the 
over all performance of each players of the both teams. Kapil 
Ddv, the Indian team attack looked medioere and the spinners 
were totally inneffective. And the same applies to Pakistan as 
well pitches are going to be covered and they would be flat and 
life less, I don't know how these teams are going to bowl each 
other out. I don't think India can hope to win a match and 
Bangalore test have been drawn. 
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142, TEST FIRST, DAYS FIVE, PERFORMANCE VS WEST INDIES, KANPUR 
AMARNATH(Lala) Windies destroy India Kanpur Test Sports week 
785; 1983, Nov, 9-15; 12 
Discusses how Malcolm Marshall and the West Indies 
destroyed India in the first Test at Kanpur by an inning and 
83 runs. Thus demolishing the myth surrounding the world cup 
champions. West Indies made firwt use of the wicket and India 
had sigh of relief when Kapil go the last two wickets and west 
Indies were all out for 454 runs, Marshall then marchalled the 
Indian batsman into the Payalion at a supersonic speed claiming 
four wicket out of 5 at 39 run, India lost eight wickets for 90, 
r\ins, Madan and Binny batted confidently. Thus India was bwoled 
out for 207 runs and was forced to fallow on, Marshall once again 
proved to be a thom in the flesh of the Indian batsman in yet 
another sustained, India was struggling all the time and were 
soon finished, 
143. TEST, FIRST, DAYS, FIVE, PLAYERS, SUNIL GAVASKAR VS PAKISTAN 
GAVASKAR (Sunil) Honours shared. Sports world 11,7; 1979. 
Dec. 5; 14-19. 
Discusses on the First Test match of the 1979-80, played 
between India and Pakistan at Karnataka state cricket Association 
ground,( Toss won by Asif iqbal and go through the bat firsts on 
a wicket noted for taking incireasing turn on the last day, 
Pakistan start well and with help of Mudassars 126 and Miandad 
76 Pakistan's scored reached 431 for 9 wickets declared when 
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Bari-Qasljn separated. Then we batted. Iraran could not generate 
enough pace chiefly because there was no response on the wicket, 
then I notch any high score at the KSCA ground, ^ he fifth days 
play was only of academic interest. We lost quick wickets to be 
all out for 416 which was stiff a good response. Tjien in score 
Pakistan scored 108 for 2 wickets in the second inning at the 
close of play. Thus ended the first confrontation with the 
honours even. 
144. TEST, FIRST, DAYS FIVE, VS AUSTRALIA, MADRAS 
OAVASKAR (Sunil) Madras Test Sports world 1,40; 1979, 
Sept. 19/ 8-11. 
Reveals that Gavaskar appointed captain against Australia 
and match played at Madras, We picked a side with three youngster 
in the reserve and with Kirmani who came back to the team. Toss 
won by Hughes and decide to bat. After lunch Doshi bagged his 
first Test wicket. Both Border and Hughes played well, Hughes 
scored his century and all wickets fell at regular intervals to 
Doshi who finished with six wickets on his debut. By the da|t's 
end we had made 80 and lost Chauhan, Kirmani come in as night 
watchman. He was first to reach his 50, Then Kapil was out for 
17 Yashpal Sharma complete his first fifty. Thus our innings 
closed at 425. Then Aussies batted again. Border was first to go 
then Yallop. When Hughes was Lbw by Venkat. We were on top. But 
them came those two catches. I missed the first and then Vfenkat. 
Then came the rains. 
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145, SUNDERSAN(P.N.) draw for a start: First test Madras. Sports 
week's World of Cricket, 6,4; 1979, Oct-Dec,; 22-23. 
First Test Match played between India and Australia on 
11-16 Sep 1979 at Madras. Australia won the toss and batted first 
and scored 390 runs all out in his first innings. Then India 
started to bat and scored 425, it was Kapil Dev's aggression 
that was responsible for attaining it in quick time and establish 
a 35 run lead. Kapil have to developed his batting as for bowling. 
Gavaskar and Chauhan provided a 80 run start to Indian inning. 
Vengsarkar joined Kirmani night watch man and retrieved 99 run 
partnership, Kirmani batted quite sensible and with his customary 
fluency. In second innings Australia scored 212 for 7 wickets 
at 5th day end till the time was completed so match became drawn. 
146. TEST FIRST, DAYS FIVE, VS ENGLAND , LORDS 
BAVIN(Brian) Three tests in England: First Test, World Cricket 
Digest; 2,1;1982, Nov.; 9-14. 
Examiners the First Test match between India and England 
played at Lord's onnTune 10-15, 1982, which was won by England 
by seven wickets. On first day Gavaskar won the toss and offer 
the batting to England. By the close England had recorered to 
278 for 6 . On second day A total of 433 represented a remarkable 
recovery by England. Then India started to bat by a sad start. 
Only the Gavaskar did well and score was 92 for five . On third 
day, Indians were all out for 128, were 305 run behind and Willis 
immediately enforced the follow-on. Then Indian again batted and 
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score was 61 for 2 at the close* 244 runs were still required 
on foxirth day with century of Vengsarkar 157 and Kapil Dev's 
89. India reached on 369 all out. Then England had to go through 
the appearent formality of scoring 65 runs to win. At the close 
England was 23 for 3. On the fifth day morning England cruised 
to a seven vicKet victory. 
147. BLOFELD(Henry) India's morale high; Lord's test, sports weeX 
714, 1982 June 20? 11-12. 
India found in the first test match at Lord's . that the 
difference between playing cricket in England and playing the 
same game in India is enormous, they played the follow on 305 run 
and ccanfortably befcten by England by Seven wickets but by them 
Vengasarkar and Kapil Dev's fight back had India's morale. 
148. TEST FIRST, DAYS FIVE, VS NEWZEALAND, MADRAS 
BLOFELD(Henry). History is on India's side at Chepauk, Indian 
Express; 45, 65; 1977, Jan 14;8. 
Discusses that England won the first test match by an 
innings and the second by ten wickets, there were mcxnent in both 
games when India's spinners were on the point of breaking through 
the English batting. At chepauk where the test match starts 
tomorrow that these Indian spinners have their best records. Six 
week ago when NewZealand were bowled out for 140 and 193, 16rof 
wicket fell to Bedi, Chandra and Venkat, when India beat the 
West Indies in three and half days two years ago, Prasanna, 
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Bedi and Chandra took 18 wickets. Before that in 1972-73 India 
beat England by 4 wickets and Bedi, Prasanna, Durrani, CSiandra 
Took all the 20 wickets between them, 
149. TEST, FIRST, DAYS FIVE, VS PAKISTAN 
SWAMI(C.S.A,). Text heading for a tame draw, Indian Express 
48, 22; 1979, Nov. 26; 12. 
Reveals that First Test between India and Pakistan here 
is heading for a draw with honours shared. For only woe day of 
play in the five day match left and the weather uncertain. % e 
position is Pakistan 431 for 9 wicket declared and India 266 
for four in their first innings. Only 43 minutes play was 
possible on fourth day during 8.3 overs could be bowled. India 
are still 145 runs behind the Pakistan first innings total of 
431. They scored 286 fornfour but six Wickets in hand and some 
good batting still toncome. Thus this test became a tame draw, 
150. TEST, FIRST, DAYS, FIVE, VS PAKISTAN, BANGALORE 
MENON(K.N,K.). First Test drawn. Hindustan Times; 1979, 
Nov. 27; 1;10. 
Discusses First Test match played at Bangalore between India 
and Pakistan. This test ended on expected lines in a tame draw 
here today after India had conceded a slender lead of 15 runs 
to Pakistan An first innings. Whentthe rain ruined match was 
off at the end of the schedule time on the final day with two 
more mandatory overs to go Pakistan had made 108 for the loss of 
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two wickets in their second innings. Pakistan had made 431 
for 9 declared, then India innhis first inning scored 416, So Indis 
India had 15 runs lead already and 108 in second inning. India needed 
124 for victory over Pak-but time have finished and it became 
a tame draw. 
151. PHASANNA (Erapalli). Honoxirs evens Bangalore Test Sports week, 
779; 1983, Sept. 28 Oct 4; 7-8. 
Discusses First test played between India and Pakistan 
of current series at Bangalore. Kapil won the toss and elected 
to bat with Gavaskar and Gaekwad. Pakistan open the attack through 
TahirnNaqqash and Azeem and India was all out on 275 runs with the 
great effort of Binny and Madan. Then Pakistani innings started 
more or less in the same fashion. Javed played very aggressive 
90 and Pakistans inning reached on 278. Pakistan inning had 
terminated the rest of the evening on the fifth day was rather 
boring. Gavaskar and Gaekwad started to bat and scored 176 till 
end. In which Gavaskar (Sunny) post his 28th century and move 
step nearer to Sir Donald Bradman's record. 
152. TEST, FIRST, DAYS, FIVE, vs PAKISTAN, DOSSIERS, BANGALORE 
MAMA(B.B.) Bangalore Dossier. Sports week 780; 1983, Oct. 5-ll;14. 
Reveals that rain-ruined first Test vs Pakistan at Bangalore 
which ended on September 19 indecisively but in a blaze of 
personal glory for Sunil Gavaskar, hitting his 28th Test hundred. 
(Just one short of Don Bradman's Test record). This was the 7th 
Test played at Bangalore and Pakistan 2nd at this. Highest totals; 
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457 for 5 decl. by India vs Australia, 1979-80 and with 
Pakistan and West Indies, Lowest Totals; 118 for India against 
West Indies in 1974-75 and with Pakistan and England. Top scores;-
highest individual score at Bangalore by Gavaskar 172 vs England 
in 1881-82, Centuries; by Gavaskar, Viswanath and Vengsarkar 
on this venpe. Also century stands and Best innings bowling on 
this venue discussed here, 
153, TEST FIRST, DAYS FIVE, vs PAKISTAN, FAISALABAD 
PATAUDI (Mansure Ali Khan) Faisalabad Test sports would; 
1,2? 1978, Oct, 25; 10-15 
Highlighted on the first test played between India and 
Pakistan, Pakistan won the toss and batted first. On the second 
day Mishtaq declare at tea time having passed the 500 mark. On 
third day Gavaskar and Chauhan again started and India finished 
at 291 for 3 on the forth day India finished to give Pakistan 
Siead of 40 runs, Mushtaq declared and second inning and Indian 
openners played out the 90 minutes with no difficulty but 
without result, 
154. TEST, FIRST, DAYS, FIVE VS SRILANKA, MADRAS 
SUNDARESAN(P.N.) Lanka deprive India of win: Madras Test. 
Sports weeOc 728; 1983, Sept. 29; 6-7. 
Highlights on the first Test match played between India andd 
SriLanka at chidembaram stadium in Madras. The Test ended in an 
exciting draw when the Sri Lanka tail wagged merrily on the last 
day posting a total of 395 which left India a target of 176 runs 
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for victory in 53 minutes plus 20 mandatory overs. India did 
accept the challenge and they were in with a chance despite 
losing Vengsarkar and Arun Lai early, when Sandip Patil and 
Kapil Dev went for the Sri Lanka bowling. How ever the Lankan 
mediiim pacers kept a good length and made the Indian batsman's 
task difficult, India finished with 135 for seven with Sharma 
and Gavaskar at the wicket and still 41 runs away from the target. 
Thus match was draw. 
155. TEST, FIRST, DAYS, FIVE, VS WEST INDIES? KANPUR 
NIGAM(P.C.) Marshall licks cream of India Hindustan Times (Mag) 
60, 293; 1983, Oct. 23; 1:14. 
Discusses the first test played at Green Park Kanptir 
between India and West Indies. Indian batsman feared so badly 
when five of them perished for a meagre 34 in reply to West 
Indies imposing first innings total of 454 on second day. India's 
first target was to escape the disaster of fallow on. Marshall 
consumed 4 wicket within 20 deliveries. Marshall bowling figure 
was 8 over, 6 maiden, 9 run and 4 wicket on 2nd day. The West 
Indies innings was sustained by two big partnerships, one 
between Greenidge and Dujon of 152 runs and other between 
Greenidge and Marshall that yield 130 runs, Kapil Dev brought 
at 4 wickets of West Indies. India in here innings, Gavaskar, 
Mohinder, Gaekward , Vengsarkar and Shastri fell to the pace 
fiuiry of Marshall and Denis with disgraceful score of 34 for 
five on second day. 
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156, TEST FOURTH, DAYS PTTE, PERFORMANCE VS ENGLAND 
MOHLAJEE (K.N.) India win by 140 Runs: Statesman; 1977, Feb 3; 1 
Highlights that India scored a 140 run win over England 
in the fourth cricket test, 17 ndnutes after lunch on the fifth 
and final day here today, India let down by their batsman in 
all three earlier Tests, salvaged some prestige and Consolation, 
In this match their batsman gave enough runs for the spin bowlers 
to bowl England out. India scored 253 run in first innings and 
259 for 9 wickets declared. England scored 195 in his first 
innings. So England needed 318 runs to win the match. But 
England teams was all out at the total of 177 in second inning. 
Thus India win this match by 140 runs, India thus reduced the 
margin of defeat in the series to 1-3 with one test to follow 
at Bombay. 
157, TEST FOURTH, DAYS FIVE, PERFORMANCE VS ENGLAND, OVAL 
PATAUDI (M.A.K.) India's finest hour. Sports world, 1,39; 1979, 
Sept, 12; 10-14, 
Highlighted on the fotarth test played between India and 
England at the Oval from Aug, 30, Toss won by England and batted 
first. Oval has a reputation for being one of the better batting 
wickets . in the country, Ghavri and Kapil bowled well. And 
England first inning score reached on 305, On second day India 
began her innings two overs before lunch, India's innings followed 
England's pattern almost exactly. But India did 202 runs only. 
Then England began her second innings, Boycatt played well and 
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hit 125, although he was injured • Thus scored 334 runs for 8 
wickets declared. Thus India needed 438 run for setting a victory, 
A record opening paitodrship of 213 in which caiauhan contributed 
80m which set India on long road, Gavaskar knocked out 221 his 
highest score and score reached on 429 runs for 8 wickets. But 
there was no time for play. 
158. TEST FOURTH, DAYS FIVE, PERFORMANCE VS WEST INDIES 
SARDESAI(DILIP) - story of muffed chances: Bombay Test 
Sports week 790; 1983, Dec. 7-13;7-8. 
Evaluate the performances of the key players in the 
fourth test, Sunil Gavaskar is altogether a different batsman. 
Anshxaman Gaekwadh has his limitation and plays with in them, 
Dilip vengsarkar is a different cricketer he plays both on the 
front as well as back foot. Ashok Malhotra, though he played 
very slowly in the first inning he plays the ball near his body 
which is a good quality. Both Ravi Shastri and Roger Binny have 
proved to be good all rounders. Among the remaining batsman, 
Kapil is having a bad patch, but he should soon get over it. 
Kirmani played his usual gutsy innings. Kapil is our only strike 
bowler. Shivial yadav bowled well Havi bowled well in patches, 
India after reaching a score of 463 missed a golden opportunity 
to apply pressure on the westrilndies, they dropped as many as 
ten catches and when you do so you cannot get the apposite side 
out cheaply. In the final analysis, this test is a story of a 
myped chances and Match was draw. 
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159, TEST FOURTH, DAYS FIVE, PERFORMANCE VS WEST INDIES, BOMBAY 
RAMSHAND (GS) India rolss a golden chance: Bcwnbay Test, Sports 
week 790; 4983, Dec. 7-13; 9:11. 
Discusses that after winning the toss scoring 463 runs 
in the first innings India missed a golden chance to reduce the 
margin of the West Indies successes in the series in the fourth 
Test at Wankhede stadium, Bombay between India and West Indies. 
Main reason for this sorry affairs is India's shoddy fielding, 
particularly catching and the inability of its spinners to 
exploit the warning wickets. The spectators were hoping for a 
thrilling finish on last day, but the delayed declaration, took 
away whatever prospect these was for a result. To score 244 runs 
in 100 minutes and 20 mandatory overs was a task beyond this 
West Indies team. It was an impossible task and they never made 
an attempt and match became drawn. 
160. TEST FOURTH, DAYS FIVE, PERFORMANCE VS WEST INDIES MADRAS 
RUTNAGUR (Dicky). India bounce up: The Madras Test. Sports week; 
538; 1979, Jan 21; 6-7. 
Discusses Fourth Test between India and West Indies played 
at Madras chepauk stadium. India did extretnely well to win. It 
was a bouncy wicket. Fast bowlers are sometimes seen as a mean, 
blood thirsty bredd. Kapll Bev and Karsan Ghavri were pretty 
naughty and West Indian seemed the villians because their fast 
men were faster than oxirs. Hero of the match was Vishwanath who 
awarded the Manoof the Match. On the last day brave Kapil Dev 
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and Ghavri who did so much. Pitch caused India a lot of distress 
and anguish India is to realise the full worth of his, genius. 
161, TEST, FOURTH, DAYS, FIVE, PITCH, VS PAKISTAN. 
WADHWANEY (K.R.) Test heading for a tame draw-Indian Express; 
48, 51; 1979, Dec. 29; 12, 
As compared to the first day when the varrying bounce and 
pace caused panic among batsmen, the Green park pitch has 
befriended batsman and there are more than even chance of the 
fourth Test between India and Pakistan ending in a draw, '''hat 
is one possibility, the another being that skipper Sunil Gavaskajr, 
who batted with a Vengeance against pace bowler Sikander bakht 
is scoring more beyond in unbeaten 48 last evening. If that 
heppens an exciting finish may not be ruled out. Looking at the 
state of pitch seem remote . Both Teams are satisfied with the 
virapiring so far. Score India 162 and 79 for no loss, Pakistan 
249. 
162. TEST FOURTH, DAYS FIVE, VS AUSTRALIA, DELHI 
ANSARI (Khalid) > Grim battle: Fourth Test Delhi, Sports week's 
world of Cricket; VI; 4; 1979, Oct. Dec, 33-35. 
Reveals that the fourth Test between India and Australia, 
turned to be a big bore for the uninitiated, the grim fight for 
supremacy between bat and ball during Australia's fight back 
was memorable indeed for the Cognoscente. Toss won by India and 
decided to bat. Then there were Sunil Gavaskar's determined 
knock, Vishwanath's memorable innings, Yash pal also made 100 
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unbeaten 100, Thus India scored 510 for 7 wickets. The Australian's 
were most unhappy with the umpiring and the defeat of Border, 
Hughes, Whatmore, Aliditch and sleep? India lacked the ruthless 
desire and the skill to win, it was Indian's spin which failed, 
Australia scored 298 in first inning. Then the India scored 413 
in his secodd innings. Thus the match became drawn. 
163. TEST, FOURTH, DAYS FIVE, VS ENGLAND, MADRAS 
KRIPAL SINGH (A.G.) Fletcher lacked Imagination: Madras Test. 
* 
Sports week; 693; 1982, Jan 24; 8-9. 
Enumerates that the fifth Test at Madras also ended in a 
draw. Pour indecisive games makes one look for reasons. Was it 
due to only the wickets or the attitude? it was a combination of 
both the wickets except at Bombay, have been true and placid full 
of runs-admittedly, the ball came in slower on to the bat at 
Bangalore, Delhi and Calcutta as compared to Madras, but generally 
the bat tended to dominate the ball. England were seemingly 
desperate to even the series by winning the toss and asking 
India to bat, there was some bounce in the wicket was perhaps 
another causative factor, but the fact remains that Fletcher had 
rapidly run out of constructive ideas and the act of putting 
India into bat was a measure of his near panic make up, 
164. TEST, FOURTH, DAYS, FIVE vs PAKISTAN 
WADHWANEY (K.R,) NO play on last day at Kanpur, Indian Express; 
48,52; 1979, Dec 31; 12. 
On December 30, 79, at kanpur. No play was possible today 
as last evenings heavy shower rendered the Green park stadixim 
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pitch wet and unplayable. Thus the fourth cricket Test between 
India and Pakistan, Thus ended in a tame draw. According to the 
umpires, there were wet and slippery patches at, and around the 
popping crease and other places and therefore it was not in the 
interest of the teams to resume the match. Pinal scores: India 
162 and 193 for 2 Pakistan 249. 
165. TEST FOURTH, DAYS FIVE, VS WEST INDIES 
AMARNATH(Lala)."Oh, but Richards ahad a few chances, sports week; 
791; 1983, Dec. 14-20? 11. 
Discusses that present fourth test between India and the 
West Indies ended in a draw but not before the last day provided 
some excitement at the wankhede stadium. Both sides dropped 
crucial chances which proved vital for no decision in the mat<fe. 
As a matter of fact Vengsarkar was missed before opening his 
account and also Shastri should have been out twice. And on the 
other hand, Richards , Dujon and Liyod too benefited frcxn Lapses, 
this test will be long remembered for the great innings of king 
Richards who really played like a true artist. Indian spinners 
did what they were capable of but present Indian spinners lack 
the quality of a Bedi, a prasanna or a Chandrashekhar. 
166. TEST FOURTH, DAYS FIVE, vs WEST INDIES, BRIDGE TOWN 
COZIER (Tony) ILL-equipped Indians exposed by Pacemen:Bridge town 
Test, Sports week 758;'1983, May 4-10; 6-8. 
Fourth test played between India and West Indies at Bridge 
town (Barbados). India batted first and scored 209 in first inning 
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and 277nin the second inning. West Indies in his first inning 
secured 486 a huge score. Thus there was need only one run for 
victory. West Indies won the match with 10 wickets, India's 
aversion to the short, lifting delivery had been Exposed on 
slower pitches earlier in the series and the West Indies bowlers, 
especially Marshall operating round the wicket, did not restrain 
themselves in exposing this weakness, 
167, TEST FOURTH, DAYS FIVE, WEATHER VS PAKISTAN, KANPUR 
GAVASKAR (Sunil) Sad end to promising match. Sports world, 11,12; 
1980; Jan, 9; U-17. 
Fourth test match played at Kanpur from 25-12-79 to 
30,12.79, I won the toss and bat first. In first innings India 
scored 162 all out, then Pakistan bat and scored 249 all out, 
giving the Lead of 87 to us. India in second inning was scored 
193 for two on 5th day morning almost 15 yards of wicket had 
been soaked as the water had seeped through, so due to this match 
became drawn, 
168. SHARMA(Ramu). A Touch of nostalgia: Fourth Test Kanpur, Sports 
week's world of cricket; 6,4; 1979, Oct.-DecRs 64-65, 
Fourth Test played between India and Pakistan at Green 
Park Kanpur from December 25, 79, India have won the third Test 
already. And for the second time in the series nature interfered 
in form of a bitterly chilly winterday a cross wind making it even 
more difficult. Toss won by Asif Iqbal and invited Gavaskar to 
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bat. The next mornigg with the weather improving and the breeze 
subsiding, Ghavri after losing Yadav early took India on 162. 
Then Pakistan batted and score reached on 249, And Kapil captures 
6 wickets. Pakistan led by 87 run but by-"the end of the day 
Gavaskar 48 and Cha\ihan's 23 and India were 79 without loss. In 
any case, the fourth day's play ended at an interesting stage with 
India 193 runs. No play possible on final day due to the unsuit-
able ground condition. 
169. TEST, JUBILEE, PERFORMANCE VS ENGLAND 
GAVASKAR (Sunil) Why we lost: Jubilee ^est Sports world 11,18; 
1980, Feb 27; 14-16. 
Reveals that we lost Test because the Indian players had 
the pressure and tensions of the test series and thus, when they 
reported for the Test, they were mentally too relaxed and ndt in a 
frame mind that brings about one's fighting qualities. If the 
Test had started five days earlier I am confident that perform-
ance of Indian Team would have been much better, wicket have a 
fair amount of grass on it and underneath, it looked hard and 
firm. Vish won the toss and we batted. Botham managed to get 
a lot of life out of the wicket. This give an idea of Bounce in 
the wicket. And opening with a new partner has its problems, 
I got out one short of 50 when try to flick Botham. I know that 
such reporting can make a dent in a younger players confidence, 
it was wonderful being part of the Golden Jubilee celebrations of 
the Board, 
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170. TEST, JUBILEE, STATISTIC VS ENGLAND 
VA$DyA(Suclhir) Statistical view: Golden Jubilee '^ 'est. Sports world 
11,18? 1980, Feb, 27; 13. 
Golden ''ubilee of the Boajcd of control for cricket in 
India in celebration of which India -England Test was organised 
in Bombay • Bombay also celebrated the silver Jubilee of Tests in 
the city by completing the quarter century of Tests in Banbay, 
lam Botham stole the show by his all round performance. He took 
6 for 58 in Indias first inning and scored 114. In second inning 
he too 7 wickets for 48. While scoring the centxiry Botham put 
on 171 runs for sixth wicket with Taylor. Robert Taylor also 
bettered the wicket-keeper's record for India - England Tests, 
Syed Kirmani ccwnpleted his 100 dismissals behind the stumps 
when he caught Boycott off Binny, he became the first Indian 
Wicket keeper who achieve this, Gundappa vishwanath with his 
first scoring stroke in second inning completed his 500 runs. 
India's defeat by 10 wickets came after a long gap of 15 Tests. 
171. TEST, JUBILEE, VS ENGLAND 
BREARLEY (Mike) India Bothemed. Sports world 11,18? 1980, 
Feb. 27? 6-11. 
Reveals that, it was a pleasure to be back in India. A 
pleasure for lot of people, they highlights on past series against 
India and Australia, and Indian cricketers as well as about 
pitches. Jxibilee Test played at the Wankhede stadium from 15.12,80 
between India versus England. India batted first after winning 
the toss by Vishwanath and scored 242 runs for all. Then we 
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started to bat and play onasecond day and third day were all 
out for 296, Then India start her second inning but against the 
superb bowling of Ian Bothara Indians were all out for 149. 
Thus the England needed 96 runs to setting the victory, Graham 
Gooch and Boycott started to bat and knocked out the 98 runs 
without loss, England won the Jtibilee Test on the back of the 
lam Botham, who 114 in first innings and capture 13 wickets. 
172. OfEST, MATCHES, NINE, PERFORMANCE, VS ENGLAND 
HODGSON(Derek) IiKlia v England: Nine Tests that seemed a life 
time. World cricket Digest; 2.1, 1982, Nov,; 5-8, 
Discusses the aine Test matches played between India and 
England , that seemed a life time, English finished all square 
with India at 1-1 Sunil Gavaskar, Indias captain who won the 
toss only once, before India's victory in Bc»nbay, was fond of 
saying of the English 3-Test series: We lost by one bad batting 
performance, at Lords", Equally the English captain Keith 
Fletcher, believe the 6-Test Indian series was lost by one 
batting collapse, the England second inning in Botribay, The 
truth is that neither side had the all-round bowling strength 
to dismiss the other twice without help from the pitch or from 
irresponsible batting. Discussed out all the wickets of grounds 
and performance given by the players on that of both team; Indian 
had lost the series in England and England lost series in India. 
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173. TEST MATCHES, PERFORMANCE VS ENGLAND 
BALA(Vijayan) India in England-II, Sports world> 1,30? 1979, 
Jul. 11; 25. 
Analyses that Indias performance in Test matches in 
England was bad in the pre-independence matches, but it was much 
worse in the three tours that followed in 1952, 1959, 1967. 
Results of three series. 
1952 Match 4 Draw 1 Lost 3 under the captaincy of 
V.S.Hazare 
1959 Match 5 Draw 0 Lost 5 under the captaincj? of 
D.K.Gaekwad. 
1967 Match 3 Draw 0 Lost 3 under the captaincy of Mansur 
Ali Khan Pataudi. 
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174. TEST, SECOND, DAYS FIVE, PERFORMANCE VS ENGLAND, CALCUTTA 
BHIMANI (Kishore). India lose by 10 wickets. Statesman^ 1977, 
Jan 7, 1, Col 3: 8, Col.4, 
Report about the second test match played at Bden Garden 
Calcutta between India and England. England won the match by 
10 wickets. India batted first and scored 155 runs all out in 
which Gavaskar was out for duck and Vishy 35, Kirraani 25 not out. 
England's batsman started batting defensively and stand a score 
of 321 runs. India in his second innings was all out on 181. 
Now the 15 runs were needed to England for victory and Anis and 
Barblow of England, did it. Thus the India lost this match by 
10 wickets India lost because Indian batting reached its lowest 
depth this defeat is also a signal for authorities in country. 
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175. TEST SECOND, DAYS FIVE, PERFORMANCE VS ENGLAND, LORDS 
PATAUDI (Mansxir |^ li Khan)»Sndia live to fight another day. 
Sports world 4, 38; 1982, July 14; 32-35. 
It was second test between India and England at Lords, 
England started batting and score reached on 413 for nine and 
England were all out for 429, then India started to bat and 
successively Shastri, Gavaskar, Vengasarkar were out at 35. 
Vishy and Kiinnani Laid the foundation Kapil Dev built hand-
somely and patil provided the final finish with an incomparable 
innings of controlled aggression. Century rain and a refreshing 
come back byoSandeep Patil. India replied resoundingly after all 
seemed lost at a stage, though the saving of this match means 
that the series can not be won by the tourist. 
176. TEST SECOND, DAYS FIVE, PERFORMANCE VS PAKISTAN 
RAU (Raghunath) stirring drama: Second Test Delhi Sports week's 
world of Cricket, 6,4; 1979, Oct-Dec.; 58-59. 
Second Test played between India and Pakistan at Perozshah 
Kotla ground on Dec 4.9.79. Toss won by Pakistan and Match was 
draw, India's second innings fight backs have how become part of 
the game's love,,but the stirring drama at Perozshah Kotla had 
a special quality of its own. No Team scoring just 126 in first 
innings dreams of victory. Innings gave a clear indication of howw 
the pitch would be have it was medixom pace all the way, Kapil 
claimed five wickets and Ghavri and Binny two. Despite all that 
India needing all of 381 after. Pakistan's 242 in second innings. 
So 381 runs to win, but fell short by Just 26 run and had four 
wickets to spare. 
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177. TEST, SECOND, DAYS FIVE, PERFORMANCE VS PAKISTAN, LAHORE 
ANSARI (Khalid) Pak deserving winners: "^"he Lahore Test. 
Sports week 528; 1978 Nov. 5.; 6-7. 
Discusses over the second test match played between India 
and Pakistan at Lahore on 1978. There is no doubt as regards 
Pakistan's superiority in the second Test, the margin of victory 
is same what misleading, Pakistan defeated India by eight 
wicket. Mushtaq won the toss and put India in to bat. Gavaskar, 
Vishwanath, Chauhan, Kirmani and lesser extent to Surender and 
Kapil were themselves blame for their down fall. Full eredit 
must be given to the Pakistani paceman, Imran and Sarfaraz in 
that they exploited the moisture in the wicket and the atmosph-
eric conditions to earn full advantage. Mohinder was injured and 
India were unlucky in th«t. 
178. TEST SECOND, DAYS FIVE, PERFORMANCE VS WEST INDIES, DELHI 
DURRANI (Salim) when India almost lost: Delhi Test Sports week 
786; 1983, Nov. 16-22; 7. 
Discusses, that India one down in the series came to 
Perozshah Kotla for the second teat again. West Indies, down 
hearted , but with a determination to win. India won the toss 
and scored 464. Sunil Gavaskar who equalled Sir Don Bradman's 
record of 29 centuries in Test batted superbly with great 
command and executed a no. of beautiful starts. West Indies 
scored 384 in their first innings and conceded 9 vital leaf of 
81 runs to India Main batting display come from Vivian Richards. 
Lioyd also played a responsibel inning with 103. Kapil Dev bowled 
extremely well in the first inning taking six wickets. In the 
second inning India started badly loosing Gavaskar Lbw then 
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Gaekwaclh, Vengsarkar and on fifth day Marshal run through the 
entire batting line up. In the West Indies second innings Ravi 
Shastry bowled with great line and length. But Match was Draw. 
179. TEST SECOND, DAYS FIVE, PLAYERS, SUNIL GAVASKAR VS ENGLAND, 
BANGALORE 
KAPIL DEV* S\inil i s t oo nruch. Spor t s s t a r 4 , 5 2 ; 1981, Dec. 26; 
5 - 6 : 8 . 
Highlights on the second Test played between India and 
England at Bangalore on Dec. 9-14. Every thing that happened in 
the second test, which could not end in any thing but a draw 
after England batted too slowly under the good conditions and the 
advantage of batting first, revolved around Sunil Gavaskar's 
splendid innings. He batted like a champion and too over such 
a long period that one had to keep admiring his determination 
and his technique, Srikanth and Vengsarkar were in the full 
form like professionals. One important is the pitch, it was 
unfair to all bowlers. The England pace of run making was too 
slow. I thought Gower was the best knock amongst the English men. 
The wicket was so good for batting we saw the long partnerships, 
England had batted too slowly at the start. If was dull cricket. 
England did not try to win and we could hot because England 
had batted too l^ng. Match was draw. 
180. TEST, SECOND, DKYS, FIVE, VS AUSTRALIA, BANGALORE 
RUTNAGUR (Dicky) India lack sense of urgency: Bangalore Test. 
Sports week 573; 1979; Sept. 30; 6-7. 
Second Test played at Bangalore between India and Australia 
in 1979. In which with more than eight hours play lost to rain. 
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There was never any great chance of forcing a result in this 
Test, but there was enough play tonshow that India were too 
slow to take advantage of the short coinings and inexperience 
of this Australian side. India do not show a sense of urgency. 
This laclc of urgency has again been apparent in this series. 
True that India who make abundant use of spinners them most 
apponents, but one of the high spots of Indiaa i>erformance in 
this Test was the bowling of the Shivlal Yadav who took seven 
wickets. He is a genuine spinner of the ball, 
181, TEST SECOND, HAYS, FIVE, vs ENGLAND, OLD TRAPPORD 
BAVIN(Brian) Three Tests in England: Second Test World cricket 
Digest; 2,1; 1982, Nov,; 15-18, 
Discusses the second Test played at old Trafford between 
India and England on June 24 to 27, 1982. Which became the drawn 
Willis again won the toss and elected to bat first. Kapil and 
Madan began to bowl to Tavare and cook. However England had 
recovered to a comfortable position at 256 for 5. On second day 
England had reached 346 for 6 and there was no play after 
interval. Rain prevented any chance of resumption. Third day 
with the centxiry of Botham England was all out for 425, Then India 
start to play and before the day ended India reached for 35 for 
3. On fourth day At stumps India was 379 for 8, Patil 129 not 
out. Fifth day with a draw inevitable, rain prevented any play 
on the final day. Thus Match became draw. Patil who was deser-
ved by named Man of the Match. 
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182. TEST, SECOND, DAYS, FIVE VS PKKISTAN 
WADHWANEY (K.R.) India furoble on the finishing line. 
Indian Expgess; 48, 34; 1979, Dec 11? 12. 
Reveals that only 26 runs stood between India and Victory 
when the second cricket Test ended in a draw against Pakistan 
amidst excitement here today. India crept so close to victory 
and were yet so far away. Had Dilip Vengsarkar who remained 
unbeaten with 146, began his onslaught before waiting to 
complete his century. India would have humbled Pakistan with 
at least five mandatory overs to spare. But there is a poetic 
justice in this, as both team's were evenly matched in this 
match which let it be admitted was played in a highly sporting 
spirit. Score board Pakistan 273 and 242, India 126 and 364 for 
four wicket at the close of play. 
183. TEST, SECOND, DAYS, FIVE vs PAKISTAN, JALLANDHAR 
MEHRA(vijay). ,. encounter best forgotten: Jallandher Test. 
I Sports week 781t 1983, Oct. 12-187 6-7. 
Discusses the second Test played betweenlndia and Pakistan 
at Jallandhar of current tour. Kapil won the toss and p^t 
Pakistan to bat. Second day was truely Pakistans day they moved 
majestically from 185 for seven to 337 to all out. India's 
reply to Pakistan's first innings total began on a wrong foot. 
Gavaskar and Mohinder were cons\amed before 20 runs. Third day 
play was washed out by rain. Fourth day and fifth day Gaekwad 
was more confident reaching his double century. It was also a 
psychological advantage to India for having taking the lead over 
Pakistan. But match was drawn. This test can be easily forgotten . 
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184. TEST, SECOND, DAYS FIVE, VS PAKISTAN, KARACHI 
KHAN (Imran) India's Tragic Christmas. Sports world 5,11; 
1983, Jan 5; 16-18. 
Imran states toss, that I won did not turn out as important 
as I thought it would be, so we ended up going and bowling on 
a wicket that turned out to be a reasonable batting track. When 
Kirmani was held by Mohsin off Qadir for 11 at 168 and couple 
of balls latter Mohinder was Lbw, Next over I came on end bowled 
Doshi by one thus India were all out for 169, Madan not out. 
Among Pakistani bowlers, Sarfaraz did very well. Then we started 
to bat when Miandad was out Pakistan had lost 4 wicket for 128 
But Zaheer and Mudassar did well. When Zaheer was out on line 
186 then I came and join with Mudassar, who was out on 119. Thus 
Pakistan wasn452 all out. Then India started second inning and 
were immediately all out for 197. Thus the Pakistan won the 
second Test at Karachi an innings and 86 runs. 
185. TEST, SECOND, DAYS, FIVE VS WEST INDIES BANGALORE 
NADKARNI (Bapu). Both teams had a chance: The Bangalore Test. 
Sports week 534; 1978, Dec 24; 16. 
Discusses second test played between India and West Indies 
in 78-79 series at Bangalore West Indies, won the toss and batted 
first Bacchuss and William put on a near century partnership. 
The Indian pace bowlers did not use the first new ball well, but 
they bowled well with the second, new ball, of all three spinners 
Chandra was successful. When India lost Gavaskar to the first ball 
of their innings one thought that they would be in dive trouble 
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but Gaekwad and Vengsarkar batted extremely well and put on 
371, there was a tense struggle on the last day, either side 
had a chance to win, the interesting tussle for supremacy ended 
rather abruptly. 
186, TEST SECOND, DAYS FIVE, VS WEST INDIES, PORT OF SPAIN 
COZIER (Tony) Commendable draw for India; Port of Spain test; 
Sports week 753; 1983 Mar 30; 6-8. 
Discusses about the second test played between India and 
West Indies, West Indies won the toss and took India to bat and 
India scored 175 with Amarnath 58 highest in this then wast Indies 
batted and scored 394 with the centuries of Gcanes and Lioyd. So 
India find lead of 219 run and earned a commendable draw by 
batting throughout the last 10 hours and 20 minute of the match 
to recoird this highest total 469 runs with the Kapil Dev's 
magnificent 100 runs, thus the match was drawn. 
187. TEST SERIES, FIFTH, TACTICS vs PAKISTAN 
WADHWANEY (K.R.) Test Should provide absorbing battle Indian 
Express; 48, 29; 1979, Dec. 4;12, 
Cricket is not only a game of the hand and the foot but, 
just as much of head and heart. The mental faculties have to be 
brought into play equally with the physical attributes. In view 
of this India and Pakistan who are engaged in playing the fifth 
series since the sub-continent was divided 32 years ago, are as 
strong stomach, and Traditional rivals as Australia and England. 
As second Test starting tomorrow, at the Kotla ground should 
provide an absorbing and exciting battle for five days as both 
teams will endeavour to give off their best, it also have the 
names of both teams. 
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188, TEST, SERIES FOURTH, INTERNATIONAL, DAYS, ONE ./ 
MOHAN(R) Cannon fodder: A painful day for the Indians, Sportstar 
6,6; 1983, Feb 5/ 5-6. 
Reveals that India will have to go back to the school of 
one-day cricket after the crushings defeat in the series of four 
one day internationals. The defeat in Karachi in the final match 
of the series came because the batsman did not appear too keen 
to play to the one day pattern. Barring Srikanth none showed a 
sense of urgency and the total was inadequate against pakistan 
and Zaheer Abbas. Gavaskar and Vengsarkar were not capable of 
making much progress in a tight situation,=In Sandeep Patil 
absence , Kapil was the only big hitter. Zaheer Abbas played an 
innings of lase charm and elegance with Mudassar Nazar. 
The Scores: India 197 for six in 40 overs lost to Pakistan 
198 for two in 38 overs, 
189. TEST SERIES, PERFORMANCE VS AUSTRALIA 
NICHOLSON (Rod). India-far better: Australia in India. Sports 
week's world of cricket; 6,4; Oct-Dec, 1979; 19-21, 
Discusses the series played between India and Australia in 
India from Sep, 1979, In nine playing weeks, the Australians had 
to contest six Tests and five Zonal matches, which was an unrea-
listic prograrame. Another aspect of the tour that nefid investiga-
tion is the burden of so many games being placed on the visitors 
and umpiring in India must improve, there were too many inconsis-
tent decisions that turned the tide of Tests on this tour. 
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Discusses also what went wrong for the Australians. Firstly 
they were lacked experience in the team etc. The basic difference 
between the two sides on the field was the catching. India were 
far better balanced side than Australia. This was due to the 
fine batting on Indies part, and consistent break through by 
Kapil and Ghavri. But Indian spinners also proved too hot. 
As far India are feels they have the makings of a top side. 
190. ¥EST SERIES, PERFORMANCE VS ENGLAND 
BEDl(Bishen Singh) England's Revenge : Cricket. India Today 
7, 14; 1982, Jul 31; 138-141. 
Highlighted on the Indian cricket team, which concluded 
its disappointing tour of England last weeks it proved to be a 
long and gruelling sxjmmer. The three Test series produced sane 
brilliant individual performances, but also some very obvious 
weaknesses and a lack of collective cohesion that does not bade 
well for the forthcoming tours of Sri Lanka , Pakistan and 
West Indies. To capture the triumphs and tragadies of the series 
and svm up India's performance in his own inimitable style. This 
is sump after the fourth day of the third and final Test match 
play at oval, which is headed for atame draw. 
191. BLOFELD (Henry) India out played in all departments, Indian 
Express 45,59; 1977, Jan 7;8. 
Deals about latest series between India and EAgland. India 
have lost two test matches in a rwo to England by an inning the 
second test in Calcutta and first test everything went wrong for 
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Bedi's side and they now go on Madras for Third Test Match 
two down. For the immediate future of India's cricket. I think 
it is depperately important that they should try and forget all 
about thisnmatch. India have undoubtedly been let down move by 
their batting than anything else in these first two tests and it 
looks as if the players have allowed themselves became extremely 
down hearted and dispirited. 
192, DUNGARPUR (Raj Singh). India England series Review: Not one to 
remember. Sports week; 697; 1982, Feb, 21;7. 
It was not a series to remeiriber. But India deservedly won 
the Bcanbay test as a result they also won the series. England 
won the toss on five occassions. They neither had striking force 
in batting nor penetrating bowling bn our pitches. Gavaskar 
and Vishwanath scored 966 runs. Next best Kapil 318. Lot of 
credit goes to Gavaskar as batsman and captain. Kapil and Doshi 
as bowler. Doshi was bowler of the series. Fielding is only 
department in which team was Lacking, 
193. HENDRICKS (Ron). Lack of Application. Indian Express; 45, 62; 
1977, Jan 11;5. 
Discusses over the India and England latest series after 
the two match lost by India. Indian cricket has touched a new 
low, the figures posted on the score boards of the Kotta and 
Eden Gardens are a damming in dictmen, of the lack of application 
on the part of batsman who have enjoyed the opportunities of 
playing on various pitches, only two of them Sunil Gavaskar and 
Brijesh Patel have managed to cross the half century work once 
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In four innings against Tony Greigs thx«e ronged pace and double 
spin attack. But it is self evident that the Boards selectors 
have not adopted a sensible and constructive approach to the 
process of team building. 
194. MAMA(B.B.) Records, highlights; India in England 1982. 
Sports week, 719? 1982 July 25. 
Discusses the record and highlights of test series played 
between India and England and of th^ir players like Ian Botham 
Bob Willis, Kapil Dev, Vengsarkar also discuss the 1982 series 
in which England won the rubber against India the over all 
positions in that 67 tests played, won by England 28 won by 
India 8, drawn 37, Indias 32 tests in England have resulted in 
20 defeats one win and 11 drawn tests. 
195. MENON(Amamath K.) ' uninspiring series: Cricket. India Today? 
7,4? 1982, Feb 16-28? 131-133, 
Points out about the current series between India and 
England which began with a bang in Bcanbay-ended in a tame 
whimper at Kanpur last fortnight. The relatively empty stands 
at Kanpur were a fitting testimoney to a series that eventually 
developed into a battle of attrition rather than the decisive 
game that the million of fans had expected,. In effect the 
victory trumpets at Bombay had yielded to the funeral tunes of 
Kanpur off course India asserted its supremacy winning to but 
at what cost to cricketers followers? Yet there was a silver 
lining in the current series. That was India's first ever victory 
over England in one day internationals, India won the series 
two one after losing the first. 
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196, MOHAN (R) Here's one last chance for them: Toiir s\m up, Sportstar? 
5,31; 1982, Jul 31? 6-7. 
Examines that the Indian cricket team's tour of England 
was not as succe«sful as the series score might suggest. Despite 
the fact that India did not stand a winning chance in any one 
of the 15 days of Tests, a favourable impression was created 
by batsman taking naturally to aggression, a style that suits 
our batsman better, the series was also played in the best of 
spirits with hardly a single on field incident blotting the 
frieldliness between the two sides. In an age of over-prepared 
and well, protected pitches. Indian bowling weakness were fully 
ejqposed. None could chip in with parsable support for Kapil Dev 
and Dilip Doshi^ the only two men from India who looked Test 
class. An opening partner for Sunil Gavaskar is another priority 
and wiping off those who failed ans thinking of other altemativs 
might provide the answer. 
197. SUNDARESAW(P.M.) It was always sans stars: England in India • 
Sportsweek's world of cricket 8,3; 26-27. 
Indicates that only six visits to India in about four 
decades is the record of the M.C.C.I, the frequency is surprising 
considering our relation with England larger than with any 
other cricketing nation. The generally patronising attitude of 
the English, authorities regarding visits to this country, 
obviously a remnant of the days when Britiin rules it, was partly 
responsible for this. Not only were the visits few and for bet-
ween but many of the top stars in English cricket choice to tour 
India, After we won our first series against England in 1961-62. 
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it is to be hoped that when England next visit to India the 
best side is sent and some of the top players. Looking over 
the years it would rate Greig's captaincy next only to that 
of Jardines a task which carried out sporting a smile in 
contrast to the latter'snrigid manner* 
198. TEST SERIES, PERFORMANCE vs PAKISTAN 
BEDI (Bishan Singh). Presh start: Cricket, India Today; 8,4; 
1983, Feb 28; 144-147. 
Enxomerate the performance of India in recently concluded 
Test series in Pakistan and in last of his report he looks 
at the last two Tests at Lahore and Karachi and also, the 
composition of the new team under its new leader Kapil Dev. 
With the Pakistani series decided over whelming in favour of 
Imran Inc before the teamnwent in to the final two Tests, 
Lahore offered them a glorious opportunity to do so on a dampish 
track, turnish had the choice of fielding first, the opportunity 
as the record book show was totally wasted and Lahore Test was 
drawn. Karachi has of course a notorious reputation for such 
mini riots, every touring team has experienced match interrup-
tion at the National stadixam. Though Indian team received had 
tought some vital lessons, Indian team having left for West 
Indies last week, and the changes are significant, Gavaskar had 
way for Kapil Dev at the helm, 
199, BEDI (Bishan Singh) Why we lost sports work, 1,7;1978 won 
29; 20-21; 24-25. 
Discusses Indian series against Pakistan wickets 
conditions were just not suited to us. I can not explain how 
all of us could have bowled fto badly, umpiring was sxib standared. 
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I could not digest the Pakistan xjunpires reluctance to no ball 
Sarfraz and Imran and when one umpires tells you even before 
the first ball is bowled not to waste time in field setting 
that seems the limit and taunting of Pakistani official on 
Wishwanath, it was clear we were friendless and had to take 
the decision we did. 
200. HEMON (Ayaz). Safety first tactics was our undoing: Lesson 
of twin series. Sports week, 792; 1983, Dec. 21-27; 13-14. 
Comparative study which came to mind on the rest day of 
the fifth Test between India and West Indies, between the 
performances of Pakistan and India, India and Pakistan looked 
to be sailing in the same boat this session. Comparison 
between India and Pakistan is neither absurd her superfluous, 
it is concidental and telling, they have their own problems to 
be sure as we have ours, though of a different nature. But 
while their selectorial problems have been tackled boldly, 
than, India. 
201, PURI(Narottam) How the Pakis were Bashed, Youth Times? 8,18; 
1980, Feb. 15-29; 46-49. 
Reveals that a tough hard-fought and a difficult series 
has come to a highly satisfactory end for India who beat the 
fancied Pakistan side by 2-0 nto earn their revenge for the 
defeat they suffered two years before. 16 member Pakistan team 
led by Asif iqbal appeared on paper the stronger side in compa-
rison to India, Indian captain Sunil Gavaskar, expected to be 
"beaten to pulp" by the Pakis, what really led to a near 
reversal of this was the cookiners and over confidence of the 
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Pakis aided and abetted by the failure of their top batsman 
to get going and the lack of support to Imran and Sikander. 
No doubt about it-India were deserving victors but in the loss 
of Gavaskar as captain the wine in the series has got tinged 
with a bitter sweet poignancy. Kapil proved to be the star of 
the seri-es, scoring 278 in nine inning and taking 32 wickets. 
202, RAJAN (Sunder), We gasped for breath. Tiroes of India (Mag); 1983, 
Oct 16;7. 
India's star cricketers can of late be seen wearing a 
"T" shirt proclaiming "we are world champions", so they are in 
the limited ov^s game. Tests are proving to be a different 
matter, their newly established supremacy is yet to be reflected 
in the big game despite their fantastic triTimph in the prudential 
trophy, the just concluded series with Pakistan, India won both 
one day Internationals as well as the pulsating day-night match 
in the aid of the Prime Minister's f\ind, but had to rest content 
with a draw in all the Tests, indias found themselves in a 
precarious position primarily because their leading batsman 
played as if in a one day and not in a five day Test match. 
203. TEST, SERIES, PERFORMANCE VS WEST INDIES 
GUHA (Subrato). Riding high on Lioyd's insurance J Sportstar; 
6, 52; 1983, Dec, 24; 18, 
Discusses that India was out played in all departments 
by a thoroughly professional side in present West Indies, 
series. The dismisal performance of our batsman on an easy 
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paced wicket at Eden Gardens was not worthy of the world cup 
champion. Our batsman lacked application and dedication, the 
most saddening part was we gave up without a fight much to 
the disappointment of the sports lovers of Calcutta, the team 
now has to give good thought towards the problems facing Indian 
cricket. Our next series against England starting , so selectors 
should scout for new faces and come up with new ideas regarding 
the ccanposition of the team. 
204. PRABHU (K.N.) Are We a disenchanted lot? Times of India (Mag); 
1983, Dec. 18;7, 
The euphoria of the world cup is now followed by 
disenchantment with Test cricket. This is a nattoral reaction 
to India's performance in the current seriesnagainfct West Indies, 
especially in the fifth Test against West Indies, the proceeding 
series against Pakistan threw in sharp relief the draw backs of 
our cricket, the lack of penetration in the bowling and the 
usual endemic brittleness of the batting. But these were largely 
ignored by the national selectors. The emphasis was placed on 
the inclusion of all rounders. But no team is complete without 
six batsman qualified to hold their alloted position in the 
order. 
205. RUTNAGUR(Dicky) Caribbean Catastrophe: Cricket India Today; 
8^10; 1983, May 31; 142-145. 
Evaluate the performance of Indian teams in entire series 
touring on West Indies. India's performance in losing only two 
Tests to them in a five match series must be interpreted as a 
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higher level of performance than they gave in Pakistan series 
earlier this year, where they were beatennin three consecutive 
Tests. The losses in the West Indies would have been more 
rolerable if, at any time India had looked like scoring a win. 
There was never a Test match when India looked a match for their 
opponents and regretfully, it must be said that the team was 
the poorest India has ever sent to the West Indies and, perhaps, 
the most siib-standard combination that has played Test cricket 
for any country, 
206. TEST SERIES, PERFORMANCE, YOUNG vs ZIMBABWE 
KOTNIS (Sharad) Batsman let the side down; young India in 
Zimbabwe. Sports week? 808, 1984 Apr 11-17; 33-34, 
Discusses there were seven one day matches five against 
full Zimbabwe and two against the young Zimbabwe side. One 
three day match and another four day match, the team won two 
of the seven international and the Honours were even in the 
remaining representative matches all the bowlers did well 
despite poor total to defend the batsman let the side down, 
207, TEST, SERIES, PLAYERS, KAPIL DEV VS WEST INDIES 
ANSARI (Khalid), Rift? What rift?- Kapil. Sportsweek 795; 1984, 
Jan 11-17;9, 
At the end of the India Best Indies Test series in Madras 
Kapil told sportsweek that we were hopeful of a good showing 
against the visitors after world cup victory but it was not to 
be. To begin with we have had too much cricket. To compound the 
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problem we have had no less than 11 Test against the same team, 
Indian skipper bemoaned the "Lack of form" of Mohinder Amamath 
who had been the back bone of the Indian batting in the Last 
series against the West Indies in the Carlbbeans, Asked to 
ccfflwaent on the rift in the team, Kapil retorted "Rift"i What 
rift? Do you mean ego problem between Gavaskar and me. But 
that has not been a problem really* 
208, TEST, SERIES, PLAYERS, SUNIL GAVASKAR, VS ENGLAND 
KOTNIS (Sharad) India can win. Says Sunny , Sports week 
683; 1981, Nov 15; 13. 
India skipper Sunil Gavaskar was a little hesitant about 
Predicting the result of the India England series because of 
England's recent success against Australia. He said the England 
team is to be respected for their ability and professional 
approach. But he added yet India can win, because "we are 
difficult to beat at home the nature of pitches gives us a little 
advantage because they do not provide much assistance to pace 
and add to this the uniformiliality of playing before vast 
crowds which will be a disadvantage to the new comers in the 
England team, 
209. TEST, SERIES, PRESENT, VS PAKISTAN 
ADDAGARLA (Sumanth). Crossing the Boarder, Indian Express(Mag); 
1984, Sept 16;7. 
Discusses that when the Indian team crosses the boarder 
next month, they will go as the favourites. Pakistanis too. 
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accept this fact because the national pride of tworcountries 
aiso involved, this can be said of only in the one day series 
and is not valid as far as the Test scene goes. In the one day 
matches the Pakistanis have yet to overx2ome the Psycholdgical 
hold that the Indian's have over them. As has often happened in 
the Past, As Indian batting centres around the Gavasker's play 
play and others were followed him. This should not be allowed to 
happen in fourth ccsning to\ir to Pakistan especially since 
Imran is not playing, the bowling too, depends on the performance 
of Kapil Dev however in the presence of youngsters, there is 
also a ticklish problem of wicket keeper, but it is unlikely 
that either of them will produce match winning performance. 
210. TEST, SERIES, SELECTION, TEAM VS WEST INDIES 
KOTNIS(Sharad) Selectors on the defensive? Tea^ i for West ^ ndies. 
Sports week 747; 1989, Feb 16; 6-7, 
Reveals that of was expected that the selector will be 
a little cautions while selecting the team for the tour of West 
Indies particularly after the failure of team as a whole in 
Pakistan. An that thinking is reflected in their selection when 
they recalled two older cricketers to fill the vacancies, a sad 
state of things reflecting on the quality of younger talent 
available. Both have been recalled after a lapse of more than 
three years. Team is laaded with batsmen wight of them-which shold 
make it difficult, if equal apportunities are to be given to 
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all. There are three spinners, two wicket keepers and four 
all rounders, three of them seamers and one spinner. Here are 
views of some former Test cricketers. What they thought of 
the team. 
211. TIST, SERIES, SIXTH, PERFORMANCE VS PAKISTAN 
IQBAL(Asif) Insideede end to the series: Karachi Test. 
Sports week, 747; 1983, Feb 16; 11-12. 
It has not been a happy series for India and their 
discomfiture was very apparent in the sixth and last Test played 
here at the National statiura. It was an insipid display by 
Gavaskar and his men despite the fact that they had already 
surrendered the series to Pakistan. Gavaskar won the toss and 
bat on a absolutely plump wicket. India opened with Gavaskar 
and Shastri. Gavaskar was out soon . But Shastri's maiden Test 
century was a gallont effort considering Imran had demolished 
every other Indian batsman except Mohinder Amarnath. Thus India 
scored 393 for eight wickets declared for Pakistan Mudassar 
scored centxiry and best batting however came from the Zaheer Abbas 
and Imran Khan. So Pakistan reached on 420 for six wickets 
declare, India in second inning scored 224 for 2 wickets thus 
the match became drawn. 
212, TEST SERIES, UMPIRING vS WEST INDIES 
RUTNAGUR (Dicky) On a sticky wicket: timpiring • India Today; 
8, 23; 1983, Dec 15; 134. 
A unique feature of the last Indian tour of the West Indies 
early this year was that unlike most tours in Test cricket, it 
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was wholly fjcee of rows and recriraatlons over the umpiring. 
Not so with the current tour. It is no secret that the West 
Indies were grossly dissatisfied with the xrapiring in second 
test at Delhi, a match Vengsarkar also expressed dissent after 
bring out caught behind, A comment on the quality of umpiring 
at their post-match conference, Lioyd spoke in terma sympathetic 
to the \ampires "when two men stand out therefore five days" 
they are boundnto make mistakes. However in Ahmadabad after 
two days play Lioyd attacked the umpires in the most snathing 
manner in his article Rao and Ramaswamy are the worst impires 
I have seen. I am fed up with all this nonsense. I hope this is 
the last I have seen of them. 
213. TEST SERIES VS, ENGLAND 
PRABHU (K.N.) It Will be a tough series: England in India, 
Sports week's world of cricket, 8,3; 12, 
Reveals that a home series is often tough than a series 
abroad. The home captain players and selectors are invariably 
exposed to criticism. Some of ±t unfounded and much of it 
misplaced. A series against England is the harder. You may 
find more attractive cricketers in West Indies and Pakistan, 
grittier fighters in Australia, but for Sheer method and the 
professional approach, England are hard to beat. England teams 
to India have been truly representative in recent years and can 
not be under estimated the one that comes under Fletcher can be 
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said to said to be amongst the strongest to visit this country 
and with Fletcher in charge one assumes that the ocerall 
strategy of the tour would have been worked out. It will be a 
tough series. And itrwill have to be played hard-without the 
sort of generous, 
214. TEST SERIES vs PAKISTAN 
BOBB (DiliO) Advantage India: Cricket. India Today;8, 17? 1983, 
Sept. 15; 122-125. 
Indicates that cricket series between India and Pakistan 
is probably the closest thing to a war between the two countries, 
Zaheer Abbas, the new Pakistani captain flies in with his team 
to do torrid battle with the recently crowned world cup champions 
led by Kapil Dev. Both sides have too much at stake for that 
India have to prove that their sensational world cup win was 
no flash in the pan while Pakistan, drubbing of the Indian team 
during the last series, which they won 3-0 should give Abbas 
and his team the required determination to attempt a repeat of 
that performance. Admittedly, the absence of Imran Khan will be 
a major psychological loss to the Pakistan side for five the 
effect on Indian batting. 
215. TEST SERIES, vS PAKISTAN, NAGPUR 
PATIL(Sandeep) Most boring series I've ever played; Nagpur Test; 
Sports week, 782; 1983, Oct 19-25; 7-8. 
Discusses on the Nagpur Test and series played between India 
and Pakistan. Say I was called by Kaka to play in Nagpur, So I 
reached immediately, we had no idea about the nature of wicket. 
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Naturally we were rather worried. Wicket looked herd and 
bouncy but it change its character day by day. Our middle order 
batsman collapsed once again and we ended up with a total of 
245. Javed, Zaheer, and Mudassar played with responsibility 
than others and give a lead of 77 runs. But the match was draw. 
I think it was the most boring series I have ever played. 
Firstly this is not the time for Test cricket in India. 
216. TEST, SERIES, vs WEST INDIES, BOWLING 
RAY (Ashis). Indian fielding was atrocious: Windies series 
review. Sports world 5, 32; 1983, May 25; 12-14. 
Discussed over the India West Indies series. In the 
West Indies an absolute eye save was the Indian fielding. As it 
is India's bowling potential is extremely modest. Lack of support 
from the fieldsman, simply makes it worse. Among those who featu-
red in the test matches, and the one day in last seriej», only 
Kapil, Yashpal Balwinder, Maininder and Shiv Ramakrishna were 
beyond approach in terms of their out, cricket. The rest were 
either not good nor best. How ever India's wicket keeping was 
quite sensible by S. Kirmani. 
217. TEST SIXTH, DAYS FIVE, PERFORMANCE vs AUSTRALIA 
KOTNIS (Shared) India's historic win: Sixth Test Bombay. Sports 
week's world of Cricket; 6,4; 1979, Oct-Dec;41-13. 
Discusses India won the sixth and final Test against 
Australia at Bombay and thus wrapped the first series win against 
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Australia 2-0 in Nov 7, 1979. In Bombay This was the first time 
and Test was finished in fo\ar days. This was mainly due to an 
under prepared wicket and India's luck with the toss. By the 
time the Test began the Aussies were a demoralised side. 
Australian batsman headed towards humilation and the defeat. 
India however proved superior in all department of the game and 
their performance is reflected in their big inning and 100 runs 
victory. Thanks to Ghavrl and Kirmani piled up total. India 
scored 458 for 8 wickets declare. Then Australia scored 160 
thus they meet with fallow on and played again and they were 
all out for 198. Thus India won this match by 100 runs, 
218. SARATHY(A.T.P.), Aussies crash to innings defeat. Indian Express 
48,7; 1979, Nov 8;12. 
Foxirth and penultimate day of the sixth and final Test at 
the Wankhede staditam between Australia and India was today, here 
India registered a thumping victory by an innings and 100 runs, 
and there could be nothing more morale boosting than this for 
the very testing time in the coming series against Pakistan. 
Incidently this is the first rubber won by India in any series 
against Australia , which started in 1948. When the team led by 
Lala Amarnath tourad that country . But this Jubilation victory 
lap and celebrations is one little fact that is the recall of 
Kapil Dev to bowl at last pair, India scored 458 for 8 declare in 
first innings and Australia did 160 in first, thus Australia met 
with follow on and again was out for 198 before 100 run tonscore. 
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219, SARATHY(A.T.Pl.) India make a bright start. Indian Express; 
48^7; 1979, Nov. 4, 12, 
Cricket can be entertaining if the ball or bat strikes 
the dominant note. It can be absorbing if the tussle between 
the ball turns out to be a real battle of wits. First day of the 
six and final Test between India and Australia, play was neither 
entertaining nor absorbing. It pleased the statisticiaa perhaps 
for Sunil Gavaskar hit a century, his 22nd in his 56th Test 
since his debut in 1971. India win the toss, did not lose a 
wicket untill tea, when the total was 189, Australians met 
with their first success soon after tea when Chauhan was out, 
then Gavaskar 123 and Dilip Vengsarkar 6 were out. Then bet the 
close of play Kirmani and vishwanath were playing on 9 of each 
and score had reached 231 for 3 wickets. 
220. TEST, SIXTH, DAYS, FIVE, PLAYERS, SUNIL GAVASKAR, MADRAS 
MOHAN(R) Sunny rings the curtain with a gem: Madras Test. 
Sports star; 7,1; 1984, Jan 7; 6-10. 
Discusses the sixth Test played between India and West 
Indies at Madras on Dec 26;84 which became draw and Evaluates 
the performance of S.M.Gavaskar . In sizing up the wicket 
Gavaskar go in to bat at number four and showed a mestery. 
He quickly realized that it was a track on which he could not be 
dismissed easily unless he himself committed a need less error. 
He went on to prove it with a 644 minute stay and knocked oit 
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236 not out. On the West Indies side it was up to Dujon and 
Lioyd once again to be the back bone of the West Indian 
batting, 
221, Rewarding Records, Sportstar 7,1; 1984, Jann7; 9. 
Evaluate on the final day of the sixth Test at Madras 
Gavaskar as, record run like this, • He siirpassed his own Test 
highest of 221, He beat Vinod Mankad's all time highest score 
against any opposition 231 by an Indian and vishwanath's 222 
at Madras. Gavaskar became the only batsman in the world to 
have scored three double hundred against the West Indies, In 
the canpany of Kirmani Gavaskar also bettered the ninth wicket 
record for India against West Indies. Gavaskar was no doxibt 
the Man of the Match and for that he took Rs. 15,000, Binny 
ltd giving fe. 10,000 and Her bertson Rs. 5,000, Tamil Nadu 
cricket Association awarded Rs. 10,001. Tamil Nadu Minister 
for labour presnted Gavaskar a gold ring and then came the 
Maruti car presented by parle by knocking 236 not out and 
30th Test century. 
222. TEST SIXTH, DAYS FIVE, PLAYERS, SUNIL GAVASKAR, VS WEST INDIES, 
MADRAS 
PRASANNA (L.A.S.). 'Don' makes way for the Sun(ny) "Madras 
Test , Sports week. 795? 1964 Jan 11-17; 7:8. 
Discusses sixth test at Madras turned out to be one 
in which a nxomber of records were broken foremost amongst there 
was Sunil Gavaskar by scoring his 30th century and also he went 
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on the score of highest overs by an Indian in the test watch. 
Liyon won the toss and batted first but there was no satisfactory 
result. West Indies had hold the 'Series' but this test will go 
down in History as Gavasker match, 
223. TEST, SIXTH, DAYS, FIVE VS PAKISTAN 
RUTNAGUR (Dicky) Thrilling encounter: Sixth Test Calcutta. 
Sports week world of Cricket 6,4;1979, Oct-Dec; 70:71. 
Sixth and final test played between India and Pakistan 
at Eden Garden, Calcutta on Jan 29, 79, Reveals that Pakistan's 
skipper Asif Iqbal's bold declaration made the sixth and last 
Test at Calcutta, fascinating. But it had nothing to do with the 
wicket which was 'dead' right from the start, it was a bad 
pitch in that its pace was too slow either for the batsman or 
bowler. There was no competitive interest left because of the 
series being already decided. India started first innings and 
were all out on 331, and 205 in the second innings. Then 
Pakistan first inning ended on 272 for four declared and 179 
for six in second inning. But Match was draw, 
224, TEST, SIXTH, DAYS FIVE VS PAKISTAN, CALCUTTA 
SWAMI(C.S.A). Test ends in exciting draw. Indian Express; 
48,82; 1980, Feb 4; 12, 
Pakistan skipper Asif iqbal's praiseworthy effort to forcek 
a decision did not pay off and the sixt Test in a draw after 
some suspense and considerable excitements, India thus won the 
six test 1979-80 series by two matches to nil (2-0) with four 
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matches drawn. The aggregate in the five series between India 
and Pakistan from 1952-53 to day is 24 Test, four won by India, 
Three won by Pakistan and 17 drawn. Score board , India 331raand 
205 and Pakistan 272 for 4 declared and 179 for six in second 
inning, 
225. TEST THIRD, DAYS FIVE, PERFORMANCE vs ENGLAND, MADRAS 
BHIMANl(Kishore). Effortless win for England; India's lowest 
score on Home soil. Statesman; 1977, Jan 20;8 
Reported about the third test match played at Madras 
Chidairibaram stadium between India and England. Indian batting 
crashed to 83 all out to lose this test by 200 runs a staggering 
morgins considering the fact that it was such a low scoring 
match. England clinched the series with three over whelming 
wins. England scored 262 in first innings and 185 for 9 feclare 
in second innings. India scored 164 in first innings . Thus 
India needed 289 runs to win or play out all of tommarrow to 
save the match . But when Vengsarkar retired hurt all the 
batsman were successively going to back pavalion on a minimum 
runs. Gavaskar caught on 24 and India was all out on 83, it is 
a fact that it is a low score for India its tell that India's 
batting reached at low level, the Board should be consider 
it. 
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226. TEST THIRD, DAYS FIVE PERFORMANCE VS PAKISTAN, BOMBAY 
Fine Achievement; Third Test Sports week's world of cricket? 
6,4; 1979, Oct-Dec; 61-62. 
India won the third Test at the Wankhede Stadi\im, Bombay 
by 131 runs to go one up in the series against Pakistan, it was 
a fine win achieved by sustained team effort, bom of greater 
application and a more determined approach than the Pakistanis 
showed on a dicey wicket described by Asif Iqbal as a "disgrace" 
to Test cricket. Match was warned by controversy over quite a 
few dubious impiring decisions, to which the visiting players reac* 
reacted pointedly. Toss also won by India. India for Pakistan set the 
hopeless task of getting 322 runs to win with over 9 hours 
still left on a progressively deteriorating wicket but were all 
out for 190, 131 runs before . Thus India won the match by 
131 runs. 
227. TEST THIRD, DAYS FIVE, PERFORMANCE vs WEST INDIES 
HADKARKE (b^paXKapil's cup of woes. Sport star; 6, 49; 
1983, Dec 3; 16-16. 
Discussion and critics made on the Ahmadabad Test played 
between India and West Indies. When Kapil won the toss and took 
about 10/12 minutes to decide that he would go with his team 
on to the field. When I saw wicket looked solid. But it was 
a slow wicket. Indian bowlers did extremely well to capture 
eight wickets at the end of the first day for 190 runs. 
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On second day with the new ball West Indians were all out at 
281. Indian batsman started batting with Gavaskar who was out 
at 90 which ousted away him from 30th centui^ and India 
finished 40 runs in deficit being all out for 241. West Indies 
in his second innings were dismissed at 201, leaving the 241 
runs for India to victory. India made a score 103 runs all 
out thus India lost the third test by 138. I think Kapil will 
have to learn how to controle the game. 
228. TEST, THIRD, DAYS, FIVE, PLAYERS,BEDI,MADRAS 
FLOPELD(Henry) No clear advantage for either side: Bedi first 
Indian to bag 200 wickets. Indian E3q>pess? 45,66; 1977, 
Jan 15; 10. 
Discusses that Bishan Singh Bedi becomes the first Indian 
bowlers who haged the 200 wickets, when he had Tony Greig cautht 
at slip after tea today at Chapauk, Madras in first innings of 
third test. The 30 years old Indian captains reached on this 
S Landmark. Bedi leftarm spinner reached on 100th wicket when he 
dismissed England's Keith Fletcher at New Delhi in 1972. This 
was 20th Test and current in 5 1st Test, these was unsatisfac-
tory aspect to the cricket today which was the pace at which 
the game proceeded. 
229. TEST THIRD, DAYS FIVE, SELECTION, TEAM VS WEST INDIES, KANPUR 
PATAUDI (M.A.K.). It is about time the selectors forgot the world 
cup. Sports world; 6,6; 1983, Nov 23; 5-7. 
Discusses the third test played between India and West 
Indies at Kanpur. Kapil won the toss and he gave the West Indies 
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first strike and India had to bat when conditions were at 
their worst, this was In spite of a more hostile spell by 
Kapil Dev and as it often happens, perhaps because of it 
Binny provided the early break through with three wickets, 
including Richards then Gavaskarrput India well and truely on 
the way to a possible victory, Indian batting failed; a fine 
start was rained and for the second last time India had thrown 
away. The only way tof light was Gaekwad's display of courageous 
he took the rising ball as his body without a flinch and sane 
late resistance by Kirmani and Maninder, which must have 
embrassed the earlier batsman, but in the end this West Indian 
victory was an convincing as the win at Kanpxir, 
230, TEST, THIRD, DAYS, FIVE VS ENGLAND, OVAL 
BAVIN(Brian) Three Test in England and: Third Test world Cricket 
Digest 2,1; 1982; 1982, Nov.; 19-24, 
Drawn Third and final Test between India and England 
played at oval on July 8-13,1982, Willis maintain his perfect 
record by winning the toss get again , and England took first 
use of wicket which appeared all in favour of the batsmen and 
at the close of play score had reached 329 for 3 on second day 
England was all out for a massive 594, On third day Shastri and 
Vengsarkar as opening pair went on wicket to remote 395 run to 
avoid fallow on. And at the end of the day India was 285 for 5. 
On Fourth day India reached on the 410 runs. On fifth day England 
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reached on 191 for 3 declared his second innings. Willis had 
decided that a one nil lead in series was enough and his bowlers 
had little chance tortoowl India out again, Vishwanath passed 
fifty and Sharma supported him to the end, by which time the 
total had reached 111 for 3, with Viswanath 75 not out, this was 
unfortunate finish. Match was draw and Man of the match was 
named for Botham, and the "Man of the Series" award went to 
Kapil Dev, India lost Wiis series by 1-0, 
231, TEST, THIRD, DAYS FIVE VS PAKISTAN, BOMBAY 
GAVA^KAR (Sunil) Victorys How we beat the Pakistan, Sports world 
flrl,ll; 1980, Jan 2f 8-10, 
Indicates that India recorded a historic win over Pakistan 
in the third Test played in Bombay. Wicket was firm but it was 
going to turn. The Wankhede wicket has hever looked like this, 
winning the toss was vital, we won the toss and came to bat. 
Pour over later I was caught by Qadir on the first day score have 
reached 154 for 6 and At the close of play we were 232 for 
six. Next day the innings nfinally terminated at 334. Pakistan 
innings also did not start well and Binny had Majid caught 
behind and in his next over uprooted Zaheers off stums, On the 
next day Pakistan was all out for 172 on the dot of lunch. Once 
again our Inning got off to a poor start and we are all out for 
159 runs. Thus Pakistan needed 322 runs to win and my thinking 
was that they deserved to win. But like, us, they had disastrous 
start and they fell successively. In the end Qasim went to 
Shivlal caught by Vengsarkar. So we had won the match in four 
days. 
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232, TEST THIRD, DAYS, FIVE VS PAKISTAN, FAISALABAD 
KUREISHI (Omar) India come to terms with Iraran: Third Test 
Faisalabad. Sports week 743; 1983, Jan 19? 5-6. 
Points out that Inflia came to Pakistan with the reputation 
of being a very strong batting side, the depth of batting 
confirmed by the fact that a batsman as good as Madan Lai goes 
to No, 9 and other players with the obvious and exciting ability. 
This batting has failed to live up to expectations and has seemed 
brittle. There is no other bowler this Indian side who would 
find a place in Pakistan elevens. Allowing for all this, the 
performance of the team is for below its potential. At Faisalabad 
India scored 372 in the first inning. This was a minimum match 
savint total . Yet they lost by ten wifikets and missed by a 
whisker losing by an innings, Pakistan went to make 652, which 
included four centxiries. On the brighter side, Gavaskar's 
hundred was a work of art. But India will have to come to terms 
with Imran. He is the wrecker-in-chief. He is not only bowling 
really fast but has achieved control. 
233. TEST THIRD, DAYS FIVE VS WEST INDIES, AHMADABAD 
UMRIGAR (Polly). Indifferent batting let India down : Ahraadabad 
Test. Sports week 789; 1983, Nov. 30 Dec. 6; 6:8. 
Discusses third test match between India and West Indies 
at Ahmadabad. Was played en a newly prepared strip and there 
was every possibility that the match would not have lasted till 
the fifth day. However Kapil Dev made a major tactical error of 
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giving the West Indies first strike which resulted in a 188 
run viotory for the West Indies to giv^ them a two zero lead 
in six Test series and with the middle order looking as fragile 
as ever. 
234. TEST, THIRD, DAYS, FIVE, VS WEST INDIES, CALCUTTA 
BECCA (Tony). Tourists' confidence shaken: Calcutta test. 
Sports week, 536; 1979, Jan; 8-9. 
Discusses the third test match at the Eden Garden 
Calcutta , between India and West Indies. India win this match 
handsomely. So, all in all the honours at Calcutta truely 
belonged to India, they bfetted better than the West ^ndies and 
bowled better whether it was spin or pace. The same can not 
be said for their fielding. However in that respect, both 
teams were on par and probably the final result was the just 
one far. 
235. TEST THIRD, DAYS FIVE, WEATHER, VS WEST INDIES GEORGE-TOWN 
COZIER(Tony) Sunil makes hay while Sun shines in rain - ruined 
Test: George town test. Sports week 756; 1983, Apr 20;6) 
Highlighted on third test between India and West Indies 
at George town (Gjiyana). Again the umpredictable weather of 
Guyana, twondays the second and the forth were completely lost. 
The problem was caused by heavy rain justnprior to schedule start 
of the second day. Ligon won the toss and batted first and second 
468 then India seored 284 for three till final day with the 
Gavaskar's 147 Now there was no time to play and thus match 
became drawn. 
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236. IJEST THIRD, DAYS FIVE, WICKET, VS WEST INDIES 
MEMON (Ayaz). It's a terrible wiclcet Sports week, 787; 1983, 
Nov, 23-29; 6 
Point out the condition of wicket at Ahmedabad third 
test played between India and West Indies. It's a terrible 
wickets, this is the unanimous verdict of the.-tival skippers 
and the respective managers of the two teams as 15 wickets 
tumbled in the 330 minutes of play on the third day. With the 
ball standing up awkwardly from just short of a length or 
shooting through fatalynlow, batting became a torture the 
batsman were reduced to apprehensive plodders, doubt and 
uncertainty gripping their minds. Indian captain Kapil Dev 
had much the same comment. 
237. TRAINING, PHYSICAL, CAMP 
GAWASKAR (Sunil). Talent A plently. Sports week 631; 1980, 
Nov. 16,; 6-3. 
Indian cricket team to tour Australia, New Zealand and 
Riji has Just finished a physical conditioning camp under 
Dr. Tandon. Having attended all the previous camps and seen 
the boys being put through the various excercises, I feel 
that this was the fittest bunch as the boy responsed to 
Dr. Tandon and matched his effort. Board should consider send-
ing Dr. Tandon a physical training Expert for out next tour, 
the one of England in 1982 where the weather condition cause 
more muscular problems than elsewhere. Gavaskar also discussed 
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about the, ability of performance of Chetan Chauhan, 
Viswanath Kirmani, Kapil Dev, Dilip Doshi, Vengsarkar , 
Yashpal, Roger Binny and Sandip Patil and Karsan Ghavri also 
in this article. 
238. TROPHIES, IRANI, REST OF INDIA VS BOMBAY 
KOTNIS (Sharad) Bc»nbay Best: Irani Trophy. Sports week; 680; 
1981, Oct 25; 6-7. 
Bombay won the Irani Trophy after a lapse of five years 
by virtue of their first innings lead over the Rest of India 
at the Nehru sta^iim Indore they had last won the trophy in 
1976-77 at Delhi. In 23 years since the trophy was instituted 
in memory of the cricket Board President and treasurers Zal 
Irani the match has been played on 20 occassions and Bombay 
have won it ten times and shared it once in 1965-66. Bombay 
won the toss and go to bat Patil knocked out 125 and Bombay 
reached at 445. Rest of India were dismissed for 261. Bombay 
had a lead of 184 but they did not enforce the follow on. Then 
in second inning Bombay declared at 216 for four, leaving the 
Rest of India 401 for vietory. But they reached 210 for five 
at stumps. 
239. TROPHIES, IRANI, REST OP INDIA vs DELHI 
GAVASKAR (Sunil) Delhi worthy winners; Irani Trophy Sports world 
3,2; 1980, Nov. 5; 27-28. 
Gavaskar states about Irani Trophy played between India's 
team and Delhi's team. Delhi are undoubtly the strongest team 
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in the country and very very deserving national champion. After 
winning the toss. Input oxir team to bat and declared the 
inning at 507. Delhi in his inning declared at 600 and in 
second inning I declared. Thus 112 runs in 16 overs were 
needed to win for Delhi and Delhi must be congratulated for 
winning the Irani Trophy. 
240. TROPHIES, IRANI, REST OP INDIA VS KARNATAKA 
KOTNIS (Sharad). Kamataka Thrash rest of India: Irani Trophy 
Sports week 777; 1983, Sep. 14-20; 7-8, 
Discusses the Irani Trophy match between the Rast of India 
and the Ranji Trophy Champions is gradually losing its competi-
tive nature. In 20 years, the trophy has been won by the Ranji 
Trophy champions on more occassions than the Rest. This is 
happened at Rajkot last week and Kamataka gave so severe a 
thrashing to the Rest (India) that their bowlers and particularly 
their spinners will not forget it for scwnnetime at least. This 
is the Kamataka's second triumph in the Irani Trophy. Srinivas 
Prasad was adjudged the Man of the Match, Binny best batsman, 
Bhat and Vijayakrishna the best bowler and Yashpal Sharma the 
Best fielder. 
241; MOHAN(R) Battering for the Rest: Irani Trophy. Sportstar; 
6,38; 1983, Sept 17; 5-6. 
Discusses the 1983 Irani Trophy final played between the 
Kamataka and Rest of India. Karnataka shared the Irani Trophy 
with Rest of India. The failtore of Rest of India XI went 
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beyond the batting. To begin with, its spinners considered at 
various times to be Test class. Karnataka sported first inning 
and scored 350 and 405 for mine declared in his rsecond innings. 
Rest of India was all out at 185 in first inning and now Rest 
of India needed 526 run to score for victory. But they were 
186 for three on the final day till ending stumps. 
242. TROPHIES IRANI, WEATHER, REST OP INDIA VS DELHI 
WADHWANEYCK.R.) Irani Trophy match called off without a ball 
being bowled, Indian Express; 48, 84; 1980, Pebn5;12. 
Irani Trophy match between Ranji champions Delhi and the 
Rest of India was washed out here today without a ball being 
bowled at the Bulton Park stadium Jullundur, The sura shone 
brightly this morning . Stumps were pitched and crease marked, B 
But bowling run up was soggy and slippery. Both teams were also 
of the view that the Board of control for cricket in India should 
reorganise this match on some suitable dates instead of declaring 
them as joints winners, 
243, TROPHIES, MOIN-UD-DAWLA 
DIXIT(Arun). %derabad XI region cup after seven years, 
Moin-ud-Dowla cticket. Sports week 782; 1983, Oct 19-25; 11-12, 
Highlighted on the Moin-ud-Dowla , cricket find match, 
in its golden Jublee year at Hyderabad cricket Association, 
Hyderabad XI has regained the gilittoring Moin-ud-Dowla Gold 
cup after a lapse of seven years. In the final they beat 
Charminar challenge XI fielded by the Vazir Sultan Tobaco company 
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by a slender 3 run first innings lead. Semifinals were played 
on a matting wicket due to inclim^nt weather. While Charminar 
XI defeated the defending champions Mafat Lai sports club by 
a margin of 49 runs. Hyderabad scored a comfortable six wicket 
victjory ever the state Bank of India XI led by G.R.Vishwanath 
former Test Captain.. 
244. TROPHIES, PRDDENTIAL, DAYS, ONE, PITCH, VS ENGLAND, 
BLOPELD(Henry) Pitch proved India's undoing : One day internatio-
nal Headingly. Sports week 713? 1982, June 13; 10. 
Reveals that weather and the toss were both extremely 
unkind to India in the first of the two one day matches for the 
prudential Trophy which England won by nine wickets at Headingly. 
After being put into bat on an ideal pitch for Englandis seam 
bowler's India were bowled out for 193 in their 55 overs and 
England replied with 194 for one in 50.1 overs. The bed luck 
with the weather came when a thunder stone of such gigantic 
proportions swept Headingly that the ground was completely 
under water and a certain amount got through onto the pitch 
itself. So grass was moist at the start and England's seam 
bowlers were soon licking their lips. 
245. TROPHIES, TELERAME, SINGLE, WICKET, GAVASKAR and KAPIL DEV 
Sunny, Kapil Share Trophy: Single wicket cricket. Sports week. 
592; 1980. Feb, 17; 20. 
Sunil Gavaskar and Kapil Dev Sharad the Telerame Trophy 
when they became Joint winners of the single wicket cricket 
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championship held on Mohun Bagan ground Calcutta, they also 
receive Rs. 3500 in prize each. Altogether 16 players figures 
in tournament and both Gavaskar and Kapil Dev had to win three 
matches each before meeting in final. 
246. TROPHIES, ZONAL, PINAL, COACH BEHAR, WEST, vs SOUTH 
MADHAV(Veni). West emerge worthy winners: Coach-Behar Trophy. 
Sports week 798; 1984, Feb.1-7; 11:13. 
Discusses west zone has always thrived upon their batsman 
ship in any level of national competition. Cooch-Behar Trophy 
'for school boys was no exception. Topping over 400 runs in the 
innings that mattered most the first-in each of their three 
matches, west zone lads went on to win the trophy without much 
ado, it was one's imagination as South . always considered to 
be source of youth talent crumbled twice to leave west winrsers 
by nine wickets. West zone with plenty of talent in them 
deserved to win this trophy. 
247. TROPHIES ZONAL, PINAL, DEODPiAR, SOUTH vs CENTRAL 
MOHAN(R) . Purpose lost: Deodhar Trophy. Sport star; 4,40; 
1981, Oct 3; 5-6:8-9. 
Discusses the string of relati\d.y poor scores was broken 
only by South*s trophy winning effort when it finished just 15 
run behind etc 50 overs beadhar trophy record of 275 it made 
last year in Madras, that it could be attributed as much to the 
south zone batsmen's brilliances as to the inadequancies of the 
central zone attack evaluates the performance of the team's 
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which played the quarter final and semi final. Semi final played 
between west zone vs south zone won and North zone vs central 
zone won the match then final played between south zone and 
central zone. South zone batted first and scored 260 for 5 in 
50 overs then central zone was scored 147 in 50 overs. Thus the 
south zone beet the central zone and won the Deodhar Trophy. 
248. TROPHIES, ZONAL, PINAL, DEODHAR, SOUTH, VS NORTH, PLAYER'S, 
VENKATARAGHAVAN 
Venkat won it: Deodhar Trophy. Sports world; 1,17; 1979, 
Mar 28; 30. 
Discusses the Deodhar trophy final which south zone won 
by 29 runs in New Delhi on March 21 provided a fascinating study 
in the art X)f captaincy. The performance of the individual players^ 
it was the superior tactical skill of Venkataraghavan which 
humbled Horth zone . North put the south zone into bat after 
winning the toss and South zone was all out at 247 with two 
deliveries remaining. South star performer was Jayaprakasha, 
who made 74. North zone batted and Mohinder Amarnath fought on 
gamely and remained unbeeten at the end with 62 including three 
forms, and North zone innings finished at 218 in the 57t|h over, 
249. TROPHIES, ZONAL, PINAL, DEODHAR, WEST VS NORTH 
MEMON (Ayaz) West zone win title but Gutsy North win hearts; 
Deodhar Trophy. Sports week 800; 1984 Peb 15-21, 4041 
Discusses west zone beat North by 43 run by this margin to 
retain Deodhar Trophy, Symbal of supraraacy in the one day game. 
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but the jutsy determined battles frcm North was the hearts of 
present at the Palk Stadium solapure in the final, Ghulam Parkar 
was also the man of the match as well as best fielder. 
250, TROPHIES ZONAL, PINAL, DULEEP, WEST VS EAST 
GUHA (Sub rata) ,Pielding-East's undoing: Duleep Trophy 
Sports week; 1981, Nov 5; 6-7. 
Reveals that East zone grappled for the tirophy that Was 
theirs for taking, only to lose it grip. West wrested it frcam 
East in the recently concluded Duleep Trophy final at the 
Barbourne stadium, Dilip Doshi won the toss and elected to bat 
on a wicket which was spongy and underrolled. East started badly, 
but were all out for 327 runs. Then west zone • Dilip vengsarkar 
walked out to join young Ravi Shastri and they took the score 
to 315 runs. Thus ended a match which would have been nail-
bitting finish and a win would have done a world of difference 
for East Zone cricket. 
251. TROPHIES, ZONAL, PINAL, QUARTER, DULEEP,nEAST vs CENTRAL 
BHANDARl(Prakash). East wilt under pressure: The Duleep Trophy 
Sports week; 471; 1977, Oct 9; 8-9. 
East and Central Zones team are the two weak cricketing 
zones, but with in theras«lves they are of equal strength in 
different departments of the game. Match between these two teams 
of equal potential when in Duleep Trophy quarter final metaa 
premature end as East Zone wilted undelr pressure to give central 
zone a well deserved ten wicket. Victory on a Sawai Man Singh 
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stadixam. Central started badly but recovered through a grand 
fourth wicket partnership of 141 runs between Parthasarthy 74 
and 98 by Abdul Hai, 
252. TROPHIES, ZONAL, PINAL, SEMI, DULEEP, NORTH ns CENTRAL 
NAIR (K.K.) North zone storm into Duleep Trophy' final. Indian 
Express, 48, 47; 1979, Dec 25; 12. 
Holden North Zone entered the final of the Duleep Trophy 
fdr the seventh time defeating central zone by ten wickets in the 
first mandatory over on the last day of their four day Serai-
final here. North zone will now meet west zone in the four day 
final beginning at Bombay from Jan.4. it will be the fifth Time 
clash for top honours. West Zone had beaten North three times 
in the past having lost only last year, get to score 90 runs for 
an outright winnin 85 minutes and 20 mandatoi^ overs, « And 
North Zone achieved the target in only 20.1 overs. 
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